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SECTION 1

SUMMARY

The purpose of the work reported was to investigate methods for

improving the open-loop behavior of hydrofoil craft with emphasis

on three different foil suspension techniques and to conduct feasibility

and preliminary design studies applying these techniques to the Bureau

of Ships 15-ton high-speed test craft (FRESH) for stabilization and

control, both manually and automatically, in a State 3 Sea. The three

suspension techniques, as may be seen from the diagrams of Figure 1-1,
are basically mechanical in nature and have the property of providing

a non-rigid connection in one degree-of-freedom between the foil and

the hull. In the care of the sprung (or heaving) foil (Figure 1-1a), roughly

vertical heaving can be used to minimize angle-of-attack variations

normally induced by wave orbital motion. The freedom to rotate of

the pivoted (or hinged) foil (Figure 1-1b) and the kite foil (Figure 1-1c)

gives these configurations the potential for reducing induced angle-of-

attack variations.

Preliminary studies of these three basic foil suspension schemes were

conducted to determine their relative merits with respect to their
ability to counteract the influences of wave particle orbital motion

disturbances on the foil and minimize the resulting forces on the hull.

No considerations of overall craft stability were involved in these

preliminary studies which are described in Section 4. Stability with

regard to individual foil response was considered, particularly for

the case of the kite foil in supercavitating flow.
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The general conclusions of the preliminary studies may be summarized

by stating that the indicated potential performance on both the hinged

and kite foils, regarding the isolation of the hull from wave-induced

forces, is poorer than for the sprung (or heaving) foil configuration.

Additionally, Section 4 of this report includes a study of basic stability

problems inherent in the use of a supercavitating foil employing a

detached flap in which it is shown that satisfactory stability cannot be

obtained. This does not preclude the possibility of successful employ-

ment of the kite foil configuration as applied to subcavitating foils,

since the extreme hydrodynamic non-linearities associated with

cavitation that make stability impossible in the former case, are

largely missing in the latter case.

To provide a means for applying controlling forces on the hull and

foils of the craft in the presence of the spring-mounted foils; three

basic mechanical and hydromechanical mechanisms were evolved.

The first provided a lateral foil constraint which permitted two adjacent

foils, although individually sprung, to be used mutually for aileron

type control by constraining both foils to heave together (see Section 11).

The second was introduced in order to permit manual longitudinal

stability of the craft and is designed to produce immediate heave

forces on the hull by generating so-called reaction forces. This is

accomplished essentially by varying the lever arm of the foil strut

spring (see Section 11). The third technique is a simple hydromechanical

spring-centering device and has been introduced to prevent a static

bias displacement of the springs for varying loads on the craft or

excessive spring deflections at low frequencies.

Preliminary results on basic craft lateral stability and the nature of

the change in basic stability with configuration changes such as foil

placement (within limits prescribed for the FRESH craft) and the use

of foil dihedral and/or sweep are given in Section 5. Taking these

1-21



results in conjunction with the criteria describing limits for the con-

trollabilityby a human operator as developed and presented in Section 7,

it was possible to assess the various configurations for controllability.

A preliminary craft configuration, assumed before data on the actual

FRESH craft was available, indicated a significant effect due to the

addition of dihedral. However the influence of both dihedral and

sweep was concluded to be quite small when the actual FRESH craft

parameters were used. (See Section 3. ) Such widely varying configura-

tions as one airplane (conventional) configuration and three canard

configurations (one which used four struts instead of three), for the

FRESH craft are shown to yield surprisingly similar dynamic properties,

with the most easily controllable, manually, being a canard configuration

with slightly longer aft struts than forward struts. These investiga-

tions of manual controllability were accompanied by studies of auto-

matic lateral control which are reported in Section 5. The effects

of wave-induced disturbances were included in the latter two-dimensional

and three-dimensional simulations.

Recommendations for displays and controls necessary for manual

control of the craft are included in Section 8 and are basically the

same as those found to be acceptable for manual control in the later

simulations.

Longitudinal analysis of the complete craft equipped with sprung

foils (Section 6) demonstrated a stability problem that was more

difficult than originally anticipated. Previous studies of a large

subcavitating rigid-strut craft showed craft open-loop longitudinal rate

of divergence to be much slower than that for the lateral system.

Comparable divergence rates for the FRESH craft were found to be

of the same order as those of the lateral system. This resulted from

the cumulative effects of three properties:
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(a) The surface proximity effect is destabilizing in the case of

a supercavitating foil; that is, the lift increases as sub-

mergence of the foil decreases which is opposite to the sur-

face proximity effect for subcavitation operation;

(b) The strut drag represents a much greater destabilizing

effect than for the subcavitating craft since, for a given

increase in strut immersion, there is a larger incremental

downward pitching moment on the craft at the higher speed.

(c) The presence of the spring suspension of the foils aggravates

the stability problems generated by items (a) and (b). Item

(b) appears to be the most significant with items (c) and (a) j
following in order of importance. I

The rapidity of the resulting longitudinal divergence and the evidence

from the later three-dimensional (six-degree-of-freedom) simulation j
(Section 12) that cross-coupling effects are small make it necessary

and possible to split the manual control of the craft between two

operations - one for the longitudinal and the other for the lateral

system.

The two-dimensional lateral simulation of the craft reported in

Section 9 confirmed the analysis of Section 5. Automatic lateral

control using ailerons initially and rudders on all three struts in

later runs with laterall, rigid struts shows that, while roll angles

are somewhat larger when using rudders, they are less than one

degree in a State 3 Sea and normalized side force (approximately

lateral acceleration) is substantially smaller in the latter case.

Thus it is concluded that a rudder controlled lateral system is

preferable to an aileron controlled system where minimization of

lateral accelerations is of prime importance. The effectiveness of

the automatic rudder-controlled lateral system leads to the considera-

tion of a two-strut (one forward and the other aft) configuration, and
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it is believed that study of such a craft is merited. Also, it appears

unnecessary to provide longer aft struts than forward struts to insure

automatically controlled lateral stability for this craft.

Manual lateral control of the craft using ailerons and rudders (not

simultaneously) confirmed earlier analysis that the stability under

manual control of a trained operator was adequate for emergency

operation in calm water for both control modes. In a State 3 Sea it

is concluded that the probability of loss of control is too great to

permit the use of either system for manual control of the craft.

The introduction of strut lateral compliance was found to be a

destabilizing factor for either automatic or manual lateral control as

was anticipated. Longer aft than forward struts (assumed rigid) were

found to improve stability in manual control.

Two-dimensional longitudinal simulation of the craft reported in

Section 10 resulted in the evolution of an automatic control system

utilizing hydromechanical spring self-centering loops around fore

and aft foils, measured relative wave height and heave acceleration

controlling reaction forces forward and measured pitch attitude

controlling aft reaction forces. Conclusions from runs in State 3 Seas

using this control system are that, while sprung foils have reduced

heave accelerations particularly in the presence of seas with high

encounter frequencies (head, bow) the non-rigid foil support structure

has aggravated the problem of longitudinal stability both for automatic

and manual control. Manual stabilization of the craft was possible

in calm water and in the presence of waves if the aft pitch angle

control loop. was retained. (Later three-dimensional simulation

showed that if the springs of the aft foils were "locked out", that is,

rigid aft struts were used, manual stabilization was also possible.)
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Either one or the other of these configurations, it seems, is essential

to provide sufficient pitch damping for control. With the aft gyro loop J
closed, calm water stability was deemed sufficient to permit emergency

manual operation but in State 3 Seas, like the lateral system, manual I
longitudinal control is not considered sufficient to be used.

The evolved longitudinal and lateral control systems were combined in I
a three-dimensional simulation (results are reported in Section 12)

of runs made in both a calm sea and a State 3 irregular sea under various i

relative headings. Both cross-coupling and surge mode effects were

small during this simulation, provided roll angles were held to less than I
10 to 15 degrees and foil broaching was avoided. As noted earlier,

longitudinal manual control was possible without the use of an aft- I
pitch "aided stabilization" loops provided aft strut springs were

locked out. It was further established that longitudinal control in

calm water is quite practical with a height sensor display alone but

that the heave acceleration signal was a necessary constituent of the

longitudinal operator's display for control in a State 3 Sea.

Sections 13 and 14 contain the final design control system description

and control system components requirements, and a survey of

available rate and vertical reference gyros. ,

It should be noted that the high speed test craft used as a model for

manual control in this study possesses perhaps the most difficult
inherent dynamics for manual control of any hydrofoil craft in the

planning or construction phase at this time. It is most probable that i
the manual control of a large subcavitating hydrofoil craft with

uncontrolled response more amenable to manual stabilization would

show a realistic capability at least for emergency mode control.

1
I
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SECTION 2

GLOSSARY

The following symbols are those- most often used in the body of this

report. Lesser used symbols are defined as required in the text.

Acceleration of foil

A Lever arm of strut drag or aspect ratio
b Span between rear struts

c Mean chord of foil or strut

CN  Normal force coefficient on foil

C N Normal force coefficient including effects of virtual inertia

C N Normal force coefficient due to virtual inertia

C L Lift coefficient of strut

CDs Drag coefficient of strut

d Distance of an item above or below the CG measured

parallel .to the Z axis.

D Drag

DA Aerodynamic drag
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fl(i) incidence effect on foil CN f cN = f1 (i)f( )

f2 ( ) submergence effect on foil CN

I
FC Hydrodynamic circulatory force on the foil parallel to and

tending positively to compress the spring. 1
F Force on foil due to virtual inertia effects I

F B  Balance force producing lateral constraint of aft foils

g Acceleration due to gravity

hH  Heave perturbation of the hull about an equilibrium i
position.

hW Height of the wave above mean sea level I
hHS ' hWH S  Height of the height sensor and wave height at the

height sensor respectively above mean sea level

hG  Height of the CG above mean sea level in Z direction

hGV Height of the CG above mean sea level measured vertically

i Instantaneous incidence relative to foil lower surface or

strut center line.

I I I Moments of inertia of craft measured about x, y and
z axis respectively. I

k Various constants (with suffices) for control systems. 3
Defined in text.

I



KF, K R  Fore and aft strut spring stiffnesses

KFS, KSS, Kps Lateral spring stiffness of forward, aft starboard

and aft port struts.

K Rolling moment. (positive starboard down)

IDistance of an item fore or aft of the CG, measured

parallel to the x axis.

M Pitching moment about y axis (positive nose up)

mT Total mass of the craft

m H  Mass of the hull

mF, mR Mass of the fore and aft unsprung masses (foil

and strut)

n Number of struts or foils

N Yawing moment about the z axis (positive when the bow

tends to starboard)

p Rolling angular velocity about x axis (positive starboard

down,

P Force exerted by spring and reaction on hul (along strut

and positive up)

q Pitching angular velocity about y axis (positive nose up)
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r Yawing angular velocity about z axis (positive nose to

starboard)

R Reaction force (positive tending to extend strut) j

S Foil or strut area =

s Laplace operator

T Jet thrust I
u Velocity component parallel to x axis

u Velocity at craft CGg

uOM Horizontal component of orbital motion (positive in I
direction of wave propagation)

uA Relative velocity of air

v Side slip velocity parallel to y axis (positive to starboard)

w Vertical velocity of craft parallel to z axis (positive down)

WOM Vertical component of wave orbital motion (positive down)

x, y, z Axes moving with the craft. Positive direction:

forward, starboard, and down respectively

YFS, YSS, YPS Lateral deflections of mid-depth of submergence

points of forward, aft starboard, and aft port

struts.

I
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Foil submergence

6 Aileron deflection
a

6b, 6s  Bow and stern rudder deflections respectively

7 Foil attitude (angle between foil lower surface and x axis,

positive in positive lifting sense)

4bO Euler angles defining the craft orientation. 4 yaw about

z, 0 pitch about y, and 0 roll about x and taken in that

order.

X Wave length of regular seas

Strut hinge to foil length

Spring deflection (positive for spring extension)

p Water density

.-T Various time constants defined in the text

W Various critical frequencies defined in the text.
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Subscripts

G center of gravity -

P port

S starboard or strut

F forward

R rear I
H strut hinge point

A aerodynamic

Primed values indicate perturbations in the equations programmed for

the two-dimensional simulation.

1

i
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SECTION 3

CRAFT GEOMETRY AND ASSUMED FOIL-STRUT CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Details of the FRESH craft geometry were supplied by a communication

from the Bureau of Ships. (See Reference 3-1.) These data presented

information on permissible location of foil-strut at.achment and in-

cluded the general craft outline with CG location. Moments of inertia

were not given and so they were estimated from the craft outline and

given weight. They are listed in Figure 3-1. The same figure shows

the general outline and pertinent dimensions of the craft that are em-

ployed in the work to follow.

Information was also supplied (see Reference 3-2) on the foils proposed

for initial sea trials of the FRESH craft. However, for the reasons

cited, a different foil section was chosen for this study.

3.2 FOIL AND STRUT SELECTION

3.2. 1 NOTATION (FOR THIS SECTION)

The notation is that used in Reference 3-3.

A is aspect ratio (b2 /S)

A is vertical distance from lower surface to cavity

6 is the spray thickness above the foil

C L is lift coefficient

C is lift coefficient exclusive of cross flow
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E is ratio of semiperimeter to span

x is distance aft of leading edge

a is angle of attack (= A ° in this case),

a i  is induced angle of attack

I" is correction factor for variation from elliptical plan [.
form

The foils proposed for the initial sea trials of the high-speed test craft

are of cambered parabolic section. This results in a highly non-linear

lift curve (see Reference 3-3) combined with unknown, unsteady char-

acteristics in the region of transition between fully wetted and dry upper

surface.

Since the primary objectives of the current study are the investigation

of sprung foils and manual control, it was decided not to obscure the

issue by the inclusion of the non-linear characteristics of the parabolic

section foil.

Therefore a conventional supercavitating foil giving an approximately

linear lift curve over the speed range of interest (40 to 80 knots) was

employed. Thus it is required to use a section which will give a suf-

ficiently small drag to permit takeoff while retaining a dry upper sur-

face at cruise.

Data in Reference 3-3, Figures 17 to 24, give CL w 0.4 for L/D

3. 0 for an aspect ratio 3 foil at a depth of 5 chords (a depth roughly

consistent with takeoff conditions). The craft at takeoff suffers fur-

ther drag increments due to the struts, the hull, and foil skin friction;

since on the high-speed test craft the maxinum thrust is about half the

weight, it appears unlikely that a basic foil L/D ratio much less than

3 can be tolerated. Now, if this foil lift coefficient is to lift the craft

at 40 knots, then, at 80 knots, CL = 0. 1. Therefore a section is

3
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required giving a dry upper surface at CL = 0. 1 and a running depth of

about 2 chords. The requirement that the cavity must pass sufficiently

far above the lower surface to permit an adequate structural thickness

dictates a minimum CL well above CLd (see Figures 3-2 and 3-3 pre-

pared from Reference 3-3). The three-term series section with CLd

= 0. 1, and being only 1 percent thick at the 50-percent chord point

(which is clearly structually inadequate), would have a minimum oper-

ating CL = 0. 126. In addition, the lower surface camber is only about

1. 7 percent maximum.

To design a foil capable of safely operating at CL = 0.1 would require

a somewhat smaller critical lift coefficient (upper surface just wet),

CL = 0.08, say. To achieve this and obtain a reasonable structural

thickness requires a very small CLd ; 0. 03. This reduces the maxi-

mum lower surface camber to 0. 5 percent, which is to all intents and

purposes, a flat plate.

Thus a flat plate foil has been assumed for the craft.

Then, from Figure 17d of Reference 3-3, CL = 0.08 at a = 40 for A =3
and d/c =2.0.

Equation 128 of Reference 3-3 for a flate plate becomes

Total = (( )( I) = 0.75
A -a. A -0 1 0 1

CLl
Now = (1+T) from Equation 95 of Reference 3-3.

1

CL CN, (a-ai) cos a from Equation 94 of Reference 3-3

where CN, f (a-ai) cos a = CL for zero camber.
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For the foil planform shown in Figure 3-4, 1
0.08

E=1.27 C 1 = 0.7 = 0.063

0.063 (1.02) 0.00683rad
0.0 T-x 0.068I

= 0.39130

A -a. = 0-a. = 3. 60870 1
0 1 1

which permits a thickness (scaled from Figure 25d of Reference 3-3) at I
d/c = 2.0 of l

(4) Total = 5. 75% at x/c = 0.5
= 10.9%atx/c = 1.0 1
= 2. 71% at x/c = 0.2

Vvththe cavity shape thus defined, a thickness-chord ratio of 5 per-

cent was chosen for the foil which would readily fall within the cavity,

and the foil planform shape was patterned after the foil planform shape

presented in Reference 3-1. (See Figure 3-4.) I

The strut section outline shown in Figure 3-4 is precisely that pre-

sented in Reference 3-1 as the strut section being considered for pre- -
liminary trials of the FRESH craft.

11
I
I
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SECTION 4

PRELIMINARY DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF
THREE SUSPENSION TECHNIQUES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The fundamental similarities and differences in performance potential

of the Sprung, Hinged, and Kite Foil concepts are investigated and

evaluated in this section. Diagrams illustrating the three systems

are shown in Figure 4-1. Because of the non-rigid mounting of these

three basic foil configurations, the complete equations representing

craft longitudinal dynamic behavior are considerably more complicated

than the analogous equations for a craft with rigidly mounted foils.

In this case, the high speed, (80 knots) and relatively small waves

which represent the test craft's environment permit a simplification

in the longitudinal equations for the purpose of this comparison.

This simplification is realized with the assumption that hull heave

motions are sufficiently small so that the attitude changes transmitted

to the foil by pitching of the hull represent a negligible effect. In the

case of the kite foil and the hinged foil with zero spring stiffness, such

induced foil incidence changes are precisely zero.

The pure heave assumption may be shown to be valid for the sprung

foil case by a simple calculation. The root-mean-square orbital

velocity (vertical component), for a State 3 Sea is derived

in Section 4. 6 (see Figure 4-18). If a regular sea corresponding

approximately to the peak of the sea spectrum (we = 5 rad/sec) at

a craft speed of 80 knots is assumed with the same root-mean-square

I
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orbital velocity, this may be applied, as an input, in Figure 4-4 to

the curve of "hull displacement". Thus

h[
2f I H I Vw21

Vh - = 0.0123 x 1.26 = 0.0155 ftw OM

Hull pitch attitude change becomes (assuming aft foil stationary) I
h H 0. 0155

AO = hH = . 3 0.000516 rad I
wherel is fore-aft foil separation. l
This induced incidence change has an equivalent additional orbital

motion input component of J
W(OM) equiv/u = 0.000516 1

With u (craft velocity) = 135 ft/sec (80 knots), I
W(OM)equiv = 0.000516 x 135 = 0.0696 F/S

This value is more than an order of magnitude below the root-mean-

square orbital velocity quoted previously (1. 26 F/S from the first I
equation) and therefore represents a demonstration of the validity of

the non-pitch assumption. 1
The fixed foil case may be similarly checked by using Figure 4-4 to
findI

f 2 1 . H = 0. 055 x 1. 26 = 0. 0806 ft

I s wo aSj

I
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A = 0.0806 = 0.00269 rad

and woM) equi v  = 0.00269 x 13 5 = 0.363 F/S

This value, although considerably smaller than the mean square value,

is not down by an order of magnitude, and so the approximation of zero

pitching must be considered correspondingly poorer.

For the lower end of the encounter frequency spectrum of the State 3

Sea (w = 1 to 5 rad/sec) the phase difference of the orbital motion in-

puts on fore and aft foils 0 = 7. 3 to 51. 1 degrees respectively, (re-

spective wavelengths of 1380 and 211 feet) assuming a foil separation

of 30 feet. Thus, over this range, the motions of the fore and aft foils

will tend to be largely in-phase and computation of hull pitch, based on

the assumption of a non-heaving aft foil, is conservative.

For frequencies beyond about 3 rad/sec, hull motions are so small as

to have negligible influence on the behavior of the hinged foil. (See

Figure 4-5 for hinged foil response with and without hull constraint.)

It may thus be concluded that for the encounter frequency range of in-

terest (1. 5 to 30 rad/sec for 80 knots in a State 3 head sea) freedom

of the hull to pitch would not substantially modify the conclusions

drawn from the comparison of the three systems.

4. 2. SPRUNG FOIL

4.2. 1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The hull will receive least fluctuation in lift force (due to the influence

of orbital motions on the foil) if the resultant hydrodynamic force on

the foil (F) is directed along the axis of the strut spring. It is fortunate

4-3



that the vector sum of the lift and drag on the foil changes its direction

little in relation to the foil over a wide range of incidence. The sche-

matic arrangement is shown in Figure 4-1a.

The equations of motion of the foil become

mhso hH( s ) -R(4) I

mFSfhH(. 8)+ g (s= R(s) - F(s)

where mh is the equivalent mass of the hull I
mF is the mass of the foil plus the unsprung portion of the

strut

hH is the heave of the hull (positive down)

R is the reaction transmitted along the strut

F is the hydrodynamic force on the foil (positive in the

normal lifting sense)

is the spring deflection

All variables are taken as small perturbations from the equilibrium

steady state.

Now R(s) = -K t (s) (4-2)

where K is the spring stiffness.

Substituting Equation 4-2 in Equation 4-1 gives

(s) - -F(s) (4-3)
KmH + m 2

m4H F
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The force on the foil must include all necessary unsteady effects, thus

F(s) = CN( ) Su 2  (4-4)

where p is the water density

u is the relative free stream velocity assumed constant, since

at supercavitating speeds, the horizontal component or or-

bital motion is very small

S is the foil plan area

CN is as defined in Equation 4-5.

The only hydrodynamic perturbations experienced by the foil are in

heave, due to the combined effects of spring deflection, t , hull heave

hH1 and the vertical component of orbital motion measured positive

downward.

The assumed form of the normal force coefficient as derived from

Reference 4-1 is

CN(s) = B (1 + Ps) {(s) + hi(s) - w OM (s) (4-5)

8 controls the magnitude of the virtual inertia effects.

1 8 CN
B = 1 Ni (steady state*

Thususing Equations 4-1 (2nd part), 4-2, 4-4, 4-5, and 4-3 gives

() - m ils (I + P )

wOMS ( m mH 2 mH !F 3)K fl+ -H --- s, 8
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mF+mH

Equation 4-6,in combination with Equation 4-2 and the first of Equa-

tion 4-1, gives R(s) and hH(s). From Equation 4-6 the following spe-

cial cases can be developed. I

(1) Hull prevented from heaving (mH = 0, kM =1) 1

_ ( E(I + 0s) (4-7) 1
OM( E4 + s 2

(2) Rigidly mounted foil (K = oo)

hH(S) =+ s (4-8)

nI= 01 + P+ sH 1
(3) Rigidly mounted foil and zero hull heaving. (K + * and mH= 00) I

Rs) - E (l+ Ps) (4-9)w OM(S)

(4) Zero stiffness spring (K = 0) 1
1_ s + Ps (4-10) IWO" s l + m+- )s

I
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4.2. 2 EXAMPLE

The foil, whose dimensions are presented below, was chosen for pre-

liminary numerical evaluation and purposes of illustration. It serves

as a useful basis for comparing the three methods of mounting and it

is felt that the conclusions are unaffected by any realistic changes in

the foil configuration. A comparison of Figures 4-4 and 4-16 will show

that, for two quite different foil sizes, the dynamic'behavior for nearly

comparable mass spring resonances (K = 2515 lb/ft in Figure 4-4 and

K = 1000 lb/ft in Figure 4-16)is very similar indeed.

Foil geometry:

Span = 6 ft, chord = 2 ft, area = 12 ft2

Aspect ratio = 3. 0

mF = 31.06 slugs, mH = 1700 slugs, k m = 0.982

Speedu=80knots = 135. 2 ft/sec

= 0.01012 sec, E= 2515. 3 slugs/sec

The spring deflection for a range of spring stiffnesses (with hull heave

zero) as a function of encounter frequency is plotted in Figure 4-2. The

reaction on the hull for the same range of spring stiffnesses (also with

hull heave zero) as a function of encounter frequency is plotted in

Figure 4-3.

The hull acceleration for a rigid strut (K = 00) and for K = 2515. 3 lb/ft

are plotted as functions of encounter frequency in Figure 4-4.

4.2.3 CONCJUSIONS

(1) The spring is most effective in reducing reaction transmitted

to the hull at high frequency.
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(2) For a finite spring stiffness there is a frequency below which

a substantially rigid strut reaction exists. This critical fre-

quency diminishes with spring stiffness. i
(3) Substantial spring deflections only occur for combinations of

low spring stiffness around the hull-spring resonant frequency.

Section 4. 6 develops a control loop for maintaining spring de-

flections small at all frequencies.

(4) There is a small frequency range over which the hull accelera-

tion with the sprung foil arrangement exceeds that produced

by the rigid strut. This resonanc.e effect peaks at 1. 2 rad/sec

in the example given in Figure 4-4. At this peak the foil dis- -
placement is zero. It is also possible that the peak is fictitious

since no account has been taken of natural hull aerodynamic I
damping.

(5) The effect of foil mass variation is of small significance.

(6) The spring effectively isolates the hull at frequencies well 1
beyond the probable bandwidth of an accelerometer loop.

4.3 HINGED FOIL 1
4.3.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The schematic arrangement is shown in Figure 4-lb. I
2Let the inertia about the hinge be IF slugs ft

Let the mass of the foil be mF slugs.

The foil movement is restrained by a torsion spring of stiffness T

lb ft/rad at the pivot. I

4-8
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FH and MH are the hydrodynamic normal force and moment on the foil

referred to the leading edge.

aF is the perturbation in pitch displacement of the foil in radians.

Thus, the equations of motion are

R() - FH() = mF { hH(S) + kC 2 aF())

MR(-S) + MH(S) - kLCFH(S) = kGCmFS hH(.S) + IF, 8 aF(, (4-11)

SR(S) = m H S  hH

(The quantities kGC, kLC are defined in Figure 4-lb.)

Now the pivot spring restoring moment perturbation

MR(s) = - T aF(s) (4-12)

Based on Reference 4-1, the hydrodynamic normal force and moment

on the foil will be of the form

FH(S) = z() hH(s) - • + kLC aF(S + (s) aF(S)

,(4-13)

MH(S) = Iz hH(S) - + kLC =F(G)+ (S) (S)

where OZ, ct' Z and "a are defined in Equation 4-16, Orbital motion

is assumed ifrotational so that it does not contribute moments on the

foil that would otherwise exist due to the stream' s rotational inertia.
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Substituting Equations 4-12 and 4-13 in Equation 4-11 and eliminating

R(s) gives

AhH(s) + BaF(s) = CwOM(S) (-4

Dh H(,S) + EaF s = FwOM(s)JI

where A = Zs+(m,+.)s2

B =k LCOZ(B) + (S) + mF k GCS82 1

Dk LCOZ(s) - II~)+ k GC m Fs1

E =k 2 L C2 OZ(s) + k LC{Oa() - FIz(5}l - Ra (s) + T + IF s 2

F = k COZ(s) - I,~
Solving Equation 4-14 gives

h H(s) =CE -BF
w oM(*) A 71

(4-15)

a F(s) AF -CD

From Reference 4-1 the following functions were derived for substi-

tution in A, B, C, D, E, F.

Oz (s PFL S s(+. 6766 CsJ
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P(s) = 2 p A S + 1. 0886 Cs 3976C

.( = -pI S Cs + 0.8891-- (4-16)

5  2 2Ir P SC + 2. 144 __s+ 0. 4958C2

- 4.3.2 EXAMPLE

For numerical evaluation the foil was taken as being geometrically

identical to that assumed in the previous "sprung foil" section (Sectibn

4. 2).

The mass of the foil mF = 18. 63 slugs (a reduction from the previous

case since no strut is attached).

The foil CG location was taken as kG = 0.55 + kL .

G2

The foil inertia about its own CG (IF(CG)) was taken as 6. 398 slugs ft2 .

Then the moment of inertia about the pivot is found as

IF I F(CG) + (kGC) mF

=6.398+ [(0. 55+ kL) 2] 2 x 18.63

which becomes: IF = 28.94 + 81.99 kL + 74.53 k2= L

1The results are plotted in Figure 4-5 and 4-6.

I4.3.3 CONCLUSIONS

(1) The hinged foil reduces reactions on the hull at all frequencies.

I
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(2) The reductions in hull acceleration are poor at high frequency

compared with the sprung foil.

(3) The hull acceleration attenuation is improved by moving the

hinge point well forward of the leading edge (see Figure 4-5,

kL = 1. 0). If this process is extended sufficiently, the hinged I
foil approaches the sprung foil in behavior as would be expected

(hence the improvement). However, this results in an unde- I
sirable mechanical arrangement - a long arm from the foil to

the hinge. I

(4) Variation of spring stiffness has little effect at high frequency

(see Figure 4-5).

(5) The drag penalty associated with the hinge and spring housing

is undesirable. I
(6) Since the sprung foil carries all of its control mechanization

above the water, there is no equivalent drag penalty and pro-

vided that spring deflections are kept small, the sprung foil

seems much more promising.

4.4 TRAILING FLAP KITE FOIL

The concept of a kite foil involves the use of a statically stable foil

pivoted to the strut, having zero static pitching moment about the

hinge (see Figure 4-lc). Thus an auxiliary foil or flap is required I
to control the lift coefficient at which the pitching moment will be

zero under steady-state conditions. I
Structural stiffness is a prime requirement for any supercavitating j
foil, so that an auxiliary foil having a span comparable with the main

4
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foil would need multiple support brackets. If these brackets penetrate

the flow beyond the cavity, an increase in the fundamentally large drag

associated with cavitation is unavoidable. Therefore, as a special

case of the kite foil configuration, it has been decided to consider initi-

ally an auxiliary foil of the trailing edge flap type having no such hard-

ware in the stream.

In the supercavitating regime only the lower surfaces of both foil and

flap will be effective, so that beyond some small negative flap angle

the lower surface of the flap will cavitate and become completely in-

effective.

a CM
Now, the neutral point -C-- = 0 of supercavitating foils is close to

L

the theoretical thin foil value of 0. 3125 chord aft of the leading edge,

so that the hinge must be placed at some point forward of this to give

static stability. Cambered foils such as the Tulin-Burkart have cen-

ters of pressure (CM = 0) typically located between 0. 37 and 0. 50 chords

aft of the leading edge depending on camber and CL * Thus (neglect-

ing the probable cavitation of the flap) substantial negative flap deflec-

tion would be required to bring the pitching moment to zero. The

resulting steady-state configuration would be far from the originally

designed section and degraded performance would result.

Consideration therefore is reduced to substantially uncambered foils

with trailing edge flaps. It is assumed that the upper surface is at

all times dry, as wetting would produce large pitching moment varia-

tions.

With the trailing edge flap lower surface completely wet, the foil

neutral point is at 0. 3125 chord. With the flap completely cavitated,

the neutral point will be at 0. 3125 (1 - k ). This limits the possible

range of hinge positions (see Figure 4-7).
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4.4.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

All nomenclature is the same as for the hinged foil (of the previous

section) except as shown in Figure 4 -1c.

Then the equations of motion become

R (a) - F H(s) = m 4 2 hH (a) + (k G - kH) Cs 2 a F (81

M H(s) + k HC FH( s) = (k G - kH) GmFSI~s) + IF~ s Fs (4-17)

- R(s) = inHs- h H(s)

Based on Reference 4-1 the hydrodynamic normal force and moment

on the foil will be of the form

F H(s) = z(8){h H(s) - WO~)- k HCa F(s)4}+ 0 (s) aFs)

M (s) = Y Zs) k (S) - w OM--) - kH Ca(sJ + L (s s) (-8

Substituting Equations 4-18 and 4-17 and eliminating R(s) gives

Ah H() + BaF (s) = C W OM() 
( -9

Dh H(s) + EaF(s) = F wOM(s)I

Where

A = Z(s) +(mH + md s 2

B-kH CZ(s) +0(s) + (k G -kH) Cms 2
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C =z(S.)/s

2

D (kG - kH) CmES - Z(,) - k HCOz(s)

E = -IL a(s) + kHC (t.z(s) - Oa(s) + k2 H c 2Z ( s ) + I2F s

= Lz(s) + kHC OZ(s)}

OZ( s ) , Oa( s) ' zS), Ia(s) being defined in Equation 4-16.

4.4. 2 EXAMPLE

The foil dimensions are the same as those assumed for the sprung

and hinged foils, except that the undersurface must be nearly flat.

The foil CG was taken as 0. 55 C.

The mass of the foil was taken as 18. 63 slugs (as for the hinged foil).

The foil inertia about its CG was taken as 6. 398 slugs ft (as for the

hinged foil). Then, a computation similar to that shown in Section

4. 2. 2 yields

IF = 28.94 - 81. 94 kH + 74.53 k 2H

The results in terms of reactions on the struts are shown in Figure

4-8. All the results were calculated for the zero hull heave condition

since this somewhat reduces computation and (as previous experience

has shown) only affects the behavior significantly at very low frequency.
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4.4.3 CONCLUSIONS

(1) Strut reaction attenuation is poor compared with either the

sprung or hinged foil system, particularly at the higher fre-

quencies where servo loops are most ineffective. In the

range 5 to 200 rad/sec, only about 3-db (30 percent) re-

duction in strut reaction is achieved.

(2) Efforts to improve the high frequency performance by re-

ducing the mass andinertia of the foil and by adding mass

balance proved fruitless.

(3) The underwater location of the hinge is undesirable insofar

as overall system drag is concerned.

(4) Wetting of the upper surface at low speed and at very small

incidences at high speed could produce a forward movement

of neutral point resulting in instability. Even if this could

be prevented at high speed the foils would gradually be re-

quired to be locked under low speed take-off conditions.

(5) The overall results show little promise when applied to

supercavitating conditions. Therefore, the trailing flap

kite foils will not be considered further. The following

analysis will consider the more general kite foil configura-

tion.

4.5 SEMI-DETACHED (KITE) FOIL I
A "kite" foil configuration has been investigated that utilized an at-

tached, trailing edge flap for control. In this section, the concept

is extended to the more general case of a semi-detached controlfoil

(see Figure 4-9) to determine whether such a configuration may be

capable of inherent stability while maintaining a near constant lift

force at supercavitating speeds and allowing for the hydrodynamic

non-linearities likely to be present.
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4.5.1 STABILITY REQUIREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS

A freely hinged foil is required such that the pitching moment about

the hinge is zero while a positive lift is being developed. It is also

necessary (though not sufficient) that the foil be statically stable; i. e.

a change in foil incidence will produce a pitching moment so as to

9CM
restore the original incidence, or Ba < 0, where CM = pitching

moment coefficient and a = angle of incidence. This condition can be

achieved by using a tandem foil system with the hinge being positioned

forward of the neutral point of the combination. (The neutral point is
SCM-0.

defined as that point at which 8C - 0.

With subcavitating hydrofoils operating between zero lift and near

stall (or inception of cavitation), both --- and S-J are nearly
$a sa

constant. With a supercavitating foil this is not so. There are three

distinct flow regimes. At small incidences the foil will be fully wetted

(except at the blunt trailing edge). As incidence is increased further,

a small cavitation bubble will start on the upper surface at the sharp

leading edge and spread toward the trailing edge. Further incidence

increase will produce a fully cavitated foil with the whole upper sur-

face dry. The regime under which the foil is operating at any given

moment will depend on incidence, cavitation number, submergence

and ventilation.

The effects of transferring from one regime to another result in ex-

treme non-linearities are shown in Figure 4-10. (CN = normal force

coefficient and CML E = moment coefficient about the leading edge.)
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To make an approximate estimate of typical characteristics of a super-

cavitating kite foil arrangement, the configuration shown in Figure 4-9

was assumed. The aft foil was displaced below the main fore foil to

avoid the aft foil becoming submerged in the cavity from the fore foil.

CN cl 2 kH + C 1 l 2 -c czcl (1 kH) + c22 = 0 (4-20)N1 M1 2 ~ C2

where

C C = normal force coefficients of fore and aft foils

r espectively

CM CM = moment coefficients of fore and aft foils re-
m, 2 spectively

c 1 , c 2  = chords of fore and aft foils respectively

or if r - - , then Equation (4-20) becomes

CM T CN kH + CM - r (1-kH) + 2 r =0 (4-21)

whereCN and CM are functions of a 1 and CN and C functions

of a 2 .

The only interference effect assumed between the foils is the influence

of the fore foil on the incidence of the aft foil.

It was assumed that

a 2 = a1 + 11 (4-22)

where is some constant 0 < P < 1.0 and 71 is defined as in Figure 4-9.

Differentiating Equation 4-21 with respect to a 1 gives
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MdON dC M 1  dON?
'TO T  k + r(l-kH)d- a H- a 2

dCz daz

dr da 2  (4-23)

dC MTO
T

For positive static stability - do < 0 when Ti is held constant.

Thus, Equation (4-23) becomes:

d T o1 dCN dCM 1 dCN

al ]=kH dal + -I -1 ( r2k)

il = constant dCM )
- r da 2 3< 0 (4-24)

When il is varied to satisfy Equation 4-21 (i. e., maintain equilibium)

its derivative, with respect to a,, becomes

dCMTOT dCN1 dCM1 d) dCN2

1a 1 H a 1 da)rH dalI2
d- I  - =kH da I + da I  - ( B+ 2(-H

-r2 dM 2  = 0 (4-25)
-2
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T - r ( (-kH) 2
, L 1 = constant dC - f 2

- r d 2  = 0 (4-26)

or

TdMT~ [dodt] dC N TOdCMw-o-=-- r da ---

Tl L dal 1 = constant NTOT 1

- dC N dC MZ

k ) a - r -- 0 (

Where the total normal force coefficient is defined by 1
CNC c1 +C N c2  CN (4-28)

c I + c2 =-- I + r (-8
TOT c 1 + c 2

dCNo

In Equation 4-27 dTOT is always positive.

The pitching moment about the hinge due to the rear foil is

M -C c? g (1 - kH) cI + M 2  2 g

-g c1
2 rj 1 - kH) CN - C M -r3 (4-29)
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Differentiating Equation 4-29 with respect to a Z gives

dM r dCN dc Mdg 2 rI(-kH d (4-30)_g -d r 1 -k i- z-a-- a2c2

dM T1 is always negative for a foil aft of the hinge so that
2

CdCN dCM~(- kH) 2 r M2-mrst always be positive.

dCNToT

Thus, in Equation 4-27, d-aN-TO must be negative to provide positive
dCMo T

stability, i. e. , to insure that d M I  < 0.
da1

Using the data plotted in Figure 4-10 for a 10-degree wedge foil (ex-

tracted from California Institute of Technology Report 47-6) for both

foils in Equations 4-21 and 4-23'(assuming f = 0.4) resulted in the

curves shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. The regions of these curves
dCN~o

in which dT > 0 then clearly imply, from Equation 4-28 that

the system is statically unstable. For example, with k H = 0. 35 and

r = 0.3 the ranges -0.05 < CNTOT < 0.05 and 0.18 < CNTOT < 0.264

cannot be achieved with any fixed flap angle (n). (See Figure 4-11.)

4.5.2 CONCLUSIONS

The basic kite foil concept requires that high-frequency disturbances

due to wave orbital motions will be substantially attenuated, leaving
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the autopilot with the relatively low-frequency duties associated with the

maintenance of stability and control. Thus, although it is possible to

make kite foils run in the unstable range (see Figure 4-11, kH = 0.30 I
and 0. 35) by the use of a tight loop, this contravenes the basic concept.

It is necessary, therefore, to choose a hinge position. giving positive I
static stability over the whole required incidence range; i. e. , a hinge

position k H < 0.25 as evident in Figure 4-11.

However, as the hinge position is moved forward, the overall foil normal

force coefficient CNTOT diminishes due to the down load on the rear

foil. In Figure 4-12 the normal force performance of the kite foils is

compared with a single rigid foil of the same total chord. Thus, for a

given submerged foil area, the lift available will be substantially below

that of a rigid foil when the hinge has been positioned to give marginal
stability. i
The autopilot would control the craft via the rear foil angle, 'n, and the

extreme variations in dCM TOT /di 1 would represent an added design
pr obl ema.

The dynamic performance is partly dependent on dCMTOT a

dCITOT , both of which vary greatly with incidence, so that the

dynamic response will vary widely with CNTOT, i. e. , with craft speed.

From a practical viewpoint, the drag associated with the rear foil sup-

port brackets and hinge fairing would further reduce the foil lift-drag I
ratio.
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It may thus be concluded that the kite foil is not practical where serious

hydrodynamic non-linearities are present. This does not preclude the

possibility of successful employment on subcavitating craft.

4.6 DETAILED STUDY OF SPRUNG FOIL PERFORMANCE

In this section the following studies have been made:

(1) Studies similar to those in Section 4. 2 but with a foil more

typical of the high speed test craft.

(2) Investigations with hydraulic foil attitude control to restrain

low frequency spring deflections.

(3) Study of the response to the orbital motion disturbance of a

State 3 head sea.

(4) Investigations with spring self-centering and height control.

4.6.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The foil is assumed mounted as in Figure 4-la except that foil angular

displacement (or attitude variation) n and a controllable portion of spring

reaction R C are included.

Thus, as in Section 4.2. 1, Equation 4-1,

mHs hH (s) = -R(s) }
mFSZ{hH(S) 

+ 9 (s))= R(s5) - F(s)

Now, however, instead of Equations 4-2 and 4-4

R(s) = K (s5) + RC(s) (4-32)
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F(s) 2 S CN (s) + CN (s)} (4-33)

It is assumed in Equation 4-32 that RC is capable of being included in

a control loop. Physically this situation could be closely approximated

by a pneumatic spring where the supply of extra air to (or the valving

of air from) the high pressure side can provide variation in RC.

In Equation 4-33 the hydrodynamnic normal forces are split into those

associated with the heaving of the foil and those associated with the

(flap or foil attitude) control.

The heaving contributions to normal force coefficient perturbations are

of the form

C = E 1 s (s) + hH (S) woM (4-34)CNh  (s+-YB)

The term (1 + ys) is included to give a closer approximation to the data

of Reference 4-1 than was given by Equation 4-5. However, it has

proved to have little practical significance.

The flap or foil attitude quantity n was assumed to va'y at sufficiently

low frequency for a simple linear relationship to be legitimate.

CN  (s) = Dn (s) (4-35)

Combining Equations 4-31, 4-32, 4-33, 4-34, and 4-35 gives

R ( m + ( rmH N m GS
R 17 _ P s +k s -71(s) E (I +Ys) +wo(s) mHS(l+ s)

K + += s+ m ly ) smH H (1 + s + s

(4-36)
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Where

E= 2  S 2 B G= - S 2 D k - m H

B M m F+M H

Then hull displacement can be obtained from Equation 4-31 (lst equa-

tion) and Equation 4-32.

hH(S)- 1 Kg(s)RC(s) (4-37)
m H s

The following special cases can be obtained from Equations 4-31, 4-36

and 4-37

(1) Zero hull heave

9 Rc(s) (I +ys) - I (s) G (1 + ys) + WOM(S) E (1 + Ps)

(2) Rigidly mounted foil (K = o0)

G

WoM(S) (1 + Ps) -n (s) -G (1 + ys)h (S) O i ET r T
h ss + +E + s2

Where mT = mH + m .
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I
(3) Zero stiffness spring (K = 0) 1

Rc(s) I ! + s+ ^/ sm } ? )(s) (1+ys) + (s) ms(l +Ps)
RE IM 4I- r]() E wOM H

(s) 21 m
m Hi + + P)s}

4.6. 2 FOIL CONFIGURATION AND HYDRODYNAMICS l
The foil was assumed to carry a steady-state load of 13, 000 pounds

(roughly one-third the estimated weight of the high speed test craft) at

a lift coefficient of 0. 2 and a speed .i = 80 knots. (C L = 0. 2 was chosen

in an effort to ensure operation with a fully cavitated upper foil surface

although final foil section and planform,chosen after this was completed,

results in a C2 of approximately 0. 1.) 1
Then foil area S = 3. 576 ft 2

If aspect ratio is 3,then span b = 3. 275 feet and chord C = 1. 092 feet.

Assume mass of foil and associated strut mF = 5 slugs. From l

assumed load of 13,000 poundsm H - 403. 73 siugs.

Thus kM = 0. 9878 and mT = 408.73 slugs. 1
Difficulty arises in choosing the hydrodynamic quantities B, 1., 7 since

the unsteady force data of Reference 4-1 is only given for two-dimen-

sional supercavitating surfaces. Subcavitating data suggest that the

effects of finite aspect ratio diminish as frequency increases. Assum- I
ing this to be the case with supercavitating foils and allowing for the

fact that induced downwash effects are smaller on supercavitating foils

due to their small lift curve slope, and that surface proximity tends to

increase lift curve slope, then the slightly pessimistic two-dimensional j
values were chosen.

I
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Thus B =-T--0.01162 sec/ft

58.53

0.005523 sec y -1 -85 sec
106

l2

Then E s UB = 7.55.6 slugs/sec

Consistent with a fully rotatable foil D = 1. 1

Then G = 71, 500 lb/rad

Substituting these quantities in Equation 4-36 gives

Rcs)Ql + 0. 5466s + 31.67x10-6s21 q (s) 38, 215s(1 +58. 32x 1O- 6

C-6 403. 73 Z 4.90Z2 3
Kl + 0.5466s + (31.67x10 + _ s + --y-- s

+ wOM(s) 403. 73S (1 + 0. 005523s)

K 1+ 0. 5466s + (31. 67x10-6 +403.73 8490

4.6.3 RESPONSE OF FOIL TO ORBITAL MOTION INPUT

The spring deflection response (Equation 4-38 with Rc(s) = 1i(s) = 0) to

orbital motion encounter frequency for spring stiffness K = 0, 200, 1000

and 5000 lb/ft is shown in Figure 4-13. The corresponding hull re-

actions are given in Figure 4-14.

Resonance effects occur with all three non-zero values of finite spring

stiffness, the peaking of spring deflection Y becoming more pronounced

as spring stiffness K is reduced. At the peak resonance point the foil

heave is zero. However, the presence of slight damping associated

with hull aerodynamics and the spring would probably reduce this res-

onance effect. The resonance frequency is, in all cases, low and may
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be substantially eliminated by a simple loop in which spring deflection

controls foil attitude. This is discussed in the next section.

The spring is most effective in reducing reactions on the hull at the

higher frequencies where it would be most difficult to provide an ef-

fective accelerometer controlled loop. Of the four spring stiffnesses

investigated, an approximation to K = 0, such as K = 200 requires an

excessively large volume of entrapped high pressure air* (assuming a m
pneumatic spring); K = 5000 gives little attenuation over an important

part of the power spectrum of a State 3 Sea (see Figure 4-18) so that j
a value of K = 1000 lb/ft was chosen as the most promising value for

further consideration. 1
It is apparent, apart from the low frequency resonance already dis-

cussed, that the system is well damped by the hydrodynamic forces.

For K = 1000 the spring deflection is small everywhere; even at the I
resonant frequency of w = 1. 55 rad/sec the spring deflection is only

h 0. 750 ft per ft/sec of orbital motion. At w = 10 rad/sec the spring

deflection has diminished to k 0. 1 ft per ft/sec of orbital motion.

4.6.4 FOIL ATTITUDE CONTROL LOOP PRODUCING A REDUCTION
IN LOW FREQUENCY SPRING DEFLECTION

It has been shown that the heaving foil substantially attenuates the re- -.

actions transmitted to the hull (compared with the rigid strut) except .

in the very low frequency range (below w = 2. 3 for K = 1000 lb/ft).

This section is concerned with the design of a simple mechanical foil

attitude control loop to give a useful attenuation of hull reactions in

this low frequency range.

2I

*Assuming the entrapped air is at a pressure of 1000 lb/in2 above am-
bient, then piston diameter = 4. 007 in. The volume of entrapped air
is 8. 34, 1.67 and 0. 333 ft 3 for K = 200, 1000 and 5000 lb/ft respectively
(See Section 11).
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The relevant part of Equation 4-36 (Rc(s) = 0) is

mHGS
WOM(S ) mH.s (1 + Ps) -n ( ) (W1. S)

E (4-39)
H + 1) 2+mH ____F_ +3+KM 1- mW__- E-

It was assumed that the foil attitude is varied by moving the whole strut

about a pivot at its point of attachment to the hull. This avoids the drag

associated with the housing of a hinge below the water, the drag penalty

resulting from flap deflection, and the loss of control that would result

from the flap moving into the cavity.

The strut length from the hinge point to the foil was assumed to be 7
2

feet and the inertia about the hinge of the strut and foil 180 slugs ft

A hydraulic jack mounted 2 feet below the hinge with a total travel of

0.7 foot gives a foil attitude range of 20 degrees. A 1-inch diameter

jack provides a hydromechanical natural frequency of 138. 2 rad/sec.

Supercavitating foils produce resultant forces whose direction changes

only slightly with incidence. Thus, by mounting the foil such that this

resultant force passes close to the hinge at the top of the strut, little

steady-state load on the jack would arise.

The hydraulic damping may be controlled independently by the choice

of hydraulic valve, so that a damping coefficient of t = 0. 4 was as-

sumed. The resulting transfer function (jack displacement/input dis-

placement command) is

1

H(s ) = -6 2 (4-40)
1 + 0. 005787s + 52. 33 x 10 - s
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The simplest possible regulating relationship between i( ) and (

was chosen

r1(s) = C H(s) t(s) (4-41)

where C is a simple gain to be determined.

The resulting frequency responses are plotted in Figures 4-15, 4-16,

and 4-17. It is obvious that a substantial improvement has been achieved.

For C = 0. 1, the peak reaction on the hull has been reduced by about

18 db and 14. 5 db relative to the open loop and rigid strut cases respec-

tively.

A comparison of two closed loop cases with a rigid strut (K = o0) are in-

cluded in Figure 4-16 to demonstrate the importance of the spring in the

closed loop case.

For these cases

ri(s) = - - R(s) H(s) C(s) (4-42)

where C is the equivalent of C for the unsprung case

where C(s) is the compensation

C(s) = 1 forWY . 0.5 x 10-5

1T-
1 + s/16. 57 for C x 10C(s) = l T s796. 57 T, 3 1 -

The compensation was employed to improve the poor performance of the

uncompensated case. -t is probable that the c3mpensation is not op-.

tLmum; however, the results in the unsprung condition are so far short
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of satisfactory that it may reasonably be assumed that the sprung sys-

tem with closed loop will be superior, especially at higher frequencies.

The effect of closing the loop on spring deflection is substantial. For

example for wOM = sin 1. 6 t

I ,max = 0.750 ft C = 0

= 0.0912 ft = 0. 1

= 0.0490 ft = 0.2

= 0:0143 ft = 0.5

Except for C = 0. 5, these represent maximum spring deflections, all

other frequencies giving smaller spring deflection responses. It can

be safely assumed that spring deflections will not significantly increase

the probability of foil broaching compared with the normal rigid strut

case.

The foil attitude variations associated with the closed loop are also very

small. Again for woM = sin 1.6 t

Ilmax = 0.523 deg CT = 0.1

= 0.554deg = 0.2

= 0. 580 deg = 0.5

Except for C = 0. 5, these are maximum values, all other frequencies11
giving smaller responses.

4.6.5 RESPONSE TO A STATE 3 HEAD-SEA

Hull reaction attenuation has thus been studied without any considera-

tion of the excitation spectrum over which attenuation is required.
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It is desirable that the high speed test craft be capable of traversing a

State 3 Sea at 80 knots. Eighty knots far exceeds the propagation ve-

locity of those frequency components constituting the majority of the

energy of a State 3 Sea. Thus the power spectra of head or stern seas

will not differ greatly as seen from the craft. Beam seas will give low

frequency spectra representing no significant test of the improvement

in riding comfort provided by the sprung foil system. Therefore this

present section has been restricted to a head sea. _

The Neumann spectrum of the sea surface (see Reference 4-2) is
2 51. u 2  I

.(W = 51.6 e u o ft /rad/sec (4-43)
0 o

where w (rad/sec) is the wave encounter frequency as seen by an ob-

server stationary in relation to the sea.

u is an equivalent wind speed (16 knots = 27.0 ft/sec per

State 3 Sea)

Equation 4-43 can be written in terms of surface perturbation relative

to mean surface level as 2

[H 0 (AWcOo2 2. e u o (4-44)

0 oI
Now surface orbital motion can be approximated in terms of surface

perturbation and frequency as w(OM) = hw 0

Thus the surface orbital motion becomes

12 252
Wo(W 2 = 25. 8 e u (4-45)[ 0 0)] -T 2

o
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However, the foil is not working at the surface but at some depth below

it. The attenuation factor being

2

(OM) (4-46)
w(OM) 

0

Then the power spectrum of the orbital motion below the surface be-

comes

5- 2 +

( +
SW)2 e (4-47)

It is required to express the power spectrum of orbital motion in terms

of encounter frequency w e . For a head sea this relationship is

S= W0 + (4-48)e o

and conversely

= ___1 ( + + o )WJo 2u 9 4-9

Thus, in terms of encounter frequency, the power spectrum becomes

(W e)] = W (w o)] 2 0

e (z 4-50)

25.8 0

o4(+ zgw
o 04  

-
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where w 0 is obtained from Equation 4-49. j

From Equation 4-50 the mean-square orbital motion velocity is

-T--- [W(w 2 d e 4-51)-1

At u = 80 knots = 135. 168 ft/sec and submergence $ = 2 feet, and for

a State 3 Sea uw = 16 knots = 27. 036 ft/sec, Equations4-50 and 4-49 1
become

rW )2 = 25.8 (\o +0.12 w?)

S(we] = ( + 8. 396 ) ft2/sec 2 /rad/sec (4-52) 1

oo = 0.1191 (I + 16. 791 we)) (4-53)I

The corresponding power spectrum of orbital motion is plotted in i
Figure 4-18. 1
The hull root mean square acceleration is given by I

7 ft/sec2

H /-1

I

(4-54N ra

R 0 1 W (w e) w RM (Ce) d¢ lb
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The results are shown in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1

K = 00 C = 0 V.w = 2. 336 ft/sec2 4j 0

= 1000 lb/ft = 0 = 0.518 ft/sec2  =0. Z09 ft

= 1000 lb/ft = 0. 1 ft - .= . 234 ft/sec 2 0. 095 ft

The foil being considered in the foregoing computations has a steady

state CL = 0. 2. Root mean square hull acceleration will be propor-

tional to the reciprocal of the steady-state lift coefficient (other param-

eters remaining unchanged). Thus, the data obtained on the high speed

test craft implying a steady state CL = 0. 1 would approximately double

these values of RMS hull acceleration.

The spring deflections for K = 1000 lb/ft, C = 0. 1 ft - 1 are such that

the 3 a value, covering 99. 7 percent of all deflections for a State 3 Sea

at 80 knots, is only * 0. 284 ft. The most important shortcoming of the

sprung foil, the aggravation of foil broaching by foil heave, has been

substantially eliminated.

Figure 4-19a shows the power spectra of the reactions on the hull for

the rigid strut, the sprung strut, and the sprung strut with foil attitude

control loop.

To illustrate the attenuation of the infinitesimal sinusoidal components

of the reaction on the hull, the square roots of the power spectra co-

ordinates are plotted on a db basis (see Figure 4-19b).

4.6.6 SYSTEM BEHAVIOR WITH PNEUMATIC CONTROL FOR SPRING
SELF CENTERING AND FOIL ATTITUDE INPUTS FOR FOIL
DEPTH CONTROL

The system thus far is adequate with respect to the perturbation of

orbital motions. However, two other requirements are necessary to

fulfill the minimum needs of a control system.
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These are:

(a) A self-centering control for the spring

(b) A mean depth control loop.

System (a) is necessary to compensate for changes in craft weight and

CG location (variation in fuel and payload).

System (b) is necessary to maintain the correct mean depth of sub-

mergence of the forward foils and may be supplied by the autopilot

or, in emergency mode, by the operator.

A. Self-Centering System

The spring is assumed to be pneumatic with self-centering accomplished

by valving air into or out of the high pressure chamber above the piston.

If the piston is prevented from moving, a constant steady-state spring

deflection g would result. If the flow rate of air in'o (or out of) the

high pressure chamber is made proportional to 6 then an approximate

integration results.

Thus, let

R9(s) = - k) (4-55)

where kR is a suitable constant

Substitution of Equation 4-55 in Equation 4-32 gives the total reaction

applied to the hull as

R(s) =-9(s) (K+ -R (4-56)
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B. Depth Control Loop

The previous foil attitude control relationship (Equation 4-41) is modi-

fied to include the effects of a height error signal.

Thus

,n(s) ={(s) C + (hH(S) - hHo ()) CH(s)IH(s) (4-57)

Where hH(s) is the hull height

hHo(s) is the hull height command

CH(s) is combined compensation and gain in the height loop

H(s) is the transfer function of the hydraulic jack (as before).

The above control loops may be designed to be essentially low frequency

in nature since (a) the spring centering is only required to compensate

for very gradual changes (in the absence of banked turns which are not

anticipated for the high speed test craft) and (b) the depth control is re-

quired only to maintain a correct mean hull height and not to contour

waves.

Thus, it may reasonably be assumed that the response of the system to

orbital motion will remain substantially uneffected and that stability

and response to height command are the primary design criteria.

Substitution of Equations 4-55 and 4-57 in Equation 4-36 and omitting

orbital motion input gives

SfhH° ( s ) - hH(s 4 CH(d) F(s)9()= - { )1 (.) (4-58)
= D(.S) + kRFR(S 1 + 8 C F(a)
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where
mHGs

F (1 - E ( +-Is)

+T Y) m mH 2

+I )s ii + s 3

(s)= + s +m

Now i

h -R(s) K s + kR (459)
mH H 3

Thus from Equations 4-58 and 4-59

(Ks + kR) fhHo(S) - hH(S) CH(S) F ] (S)

hH (S) = -~ [X{ Ds H, (4-60)I
m H  s D(s) + kRFR(s)3 + s CIF (s)

Values of kR = 100 and 200 slugs/sec 3 were tried. These values give i

time constants of 10 and 5 seconds respectively in Equation 4-56 with

K = 1000 lb/ft. The height open loop transfer function showed little i
change ',etween the two so far as magnitude is concerned but a some-

what greater phase lag with the greater value of kR. Thus it was de- i
cided to fix kR at 100 slugs/sec 3 .

A leg (magnitude) vs phase plot of the open height loop transfer func- i
tion showed compensation to be desirable and the final value chosen

for CH( ) becomes

CH( 5 ) 1 1Ii +{ 3.232s(-+ . 85946 (4-61)

I
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To check both the stability and response of the complete system to a
height command, the hull height response to a unit step input height

command was calculated by the frequency response method of Refer-

ence 4-3. The result is shown in Figure 4-20; the response is con-

sidered reasonable.

This analysis has assumed that the rear foil follows sufficiently rapid

that no substantial hull pitch angle develops. Analysis and simulation

reported later include pitch attitude effects.

It may be concluded that within the limitations imposed by this single

foil analysis, satisfactory longitudinal control incorporating a sprung

foil has been achieved.
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SECTION 5

LATERAL DYNAMICS AND CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
FOR THE CRAFT WITH SPRUNG FOILS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The equations used to compute stability derivatives are included in this

section. The lateral dynamics of the craft were investigated with var-

ious foil-strut arrangements. Also investigated were the effects of

dihedral and sweepback. The possibilities of making manual control

of the craft easier by using various combinations of rudder and aileron

control have been explored.

5.2 EQUATIONS USED FOR STABILITY DERIVATIVES

The stability derivatives were computed by finding the changes in lift

forces acting on the struts and foils caused by perturbations in side

slip, roll rate, and yaw rate. The changes in drag forces are small

compared to those in the lift forces and were neglected, as were the

virtual inertia effects caused by entrained water. Strut forces were

calculated by assuming that the whole of each foil was.operating under

the same conditions as its mid-span point. The forces acting on foils

that were not split were computed by finding the conditions unler which

the starboard and port panels of the foil were operating, and then as-

suming that the whole of each panel was operating under the same con-

ditions as its mid-span point.

The incremental lift forces acting on a foil having dihedral and sweep

were computed by finding the components of velocity of the mid-span

point of each foil in a plane perpendicular to the quarter chord span
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line, and in directions along and perpendicular to the projection of the

reference direction of motion onto this plane. It was assumed that a

pair of foils having dihedral and sweep would be separated by a distance

so that the flow disturbance caused by one foil would not affect the other

foil.

Sweep angle,A , and dihedral angle r, were defined in the following way.

Assume x, y, z form a right-handed orthogonal system of axes fixed in

the craft with x aligned along the reference direction of motion and the

x-z plane lying in the vertical plane of symmetry. Assume that the axes

are rotated through a positive angle A about the z axis, and denote the

new axes positions by x', y', z1. Next assume that the x', y', z1, axes

are rotated through a negative angle (-) about the x'axes, and let the

new axes positions be x", y", and z". y" will now be parallel to the

quarter chord span line of a starboard foil having sweep A and dihedral

' . These axes rotations are shown diagramatically in Figure 5-1. For

a port foil the rotations are through a negative angle (-A) about the z

axis and a positive angle r about the x' axis.

With these assumptions made, the stability derivatives are given by the

following equations. * I

(Yv)FR = - -4- p [u SalC2  2 8- + 2a2C)FR (5-1)

1, RrT ( !eC L 2 1 II,
(K1= [Sbsa l c3 c2  

+ 2a2 F, - (Y v )F R d
2F, R c 3 ( UoF,R

(5-2)

*Note that Y v is shorthand for SY/$v. This is similar for the other
derivatives.
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(Y) d - O[bac i-pF,R ( dF,R - 3p alC 2(c3  2 a3C ,R

(5-3)

(K d (bs)2 ac L LFR

p)F, R (Yp)F, R dF, R Uo IS --- ac 3  c 3 _1 3+ aC

(5-4)

(Yr)F =+ (Yv) FF + -1- p Uo [2Sbs(al)2 CzCLI F (5-5)

+ [zSb (a,) 2 CzC(-6

=(Yr)R = - + 7- P u (5-6)

(K d ~~I P b[(bs)2 a) 57
(r)F, R = -(Yr)F, R dF, R + -T4- p  [o (a)2 c 3 CL] F,R (5-7)

a 1 = + cos p + sinAsini sin (5-8)

a2 = + sin/ A C - cos Asin ' sin (5-9)

a 3 = -cos r sin (5-10)

c 2 = + sinAsin 1 + cos Asinrcos (5-11)

C3 = + COS c C (5-12)

0 = tan-I tanA sini'l (5-13)

(Note that p is a positive rotation about the y" axis (see Figure 5-1) re-

quired to make the x" axis align with the projection of the x axis on the

X1 - z" plane.)
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- +uT s A (5-14)

K = (K )F + (K)A - (Y). dp - (Y v) f i (5-16)

N = (v'F''(vRR R+(YJff 4 - (Y )f- (5-17)

yp (Y P)F + ( )R- (Y).d 1 . - (Y )ftdR (5-18)

Kp = Kp F +'p )R +(Y). (d) + (Y) ft(dft (5-19)

N p= (Y p) F- - (Y,)I Y~j-dJvf-d(-0
pF F pR R~~~ (Y)~d~(VAd(-0

Yr = (Yr) +) Y + ( Y R PRe,-( (5-21)

K =(K) +(K) -(Yv)-d-tr-+(Y)f-d-l- (5-22)" rF rR V F RR

N = (Y)i -(Y) 2' te(f2" rF F rR ]R+(YV)i F v'Rt +K~ (5-23)
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5.3 EFFECTS OF LATERALLY CONSTRAINING THE AFT FOILS,

SWEEPBACK AND DIHEDRAL

The following analyses were made before any details of the FRESH

craft were available, and it was necessary to make many assumptions

about the characteristics of the craft. The assumptions that were

made are given in Appendix B. The assumed craft is called the pre-

liminary. craft.

5.3.1 UNCONTROLLED LATERAL STABILITY OF THE PRELIMINARY

CRAFT CONFIGURATION

For the basic canard configuration assumed, the lateral characteristic

equations of the craft at a speed of 80 knots were found with the follow-

ing foil configurations:

(1) Independently sprung foils. It was assumed that the rear foils

were independently sprung and were incapable of applying rol-

ling moments.

(2) Laterally constrained foils, with no dihedra. or sweepback. It

was assumed that the rear foils, even though sprung, were con-

strained to move together, so that for the purpose of this anal-

ysis, they behaved as fixed foils.

(3) Laterally constrained foils, with 18 048' dihedral and no sweep-

back. It was calculated that 18048, of dihedral provided the

maximum reduction in K v (rolling moment due to sideslip).

(4) Laterally constrained foils, with 18048 ' of dihedral and 300 of

sweepback.

The characteristic equations were all found with submergences of 2

and 3 feet of the front and rear roils respectively. The linearized

lateral mode equations of motion are given in Appendix A. The effects

of the front foil were very small and were neglected.

Stability derivatives used for these four cases are listed in Table 5-1.
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The factored forms of the characteristics equations, omitting the over-

all multiplying constants, are given below.

Case (1) + +1.516 ()25 +1

(2) ( F~) W +'E~ ) + 1.719 +z~) +1]

(3) (0.376 1)9 +1) 78Z +1.535(....V) +j

(4) ( -+)T2) + 1.491 (--62)+ +1]

Note that each of these expressions has a right-half plane pole, so that

all the configurations are unstable. However, the right-half plane poles

of the four cases get progressively closer to the origin.

The times to double amplitude of the divergent roots of the four cases

are 0.694 second, 0. 967 second, 1. 59 seconds and 1. 79 seconds re-

spectively.

The four expressions demonstrate the effectiveness of laterally con-

strained foils, foil dihedral, and foil sweepback in reducing the un-

controlled divergence rate of the preliminary craft.

5. 3.2 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR MANUAL LATERAL CONTROL

An investigation was carried out to determine the ease with which a man

could control the preliminary craft with the foil configurations that were

listed in the previous section. In most cases, only the normal foil sub-

mersion cases were considered. Note that the high-speed test craft will
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U
never encounter situations in which the differential submergences of

the fore and aft foils will be continuously different, to any large extent,

for any considerable period of time. In a State 3 Sea, whatever the

heading angle and the craft flying speed (assumed to be a minimum of

40 knots), the differential foil submergence will be continuously chang-

ing at a fairly high frequency. Thus, although the craft will tend to be 3
more unstable when the submersion of the fore foil is much larger than

that of either aft foil, this will be only a transitory condition. For these 3
reasons, an analysis at normal foil submersions is expected to give a

reasonable idea of the controllability of the craft. 3
A. Independently Sprung Foils 3
Since the foils are independently sprung, no aileron control is possible

in this case. It was assumed that there was a bow rudder which con-

sisted of a fully rotating front strut. If the rudder had been assumed I
to be a front strut trailing edge flap, the transfer functions found would

have been the same except for a different value of gain. The transfer 3
functions relating roll angle and yaw rate to bow rudder deflection are

given below: 3

S2Z. 61 [( )+ 0.1627 5-.)+ 1]1
b~( S) (6-99-97 Ur)( ' + 1)[ Tl) + 1.516( . )+ 8) +

r(s) 0 +5 ~49 +.16 -._)+ I

s 5 +.1.516 8 +I]I

I
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The rudder stability derivatives used are:

Y = + 4.10 x 10 4 lb rad- 1

N & + 7. Z9 x 105 lb ft rad-1

Kb - 2.87 x 0 5 lb ft rad- 1
'b

The first of the transfer functions is discussed in Section 7. The sec-

ond transfer function has a right-half plane zero as well as a right-half

plane pole, and it is apparent that a man could not stabilize the craft by

sensing yaw rate and controlling by means of a bow rudder.

Even if a man could stabilize the craft by sensing roll angle and con-

trolling the bow rudder, this system does not permit the use of flat

turns. The craft configuration assumed has widely spaced rear foils,

and flat turns will thus be necessary. In other words, to be able to

make flat turns, some aileron control is necessary.

B. Laterally Constrained Foils

Laterally constraining the foils not only reduces the uncontrolled diver-

gence rate of the craft, but enables aileron control to be used. The

roll angle - aileron deflection transfer function is given below.

a 0719- 5251 + 1L)[&. =0/+ 1.719 (--+ 1]

The ability of a man to control this case is discussed in Section 7. It

was assumed that aileron control consisted of rotation of each complete

rear foil. The aileron stability derivatives used to compute the trans-

fer function were
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Y = 0
a

N6a =0

K = + 1.8 4 x 10 lb ft rad -

C. Laterally Constrained Foils, r= 18048, A= 0

With this foil configuration, the transfer functions, relating roll angle

to various combinations of ailerons and rudders, were found. It was

assumed that the bow and stern.rudders were coupled together in such

a manner that a deflection of the rudder combination resulted in a side

force, a rolling moment but no yawing moment. The deflection of the

combination of rudders is here defined as 61 where 61 = 6 b + 0. 816 6s

The combination of aileron deflection and 61 deflection is defined as

63 where 63 = c 1 6a - c2 61 where c 1 and c2 are constants.

The transfer functions computed are given below.

= 1, c = 0 = 5. Z[+1. 144(a 1 1 /A(s)83{s

(ii) c = 1, c 1/2 =47. 00 +40 04t ++1.04

(iii) c I = 1, c2 = 1 = 48.75 + 0.9894 I1 /A(s)

IsI(iv) c5-01, c 2 4  6 ?.Z4  +0.9354 1 /6(s)
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2
(v) c l = 0 ,c = 1 6 = 13.49 +0.8247 )+ /A(s)

where A(s) ( ++ 1.535(

The rudder and aileron stability derivatives used are as follows:

Y 6 = +4.10 x 104lb rad- 1
5 -

N = +7.29 x 105 lb ft rad- 1

K = -Z.87 x 105 lb ft rad- 1

Y = +1.23 x 105 lb rad- 1
s

N6  = -8.92 x 105 lb ft rad- 1

K 6  = -9.Z3 x 105 lb ft rad-s

Y = +1. 4 2 x 105 lb rad- 1

6 1

N =0

K = -1.04 x 106 lb ft rad-

61 4 -
Y = +8. 4 9 x 10 lb rad

N = -6.16 x 105 lb ft rad-

6a5 -1K = +9.84 x 10 lb ft rad
a

As implied by criteria in Section 7, the lower the natural frequency of

the numerator term, the easier it is for a man to control the craft

laterally. Thus, it would appear that the more rudder combination

(61) and less aileron (6) that is used, the easier it will be for a man
to stabilize the craft. However, difficulties occur in flat turns when

rudders are used to provide correcting rolling moments. As pre-

viously stated, flat turns cannot be made when rudders alone are used
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to apply rolling moments. When ailerons and rudders are used to
apply rolling moments, in order for a flat turn to be made, the craft

will have to side-slip much more for a given turning rate than when

ailerons alone are used. The rudders will be tending to apply strut

forces that will be in the opposite direction to that required for the

turn to be made. The net side force will be that required for the turn,
and the centrifugal rolling moment will be completely opposed by the

ailerons.

For these reasons, the only one of the cases that has been investigated

further in Section 7 is the one in which ailerons alone are used for
stability (rudder commands are always required for producing yaw

rates in turns).

The system where ailerons alone are used has also been investigated

at normal fore foil and zero aft foil submergences, and also at zero

fore foil and normal aft foil submergences. The stability derivatives

used for these two cases are shown below.

Front Foil Sub.= 2 ft Front Foil Sub.= 0 ft
Rear Foil Sub.= 0 ft Rear Foil Sub,= 3 ft

Y lb sec ft - 1  -5.07 x 102  -1.115 x 103
Y lb sec rad- 1  -3. 047 x 103 +8. 953 x 103

Y lb rad- 1  +3.71 x 104  +3.71 x 10 4

Y lb sec rad - 1  -2.14 x 102 +4. 508 x 103
p 33Nv  lb sec -3.928 x 10 +8.072 x 103

Nr lb ft sec rad-1  -1. 130 x 10 5  -6. 486 x 104

Np lb ft sec rad-  +5. 478 x 104 -3. 272 x 104

Kv  lb sec -Z. 14 x 102 +4. 508 x 10 3

Kr lb ft sec rad- 1  +3. 473 x 104 -5. 277 x 104

Kp lb ft sec rad-1  -7. 955 x 104  -1. 160 x 105

Y 6  lb rad- 1  +8.49 x 104  +8.49 x 104

Na lb ft rad - 1  -6.16 x 105 -6.16 x 105

K6 a lb ft rad 1  +9. 84 x 10 5 +9. 84 x 10 5
Na
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The roll angle to aileron deflection transfer functions for these sub-

mergences are given below.

Front Foil Submersions - 2 feet,

Rear Foil Submersions = 0 foot.

C1+ 1)

a )(rr )(0. 963 + )~7+ 1

Front Foil Submersions = 0 foot,

Rear Foil Submersions = 3 feet.

335 9K. + 0.7292 (-,+ I]
a (pO~3+ ~ +l[ 1 ;)+.9264(j9+i

Note the second transfer function has no right-half plane poles, i. e.,

the craft is open loop stable under these conditions. There is a pole

extremely close to the origin in the left-half plane, however, so that

recovery from any disturbance will be extremely slow.

The transfer function relating roll angle to bow rudder deflection was

also computed for the case of laterally constrained aft foils with dihedral

but no sweep with fore and aft foil submergence of 2 and 3 feet respec-

tively. The function was found to be as follows:

-23. 3 +I~ 056 .2 57 + 1 , 5 Y~i

This transfer function is discussed in Section 7.
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D. Laterally Constrained Foils f= 18'481, A = 300

The transfer function relating roll angle to bow rudder deflection was

calculated for this case.

-2.4+ 0.4326(~~i 1]

( ~--1 ) ,--+I) -.. Z+ 1. 491(Il. 8-62)+ 1

This case is included in Section 7.

5.4 EFFECTS OF VARIOUS FOIL ARRANGEMENTS AND STRU±
LENGTHS

After the work reported in Section 5. 3 was accomplished, further de-

tails of the high-speed test craft were provided by the Bureau of Ships,

which resulted in a number of modifications in the craft assumed for

the simulation. (See Figure 3-1.)

The moments of inertia about the x and z axes were re-estimated to

have the following values.

I = 4.98 x 104 slug ft2
x

Iz = 2.43 x 10 5 slug ft2

The strut lengths, chords, and possible locations on the hull shown in

the drawings supplied by the Bureau of Ships were used. It was noted

that there will be a negative pitching moment of approximately 2. 5 x

105 lb ft at 80 knots as a result of the unusual thrust line location. *

*It was later determined that the negative pitching moment at 80 knots
with reference foil submergences was somewhat less than estimated
here.
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A constant parabolic section is used for the struts, and it was assumed

that the struts will be operating over the linear portion of the C L vs i

range, i. e., it was assumed that both surfaces of each strut will be

non-cavitated. The lift curve slope at an equivalent aspect ratio of unity

was taken to be the same as that given in Reference 5-1. This refer-

ence gives hydrodynamic data for a constant parabolic section having

a thickness to chord ratio of 0. 15. (The data supplied by the Bureau of

Ships stated that the struts have a constant parabolic section with a

thickness to chord ratio (t/c) of 0. 11. However, it was believed that

this section will have lift characteristics not very different from those

of a section with t/c = 0.15.) The following formula was used to find

8CL/ 8i as a function of aspect ratio, A:

1 1 1
SCUP7' (SCL/ViInfinite

Aspect Ratio

In order to find an equivalent aspect ratio, each strut was treated as

being half of a wing, having a span equal to twice the depth of sub-

mersion of the strut, moving in an infinitefluid. In other words, each

foil was treated as being a perfect reflector, and the effect of the air-

water surface was neglected. Figure 5-2 shows a plot of (8CL/9i) S

versus strut submergence where S is the product of mean chord and

span.

The foil section chosen (see Section 3) was one which has a fully cavi-

tated upper surface. The values of CL and 8CL/8i for the foils have

been taken as 0.1 and 1.0 respectively, for reasons given in Appendix B.

5.4.1 ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS FOIL AND STRUT ARRANGEMENTS

The large bow down pitching moment resulting from engine thrust and

strut-foil drag at 80 knots necessitates the foils being positioned further
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forward than is usual when this large pitching moment is not present.

The further forward the struts are, the more negative is Nv (yawing

moment due to sideslip). In general, a moderately positive N v is

desirable, (see Appendix B) so, to minimize the effects of the large

negative pitching moment, in all the configurations considered here

each forward foil has been assumed to provide a lift force equal to

40 percent of the craft' s weight. (InformLtion supplied bythe Bureau

of Ships showed that 40 percent of the craft's weight is the largest per-

missible single foil loading.)

The transfer functions relating roll angle to aileron deflection for the

following cases were found.

(a) Airplane configuration

40-40-20 loading

F 11.76'ft, R = 13. 33 ft (max possible)

F =2. 5 ft, ;R = 4.5 ft

(b) Canard configuration

40-30-30 loading

,F = 26 ft (max possible),, = 6. 10 ft

CF = 2.5 ft, ;R = 4.5 ft

(c) Canard configuration

40-30-30 loading

IF = 26 ft (max possible), .R = 6. 10 ft

;F = 2. 5 ft, ;R = 2.5 ft
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(d) Canard configuration

40-30-30 loading

posibe),/-- 26 ft (max possibl R 6. 10 ft

F= 2.5 ft, R = 4.5 ft

A fourth strut carrying no foil and situated 13. 33 ft aft of the

CG and 4. 5 ft submerged depth, is included.

No dihedral or sweep was used in any of the above cases. A minimum

foil submergence of 2. 5 feet was used to avoid broaching in a State 3

Sea.

Assuming that each front strut was submerged 2. 5 feet and that each

rear strut was submerged 4. 5 feet, with a 3-strut arrangement, and

with each front foil having a lift equal to 40 percent of the weight of the

craft, the aircraft configuration in Case (a) was the configuration that re-

sulted in the largest value of N v . The canard configuration given in

Case (b) has the struts located so as to maximize N for this configura-v

tion and, as is shown in Table 5-2, N was positive but very small inv
this case.

Rear struts were taken to be 2 feet longer than front struts in Cases (a)

and (b), as the data provided on the high-speed test craft indicated a 2-

foot difference in length between the two types of struts used with this

craft.

To obtain some idea as to the controllability, both manual and automatic,

of craft having large positive as well as large negative values of N

Cases (c) and (d) were analyzed. Case (c) was similar to (b) except

that the submergences of both rear and front struts were taken as 2. 5

feet. The resulting value of N was large and negative, but was not so

v
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negative as to make control of the craft by ailerons alone impossible.
(If N is sufficiently negative, the transfer function relating roll angle

v
to aileron deflection has a right-half plane zero as well as a right-half

plane pole.) Case (d) is similar to (b) except that a fourth strut was in-

cluded, situated 13. 33 feet aft of the CG. This fourth strut was assumed

to have a submerged depth of 4. 5 feet. This case had a large positive

value of N
v

The stability derivatives used in these four cases are given in Table 5-2.

The computed transfer functions are listed below.

Cae()6.348[(.862)2+ 1. 887 + 1]

Case (b)

=4. 041+1)(-

Case (c)

Z. 112 +1 V6----079 + 1)

.80Zs s +  79O + I ZO.- s 70 +

Case (d)

a) (T.- - 1)7l 7l + 1)990- +) + I
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The open loop gain-phase plots for these four cases are shown in Figures

5-3 through 5-6. It was assumed that the transfer function relating ail- _.

eron deflection to aileron servo input command was

1

+ 0.8 +1 _
(AU

This transfer function was based on a preliminary estimate of foil and

strut inertias and jack sizes. (It was proposed to control the incidence

of each outboard foil by rotating the foil and strut about a pivot point

attached to the hull. Thus, there were, strictly speaking, no differential

flap deflections, but roll control was achieved by controlling the incidence

of each outboard foil.)

Figures 5-3 through 5-6 indicated that there would be no difficulty in

automatically controlling roll-angle in any of the four cases investigated.

The effects of using a lead-lag compensating network of the form 0.04s + 1
0U +

have been shown on the gain-phase plots. This compensation appeared

to be reasonably good for all four cases. The closed-loop responses of

the four cases will be fairly similar.

A discussion on the manual controllability of the cases is given in Section 7.

The effects of including dihedral would have been small for the following

reason. The principal effect of dihedral is to reduce K (rolling momenti

due to sideslip). As shown in Section 5. 3, Table 5-1, reductions in K

on the order of 2. 3 x 10 3 lb sec could be obtained by using dihedral. j
However, as can be seen from Table 5-2, with the present assumed

craft, the values of Ky associated with the preliminary craft reported

in Section 5. 3 were much smaller than those given in Table 5-2 as a

result of the smaller strut chords, smaller lift curve slopes and shorter

struts that were assumed for the previous craft configuration; thus, the

conclusion that dihedral was significant for the preliminary craft, where-

as it would not be for the present craft.
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SECTION 6

LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS AND CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
FOR THE CRAFT WITH SPRUNG. FOILS

6.1 EQUATIONS FOR THE LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF THE
COMPLETE CRAFT EQUIPPED WITH SPRUNG FOILS

To verify and extend the work on the sprung foil longitudinal behavior

of the high-speed test craft described in Section 4, an analysis of the

overall craft dynamic characteristics has been undertaken.

Because unacceptable heave accelerations would result from any inten-

tional contouring at high speeds in large waves, the normal operating

regime of this craft is assumed to be restricted to platforming opera-

tion. Consequently, gravity forces are not expected to contribute to

significant changes in forward speed. In addition, although surge

acceleration may be as high as 0. lg in a State 3 Sea as a result of vary-

ing strut immersion (and therefore drag), such accelerations produce

surge velocity perturbations of less than a couple of feet per second

at typical wave encounter frequencies. Accordingly the surge mode

is not included in the following analysis.

A body-centered coordinate syster i is assumed at the craft C. G. with

x, y, and z axes forward, right, and down, respectively.

In general, the nomenclature used is that presented in the glossary

(Section 2) with additions or exceptions as noted. (Many symbol defini-

tions are repeated here for clarity.)
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6. 1.1 FORCES AND MOMENTS ON THE HULL

mH(*G - uB) = mHg cos e - nF RF cos 71F " nRRR Cos 1R (6-1)

where nF , nR = number of fore and aft struts respectively. I
Let= +', RF = RF + Rt F RR = RR + RR ?IF = IF ° ++ JF,

1R = "R + -nk all dashed quantities being perturbations.

AlsoWG- u- cose , where w G = velocity of C. G. along the z
0

axis, thus Equation 6-1 becomes

Co - mH g cos 0 - mH g sin 0 0 - F o0 c os IF

- nFR F Cos 11 F + nF'F RF sin n F - nRRR cos 71R I

- nRRIR cos ?R + nR 1 RR sin T R (6-2)
0 0 0

Steady state requires that

m H g cos 0 0 - nFRF  cos T1 F - nRRR cos TR =0 1
0 0 0 0

Thus Equation 6-2 becomes [
Cos °  mH g(sin OQ' + n F Rt cos 0 - nRo(sin F 0

-nRRRo(SiR ) ri + nRRR COs 'R, (6-3)

Thus,
hui = AI9' + A Zn + A 3 n k + A 4 R . + A5Rk (6-4)

1
6-2
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Where

A 1  g sin 00 cos So

nFRF

A sinn F cos 0O2 mH F0

nRR

A cos e

nF
A4=m- cos 1 F cos e

4 m H R0 0
A 5 -- m cos 'qR cos e0

H o

The thrust T is assumed parallel to the x axis

Iy T' FRF 4 F co' "F - dHF sin

(6-5)
+N R R R (-AiR Cos 11 R - dHR sin t]R ) + nFMSF + nRMSR Td T

Subscripts HF and HR refer to dimensions to the fore and aft strut

hinge points respectively. MSF and MSR are pitching moment contri-

butions of fore and aft strut drags respectively.

Let T = T + T' = total thrust

M d D~ + c ~ F~ (6-6)SF D SF fHF \/ F cos F-T

- is the length, along the strut, from the hinge point to the fore

foil and the strut drag is assumed parellel to the craft "x" axis at all

times.

In terms of craft geometry (and assuming products of perturbation

quantities zero)
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F F +hwF g h' +a1I +az F+a 3 'F (6-7)

where

a I F o °HFco0+dHF sin e° + F o n + 1
0 0 '

a2  - F sin (n.F +eO) 0
o 0

a3 =cos('IF +0 o) __
0

'is the perturbation spring deflection I
%C/ CO + F) (cos -F _ I sin tiF)F co F =  F°  o o --

(6-8)

-- P1F CO %1F 'l sinli + pCos 11p
F Cos F 'F ?T F 'F

DSFC DSF.Z SFF u 1 (6-9)

Substituting Equations 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9 into 6-6 gives

M0=~+l'+z' +7 3 l'F+7V4  'p+' 5 H (6-10)m SF = ^t + -Y1 h' G + -Y2e y3- F + Y4 F +5H wF (-0

where

70 = Pl 'F [dHF + OJ o

'Y 1 = P F r'-nj . 0 o F 0o s F Z

71= I td +7EEo Co o FIF

ly a= 1
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7'3 = Ir-NF F sinF - 2 1

I4 = " 3 lyI + 0c I 0o

'5= _ - 1

p~ E =c C
= CDSF 2 SF

Similarly

MSR = *0 + 01 h'G + 02 6' + 03 "'R + 04 t R + 0 5 hwR (6-11)

w here n CR 0

d +R Cos I R  " -

HR PR CSlR 0R 0sin -' zR 6R o0i = 0z R+R -t 0 0 0)

4 = - fI 6 1

5 o o

=DSR 2 SR

61 " HRcos 0 -dH sin 00 -L- inoR o
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6Z = - lnR sin (TR +0o
0 0

63 = cos (s1R + 0o)

nF RF (IHF Cos F - dHF sin IF)

= +00 1 R'F +4i2 M'F (6-12)

Where

q00= nF RF o (,HG Cos M1F - dH F sin qF) 0

L1 =nF F ~Cos iF dHF sinMF ) 0

nR RR (-tHR os dR - dHR sin tIR)

V v0 + v I R' R + vz 2ifR (6-13)

Where

v 0 =-n R R R U HR Cos 71R + dHR sin tj R )

v
v1 - RR

0

v .=nR RR (-HR sin 1R - dHR Cos 1R )

RR0 0 0
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Substituting Equations 6-10, 6-11, 6-12 and 6-13 into Equation 6-5

gives

I e6 = 4 +%l RIF + J n'F + v 0+ v 1 R 'R + 2"'

+ n F (YO+ 'Y 1h' G + .e,+ Y3?1 F + -t4 F + -t 5h F)

+ nR (0 0+ 0lh'G+ 02 I+ 03 1R + 04 tR.+ 5h )

d dT (T 0+ TI)

or

e =+ LJRIF+ LR I 1IF~ 4 1I+Lh'+ V6

(6-14)

+ '7 V F + t8VR+ L9 h'wF + Llo h WR +I'lT

Where

L 0+ v0+ nF To+ nR 0 d T To 0(rmly

y

,P + n.F^73  v2 + nR0 3

y y

nF ^1+ n Rol n FIt2 +n R 2
I1 -- T - 6 = Ir
y y

n F 74 nR 0 4

7 - f-- 8 = F- -
y y

nF ^75 nR 5
I9  -T R5l

y 10

411 dT /Iy
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6.1. 2 DYNAMIC EQUATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FOILS

A. Fore Foil

Referring displacement of fore foil to inertial axes, centered at the

C. G. and having its RE axis parallel to mean sea surface, positive -z

axis downward

X A cos 0+ dHsin 0+,-j sin('+1F) (6-15)
F =-2H HF )-hF

zF = -HF sine0 + dHF C. u' +r*F co (0 + 71 F) Gh (6-16)

Differentiating Equations 6-15 and 6-16 twice and neglecting products

of variables gives

x F HF85f~ 0dHF si 6 eCos 0 + sin (00+ T1F)
0

+ (0' + rij, Cos (60 + -n (6-17)1
00

F H 6 Cos 0 ~dH s in90+ FCos ( + 11)

(0 (1 + 1k) sin (0 + T1F)- h (6-18)f

The acceleration of the fore foil along the strut is,I

a F=XF, sin ( 0 +F)z~cs6 +F
0 0 nF +F o 0 '

(6-19)
W16 (jHF co s IF - dHF sin n.,)IhLCos (0 0+1F)

Thus the equation of motion of the foil becomes
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m F{ Wi (HF Cos IF d FsnF

1 (6-20)
; hG cos (00 + ?IF 0 ) RF - FF + m~g Cos ' F + 6)

where FF9 FR are the hydrodynamic forces on the fore and aft foils

respectively.

Now RFF+ mF cos (11F+60)

~RF + R -F F - F + mF gcos (T F +60o)
0 0 0

~m Fg(0' + .9Psin (n F +6e ) (6-21)
0

For steady-state equilibrium

R F - F F + m Fgcos(rIF +6 o) =O (6-22)
0 0 0

Thus, substituting Equations 6-21 and 6-Z2 in Equation 6-20 gives

m Fj eF - (F c oIF 0 - dHF sin ?IF) - 1:LCos (0+ 'iF)0

R -' ~ ('+TIPsn TF+60) (6-23)
0

B. Aft Foil

By analogy with Equation 6-23, the rear foil gives

# H Cos 'iR + d sin Cos (0+i

R hj - Fjh - m~g (6' + 'ij) sin (7 RO + o)(6-24)
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C. Spring Reactions

It will be assumed that the spring reaction is divided into the simple

reaction of a linear spring and a force subject to control (self-center-

ing action).

Thus, R'-- RLF - ( KF  (6-25)

and RI = R' - (6-26)

KF and KR are fore and aft foil spring stiffnesses respectively.

RCF and R R are fore and aft control quantities achieved by cylinder

press urization.

D. Hydrodynamic Forces on the Foils

1. Fore Foil

L CF +C' Su (6-27)
F 0 + F° 1+2

Where C' is the circulatory lift coefficient increment and C'LC F NIF

is the normal force coefficient exerted on the foil by virtual inertia.

Now

NIF T I a. - vom,

where a = 1. 353 (approximation derived from data in Ref. 6-1)

CF. 063 --- -W (6-28)

u OmF
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a F being defined in Equation 6-19

CLF - acL aF (6-29)

=(ZF - Wo )/u + q?. + e'

(6- 30)

1 ,cos (e - F) - 6(F cos 0 0 + d HF sin 0)A

>-F 0(6' + sn(o+nF wm F+e
0~~ ~~ FBn6+FwmF+ F+

t= h w-hL + a, Of + a2 71 , + a~ 'from Equation 6-7.

2. Rear Foil (by similarity with fore foil)

CL

C10278 +'a C R Sm4 (6-32)

% ~ ~ GO( 0 6 + nI )R-- (6-33)2
00

%~C 1.0279 LR - (6-34)
IR u R
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ik, - q cos (e + 1R)6' 4 R CO+ b- d R s eG- II[I
- R0 (6' + ,h) sin (00 +R 0 m + 11 + e ( (6-35)o I

h w - + + 6z 1h + 636h (6-36)

6.1.3 LOW FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR

If the masses and virtual inertias of the foils are considered negligible

(an assumption that yields good results at and below about 8 rad/sec

for the high-speed test craft as demonstrated by the example in Sec-

tion 6. 3), then Equations 6-23 and 6-24 become

R' = F (6-37)

RI = Fh (6-38)

The force on the fore foil becomes

F, RS u 2  1 f 8C LF F (639)

0  + 9

where,

w 1. cos (0o + ) - '(6 HF cos 0 +dHF sin ) I

- WF (6 + F) sin (00 + F ) - Wr1n
o 0 (6-40)

I
I
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F F 'G + 10 + a2711F + a 6F (6-41)

The force on the rear foil becomes

P- 2 1 GCLR a L

[& Cos (0+R HR oi dRsie)h
0

R -- 'R cos + R )( + 'fR~ 0 +H 0 (643
00

R hwR - tG +6 10 + 6 2'R + 6 36'R (6-44)
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6.2 LONGITUDINAL PARAMETERS OF THE SPRUNG FOIL
HIGH-SPEED TEST CRAFT

6. 2.1 CRAFT PARAMETERS USED IN THE COMPUTATIONS
OF SECTION 6.4

m H  = 1112 slugs dT = 3.4 ft

m F  = 12. 6 slugs dHF = .4 ft

i R  = 14.8 slugs dHR 1.4 ft I
0 = 0 HF = 25.28ft

nf = 1 AHR = 7.15 ft

nR = 2 RF = 11, 287ib I
F °  = 4.36deg; 71 R = 5. 24deg R = 13,019 lb

deg5 0 R0  /i=.
I = . 97 x 10 slug-ft2  aCLF/8iF=1. 134; 8CLR/aiR=I.078

SF = SR = 6.82 ft2  9CLF/aF =8CLR/a R = -0.0022

u = 135 ft/sec (80 knots) w = w = 0oreF amR

%./ = 9.5 ft R'F=RR=0(pressure control forces)
0

R = 11.5 ft CDS F = DS R = 0.012
0

K F = KR = 1000 lb/ft

tF = 2.5 ft; tR =4.5 ft
0 = 2 slugs

6.3 SIMPLIFYING APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE LONGITUDINAL
ANALYSIS

Early in the analysis it was recognized that hydrodynamic damping 1
forces on the foils (angle of incidence induced by heave velocity) were

much larger at low frequencies than inertial forces associated with

the foil structure (including virtual inertia effects). Over the appro-

priate frequency regime then, these inertial forces may be neglected
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with a consequent reduction in the order of the characteristic equation

describing the system.

The following example indicates the range of frequencies over which

this approximation is useful.

Consider the hull to be held stationary: then the characteristic equa-

tion describing foil behavior at the forward foil is

+- mF+mw s + KF] 0 (6-45)

with mF = 12.6 slugs

mwF = 10.8 slugs

K F = 1000 lb/ft

8F 8CLF
F p/2 SF u F 1040 lb-sec/ft

a

Therefore, g4 (23.4 s + 1040 s + 1000) = 0 (6-46)

the roots being found at

-I
s = -43. 3 sec

-l
or s = -0.983 sec

It will be seen from Equation 6-46 that, if the s term is dropped as

negligible, the remaining root is

1000 -I
s = - - -0.962 sec 1
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which is a very good approximation to the smaller root of the above

quadratic. The larger root contributes phase shift of only 10 degrees

at about 8 rad/sec, a frequency somewhat above that of peak energy

density (6 rad/sec) for a State 3 head sea at a speed of 80 knots.

Accordingly, the elimination of the foil inertia effects permits a use-

ful simplification which was utilized in the following calculations lead-

ing to the roots of the characteristic equation for several configura-

tions.

6.4 POLES OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

Using the data and method of Sections 6. 2 and 6. 3, and including

Equations 6-4, 6-14 and 6-37 through 6-44, the characteristic equa-

tion for three configurations has been computed. The roots of these

equations are shown below and have been plotted in Figure 6-1.

Basic Sprung Foil Configuration

Characteristic Equation = (s+0. 501)(s -Z. 01)(s+l. 40+2. 96j)(s+O. 075

*1. 15j)

Sprung Foil Configuration Minus Surface Proximity and Strut Drag
Effects

Characteristic Equation = s (s-0. 084*0. 445j)(s+l. 07*2. 54j)

Rigid Strut Configuration

Characteristic Equation = (s-l. 54)(s+6. 62)(s+0. 765*1. 20j)

It will be observed that the assumption of rigidly attached foils re-

duces the number of roots from six to four. Also the divergent root

(right-half-plane pole on the axis) disappears when the basic config-

uration is computed minus the surface proximity and strut drag
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effects. Although the surface proximity effect is destabilizing (unlike

the analogous effect at subcavitating speeds) it is nevertheless rather

weak in its effect on the divergent pole in comparison to the strut-

induced pitching moment effect.

The strut-drag effect is not unique to this craft or its relatively high

operating speeds. This same effect has been included in previous

analog computer simulations of a large, subcavitating craft which was,

with the aid of the stabilizing surface proximity effect, nevertheless

marginally stable. However, with the much higher speed of the

present craft and with its fairly large struts relative to the size of the

craft, the strut-drag effect is so much increased that a divergent root

of significant proportion results.

It is also interesting to note that the divergent root is present whether

the foils are sprung or rigidly attached to the hull although its posi-

tion is somewhat altered.

Considerations of control techniques for the longitudinal system follow

in the next section.

6.5 CONTROL OF THE LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM

Some computations of the characteristic equation for the longitudinal

dynamic behavior of the sprung foil craft were presented in Section

6.4. Computations of the entire transfer functions relating some

important variables are listed below. The computations were made

using the data of Section 6. Z, unless otherwise noted.

6.5.1 USE OF FORWARD FOIL INCIDENCE FOR CONTROL

Craft C. G. heave and pitch attitude are related to forward foil inci-

dence control as follows:

t6-17
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hG _ [-1.461 s +3. s 3 +89. 54s+3Z.0+5283] x 106  (6-47)
1 F -(s+0. 501)(s-2. 01)(s+l. 396*2. 96j)(s+O. 075*1. 15j)

6_0 [-2.129ss+Z . 83+14.97s 2+47.36s-5.515]x 106(6-48)
1 F - (s+0. 501)(s-2. 01)(s+l. 396*2. 96j)(s+0. 075*1. 15j)

From these expressions, the transfer function relating the heave at

any point along the craft longitudinal centerline to the forward inci-

dence control may be computed simply as

_F = [4] (6-49)

where -1 is the distance forward of the C. G.x

The characteristic equation of the craft contains a right-half-plane

real pole at s=2. 01 (see Equations 6-47 and 6-48). To ensure the

greatest chance for stabilizing the system, it is desirable to arrange

the system transfer function so that it will not contain any right-half-

plane zero, i. e., that the numerator of the function does not include

roots with real positive parts. It is obvious from the numerators of

both equations that at least one pole with a real part does exist, since

at least one sign change occurs in the coefficients. Thus, it is im-

practical to consider control of the craft (either manual or automatic)

represented by Equations 6-47 and 6-48 by sensing pitch attitude (0)

or measuring the heave at the C. G. (hG). I

The more general case represented by Equation 6-49 may be con-

sidered. Since this equation yields the transfer function connecting

forward foil incidence with heave motion measured at a pointI x
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(forward of the C. G. is (+)) along the "x" axis, it was thought that

some real value of I could yield a function having no zeros withx

positive real parts. Substitution of Equations 6-47 and 6-48 into

Equation 6-49 and a subsequent investigation of the characteristics of

the resulting numerator polynomial showed that there is no real value

of. tthat yields all coefficients with a common sign and therefore the

function will have zeros with positive real parts. Accordingly, it

must be concluded that a heave measurement, no matter where within

or without the hull outline it may be taken, may not be expected to

permit stabilization of the longitudinal system in either manual or

automatic mode using forward incidence control.

6.5.2 USE OF FORWARD AND AFT FOIL INCIDENCE CONTROL

Calculation of the functional relationships connecting aft foil incidence

change with heave at the C. G. and pitch attitude was also computed

using the data of Section 6. Z. The results are shown below.

hG s [-.39s4+246s3+67. 6s+1051s-5708]x 106

- (s+0. 501)(s-2. 01)(s+1. 396±2. 96j)(s+O. 075-±. 15j)

0 [-0. 02093s 4 - . 738s-0. 9245s2-25. Z4s+Z0. 92 Ix 106  (6-51)
R = (s+O. 501)(s-2. 01)(s+l. 396±2. 96j)(s+O. 075±1.15j)

It is clear that neither expression possesses zeros which all contain

negative real parts. Thus control of the craft using aft incidence

control and either heave at the C.G. or pitch attitude measurement

is not likely to provide a stable system.

Combining Equations 6-50 and 6-51 as

h h_a= G (6-52)

R x TR
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and using . = 27 feet (location of height sensor forward of the C. G.)x
yields

HS [-4. 704s4+1993+ 142.7s 2+369s-5143]x 6  (6-53)

T R (s+O. 501)(s-2. 01)(s+l. 396*2. 96j)(s+0.075*1. 15j)

and a similar calculation gives

hHS (-9.30s 4+69Z.6s 3+493.7s +1411s+5134) x 106 (6-54)
?IF (s+0. 501)(s-2. 0l)(s+l. 396+2. 96j)(s+O. 075+1. 15j)

It is thus possible to combine the action of fore and aft incidence con-

trol in a simple ratio so that the operator's control stick motion will

produce proportional but different incidence changes fore and aft.

Thus, the overall transfer function relating operator's stick motion

to heave at the height sensor becomes

Stick Motion k F hTHS

h HS + R (h HS:kn L\-F - '1R [ (6-55)

The expression within the brackets may now be analyzed for suitabilityk
of control for various values of the ratio k)R

71F
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The numerator of this expression may then be written as

rk k
6 IR s4 R )s

10 (-9.30-4.704 R----) + (692.6+199 k -
'IF IF

k k k

+ (493.7+142. 7 K --)s 26 (1411+369 s.-) s + (5134-5143 _2R

(6-56)

A common sign for all coefficients (+) may be assured, provided

kTIR
-3.461 < < -Z. 247

qF

The other condition required to be met to guarantee no poles of the

above expression with real positive parts may be written as

al(a3 a -a 4 a,) -a 3 a0 > 0 (for coefficients with (+) signs)
< 0 (for coefficients with (-) signs) (6-57)

where a. is the coefficient of s in Equation 6-56, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Sub-
stitution of the coefficients of Equation 6-56 into the left-hand side of

Equation 6-57 using values of the ratio k R/k 7F between -3. 461 and

and -2. 247 results in a negative value for the expression and thus

failure to satisfy the inequality of Equation 6-57. Accordingly, it

must be concluded that no single combination of fore and aft incidence

control is likely to permit stabilization of the craft represented by

the Equations 6-53 and 6-54.
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6.5.3 USE OF FORWARD AND AFT REACTION CONTROL

The quantities R F and R1R may be found in the equations presented

in Section 6.1. They represent perturbation forces which may be

applied, if desired, essentially in parallel with those produced by the

pneumatic springs. Because no spring deflection is required before

forces will be felt on the hull with this control, it was believed that a

better opportunity for stability might be thus afforded.

The pertinent equations are (note that the quantity hHS is still defined

atl/ = 27 feet):

hHS (4459s 4 +1406s 3 +8359s 2 +32, 560s-1, 340) (6-58)
= (s+0.501)(s-2.01)(s+l. 396*2.96j)(s+0.075±1. 15j)

CF

and

hHS (- 0 s4-1810s3 _ 795s -63, 30s-5070) (

CR - (s+0. 501)(s-2. 01)(s+1. 396±2.96j)(s+0. 075±*. 15j) (6-59)

Once again a combination of fore and aft reaction control may be

represented as

hHS hHS hHS

Stick Input - + kRC = (6-60)
CF CR

The numerator of Equation 6-60 becomes

[(4459-ZZ kRC) s 4 + (1406-1810 kRC) s 3 + (8359-2795 kRC) s 2

+ (32, 560-63, 230 kRC) s - 11, 340-5070 kRC] (6-61)

6
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now, for kRC < -2. 24; all coefficients above are (+)

kRC > 22.1; all coefficients above are (-)

it remains to show the boundaries of the second criterion (Equation

6-57) and to determine whether there is any region of overlap with the

first criterion.

Substituting the coefficients of s that appear in Equation (6-61) and

simplifying the resulting expression yields

al(a3 a2 -a 4 a l ) - a2 = 0.504x 10l 2  C 34 2 4 k C 34. 02 kRC -8. 5

The factored form of this expression is

a(a a - 4 al) - a 2a 0 = 0.504xI 1 (kR - 0. 4 9 0)(kRc - 0. 5 2 6 )(kRc - 33.2)

(6-62)

Investigation of these roots shows

a 1 (a 3 a2 - a41a a 2a0 <kRC < 0.526 and kRC > 33.2

=(-)for 0. 5 2 6 <kRC < 3 3 .2 and kRC < 0.490

It will be observed that a region satisfying both criteria exists within the

boundaries of

22. 1 <kRC < 33. 2

Taking kRC = 27;
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I
I

numerator of hnpt = -995s4 _ 47,460s 3  67,106s 2 - 1,675,000s

- 125,600 1
or

hHS
numerator of Stick Input = -995(s + 47. 0)(s + 0. 071)(s + 0. 300 * 5. 94j)

Although this set of zeros is entirely confined to those with negative

real parts, this does not guarantee stability but merely enhances the I
possibility of achieving it.

6.6 FURTHER ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF THE LONGITUDINAL
SIMULATION PROGRAM 1

The analyses of the previous subsection were carried out for a single

craft configuration involving what may be called the reference condi- j
tions and represented by the characteristic equation of Equation 6-47.

Although the mathematical model used for these calculations included 1
all the useful simplifications that it was deemed justifiable to make,

the resulting expressions still contained a fourth order numerator and

a sixth order denominator. Because the analytical investigation of

more promising additional configurations was overly time-consuming,

the simulation facility was utilized to investigate the possibly greater

controllability of other configurations as well as to verify the difficulty

of control for that case already studied.

Early results from the longitudinal simulation showed that the configura-

tion represented by the parameters of Section 6. 2, is, indeed, difficult

if not impossible for a human operator to stabilize. Nor is the case

derived in the preceding subsection of this report sufficiently docile I
to permit suitable longitudinal control of the craft.

6
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A craft configuration was found, however, which showed promise of

being amenable to control by a human operator. This involved the use

of a forward foil, incidence-controlled, all mechanical, spring center-

ing loop as described in Section.4. Back-up analysis was carried out

for this case to serve as a check solution for the simulator setup and

also to indicate the direction c optimizing controllability on the simu-

lator.

6.6.1 BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE UNCONTROLLED CRAFT

The basic equations of the craft are presented in Section 6. 1. Using

the relationship representing the sub-loop of forward foil mechanical

incidence control (ilF = kiF 6 F where kiF 0. 1 rad/ft) and an aft

spring stiffness of KR = 1500 feet with the remaining parameters as

presented in Section 6. 2 yields the following craft dynamic equations:

sZh'G + (0) 0 + 0.9731t , + z.686 = 0.000896 R'F + 0.00179 RLR

- Z.138-n - 0 . 7 7 1 3 nF C (6-63)

- 0. 06016 h + (s2 - 0. 2778) 6 + 0. 1705 .- 0.04897 . = 0.0001274 1
G F RF

- 0.0000 7 3 6 R R - 0.0 3 3 19n -
0 .171 2 1FC (6-64)

(1043s - 274.9) h' - (148, 200 - 27, 130s) 0 - (965s + 14, 850) 6, +(0) 9' R

=- -RF + (141, ZOO - 753. 5s) FC (6-65)

(992.5s - 275. 2) hL - (6055s + 132, 500) 0 + (0) 9F - (933.4s + 1226) 9

( (134,450 - 1042s) T]h - R'
CR (6-66)
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I

where j
F additional control input to forward foil incidence.

Simultaneous solution of these equations leads to the following charac-

teristic polynomial:

characteristic polynomial = 953,750 (s 6 + 16.63s 5 + Z7.66s 4

+ 28.10s3 + 70. IZs 2 - 64.98s

- 338.8)

which, when factored, yields

953,750 (s - 1.42)(s + 14.87) (s - 0.274 ± j2.033) (s + 1.86 ±jO.663)

6.6.2 ROOT LOCUS SOLUTION USING ADDITIONAL FORWARD
INCIDENCE CONTROL

The equations of the previous section have been utilized to determine

the numerator (the zeros) of the function h F17 FC as follows:

hF/,nF C P h'1/1IF C +IHS 0/iF - FC  (6-67)

where

hj F= heave of the forward foil

The quantity h' was chosen as a possible feedback quantity because
F

its use eliminates the lag otherwise introduced by the spring when

heave of the hull is used as primary feedback with forward incidence

control. (The latter combination of feedback and control quantities has

already been discussed in Section 6.5.)
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Simultaneous solution for the zeros of Equations (6-63) through (6-66)

and substitution into Equation (6-67) yields

=zeros ofh' 138.7 x 106 (s + 1.79s) (s + 0.287 * 2.29j)F/,n 
F C

(s - 0.581 ± 1.89j)

An additional large real root has been dropped as negligible in the

above expression. Thus, the complete expression becomes

F 15(s + 1. 795)(s + 0. 287 L 2. 29j)(s - 0. 581 + 1. 89j)145.4 (s - 1.421)(s + 14. 87)(s - 0.274 + 2.033j)(s + 1.86 k 0.663j)FC

A root locus plot of this expression is shown in Figure 6-2. Additional-

ly, some points are indicated on this same figure that have been plotted

from measured simulator data for two specific gains (7. 27 on the root

locus plot corresponding to

SF /hi F = 0. 05 rad/ft,

and 3. 64 corresponding to

11F c/h F = 0. Z5 rad/ft.)

These points correspond closely with those which may be expected from

the analytically derived locus. It is seen from this plot that the number

of right-half-plane poles in the closed loop bear the following relation-

ship to the gain of the system:

p' = 3 for K' <9. 1

p' = 2 for 9. 1 <KW < 23.4
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pt =4 for Z3.4 <W < 30.0

p1 = 2 for K' > 30.0

where

p' = number of closed loop right-half-plane poles

K' = gain along locus derived from analysis

No value of gain associated with the simple feedback loop represented

by

IFC = k IF hF

yields stability. Furthermore, a study of possible simple compensa-

tion within this loop indicates none lead to a stable system with a

reasonable stability margin.

6.6.3 ROOT LOCUS SOLUTION USING A SIMPLE FORWARD
REACTION CONTROL LOOP

The basic equations (Equations (6-63) through (6-66))have been utilized

to compute the function

hHs/RC F

to investigate the use of forward reaction control.

Simultaneous solution of these equations yields the following expres-

sion:

hhS 0. 004336 (s + 2. 92) (s + 14. 2) (s + 0.474 * 2. Z4j)

RCF = (s - 1.421)(s + 14. 87)(s - 0.274 :E 2.033j)(s + 1.86 h 0. 663j)

The root locus plot of this function may be seen in Figure 6-3. (The

left-half-plane real pole and zero have been assumed to cancel in the

plots.) A measured point near the locus at a gain of 2. 69 has been
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used to verify the analog simulation for this configuration. It is clear

from this locus that, although the simple divergence may be eliminated

at a gain of 1.87, no value of gain can banish all the closed-loop poles

from the right-half-plane. Furthermore, as in the previous case, no

series compensation was found that would assure an acceptable stability

margin for this case.

Notwithstanding the rather discouraging prospects of control repre-

sented by the preceding analytical work, it was possible to evolve a

control system configuration on the simulator that utilized fore and

aft reaction controls with inputs supplied by height at the forward foil

in acceleration signal and pitch attitude to produce a well-behaved,

stable configuration. Details of the setup are covered in Section 10.
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6.7 OPERATION OF THE SUPERCAVITATING FOILS AT AND --
BELOW TAKE-OFF SPEED

Take off under design sea state conditions is a major problem on high-

speed hydrofoil craft. The high foil loadings and poor low-speed -

characteristics make high hull-borne speeds mandatory in the absence

of an auxiliary low-speed foil system.

Assuming that no auxiliary means of producing low-speed lift are

available, the problem is reduced to that of minimizing the speed of

take off and thus minimizing the punishment the hull (and crew) will

be subjected to by wave impact. This procedure requires operation

of a supercavitating foil at speeds well below design speed.

The hull draught of the FRESH craft is,2. 3 feet with zero foil lift. -

Thus, while partial lift by the foils below take-off speed might be .

employed, because the rate of change of draught with foil lift is

a minimum (due to hull shape) for small foil lifts, not much relief in

terms of wave-hull impact may be Expected until foil lift can amount

to a large fraction of craft weight. Furthermore, since foil lift varies

with the square of forward speed, substantial foil lift will not be pro-

duced until craft speed approaches take-off speed.

Thus it is clear that foil lift may be expected to relieve wave impact

forces appreciably only at speeds close to take off and hull structure .

must be designed appropriately.

Control loop signals must be prevented from driving the foil incidenc'1

to large angles during this period since the drag would increase to the

point where take off would be impossible for the FRESH craft with the

assumed foils. "

!
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The speed at which, in calm water with the CG at 8. 4 feet above the

surface (nominal strut submergence of 2. 5 feet forward and 4. 5 feet

aft), drag equals the maximum thrust (18, 000 pounds) is 41. 5 knots.

With foil incidence at an angle of over 20 degrees at this speed, the

drag contributed by the foils accounts for practically the entire amount.

Although the foils are capable of producing the required lift at slightly

lower speeds, the drag exceeds the thrust available.

The calm water speed with the hull base line just touching the surface

is 45 knots, the increased strut drag being primarily responsible for

reducing the thrust available to overcome foil drag.

However, by taking advantage of forward momentum to ensure a mini-

mum hull-borne time for take off, it is possible to accelerate in dis-

placement to some 43 knots with little or no foil incidence, then demand

a sudden increase of incidence so that by the time the craft has lifted

clear (during which time the drag has exceeded 18, 000 pounds) the

speed will drop to about 42 knots.

Since the thrust available from a jet engine depends significantly on

temperature, take off should be possible at slightly lower speed under

cold conditions.

These speeds are quoted for the maximum craft weight of 37, 184 pounds;

at lower weights, reduce take-off speeds should be possible.

Landing should be a less hazardous procedure since there is no thrust

limitation and the full lift capabilities of the foils can be employed.

However, it must be borne in mind that maximum lift occurs at an

angle of incidence of 40 degrees or so which may prove to be mechani-

cally inconvenient. The craft will naturally tend to settle stern first,

since the aft foils are substantially more heavily loaded under the zero

thrust conditions.
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SECTION 7

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
MANUAL CONTROL OF HYDROFOIL CRAFT

7.1 HUMAN OPERATOR CHARACTERISTICS AND SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

7. 1.1 INTRODUCTION

Reliability of the control system is of no small concern in the opera-

tion of fully-submerged foil hydrofoil craft. The possibility of equip-

ment failure within the control system leads logically to considerations

of two specific aspects of this problem. First is the action that may

have to be taken, either manually or by some automatic monitor, im-

mediately upon determination of the occurrence of a failure to prevent

catastrophic impact of the craft with the water until speed is reduced

to a safe level for landing. (The high-speed test craft is to be designed

to sustain full impact at cruise speed and at any reasonable entry atti-

tide. ) Second is the ability to revert to an "emergency" operational

mode which will permit foilborne operation to be resumed and the mis-

sion to be completed, even though some loss of craft performance

and/or effectiveness occurs.

The latter circumstance will be considered in detail in the following

work. In this case, human control of the craft in both longitudinal

and lateral modes will be studied as an effective replacement for the

electronic autopilot in the event of autopilot malfunction.

Following the establishment of human control criteria, the dynamic

characteristics of the high-speed test craft will be introduced and the
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relative controllability of different craft configurations will be con-

sidered.

7.1.2 MINIMUM EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR MANUAL CONTROL

Although many aircraft have been controlled using trailing edge flaps

actuated solely by the operator's muscle power, the hydrofoil loadings

(on the order of 20 to 40 times those of small aircraft) effectively

eliminate the use of muscle power alone for hydrofoil control surface

actuation. It must be assumed that some power amplification device

is present and operative at all times between the operator's control

stick motions and the lift control element(s). Failure in such a device

must be assumed to jeopardize, if not entirely prevent, the ability to

resume foilborne operation, even in an emergency manual mode.

In addition to control surface power boosters, if emergency manual

control is desired at night, control function sensors must be assumed

to be available and operational in order to supply the necessary pilot

displays.

7.1.3 PROPERTIES OF THE HUMAN CONTROL ELEMENT

Control of the longitudinal and lateral modes of a hydrofoil craft fall

into the category of a "compensating tracking task", i.e., the visual

display is the system forcing function minus the modified control re-

sponse (modified by the dynamics of the system being controlled).

Considerable attention has been given in the literature to the general

problem of tracking various input time functions. Data of Reference

7-1 were taken using mostly statistical inputs with the simple test

setup as diagrammed below

Human Controed
Operator System
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By measurements on the output quantity it is possible to deduce the

value of Y for various input functions and values of the controlledP 1 1 s+l1 0.5 s+1I
quantity of the form Y c T 1 1 1 K/s, TM IK/s, . 0 +

... etc.

In every case where a statistical input was used for the various forms

of Yc' a pure delay having a Laplace form of e" s appeared as a con-

stituent of the "best fit" Y function. Only in the limited series ofp
tests using pure sine wave inputs was this delay term missing.

In regard to other terms, it was found that the operator could be de-

scribed by an expression of the form

K e 1 s (TL s + )

P (T I s + 1) (TN S +I

where the value of r varied from 0.15 to 0.30 second. The remaining

parameters turn out to be widely variable depending on the form of Yc

and the input, but have the general trend

1 1 1

I L N

The high frequency lag represented by TN was frequently missing com-

pletely from the representation. For cases where Yc = Kc' the human
operater adjusted his gain (K p) to compensate for a change in Kc over

a wide range. Introduction of a lag in Y resulted in the introduction of
1 c

the lead term (T-) at a frequency tending to cancel the effects of the

introduced lag. L

These studies are only indicative of the considerations involved in the

control of a hydrofoil craft since, in the lateral system of a typical
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fully-submerged foil craft, a right-half plane pole is always present.

None of the tests covered such a dynamic configuration. In Reference

7-2, a study of considerable detail has been carried out involving the

human control of a system having the general form

A(s 2 + 2 O s +2 
(

Yc(S) fi (s + 1/Ts) (s + I/TR) (s 2 + 210 dds + W) (7-Z)

Spiral Roll Dutch Roll
Subsidence

This function is typical of the lateral dynamics of aircraft and is there-

fore pertinent in the present discussion.

In the early part of Reference 7-2, the general form of the operator's

characteristics (Y p) is presented and is identical to Equation (7-1).

The following rules describe the manner in which the significant para-

meters of this transfer function are varied by the human:

(1) The human adapts the form of his equalizing characteristic

to achieve stable good low-frequency closed-loop response.

A low-frequency lag (TI) is generated when it would improve

low-frequency characteristics without jeopardizing high-fre-

quency stability to the extent that it may not be controlled

with the addition of a single first order lead (TL).

(Z) After the equalizing function form has been adopted, actual

values (of Ti , TL) are selected to be those that would result

in an open loop phase margin between 60 and 110 degrees.

There is an obvious similarity between these rules governing the

human's characteristics and the selection of compensation made by

the serve designer to achieve satisfactory system performance.
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The studies of Reference 7-2 were split into subsections in which cer-

tain simplifications of Equation 7-2 were considered initially. Thus,

attention is first directed at human control of a system having a trans-

fer function of the form

Y (s) =(7-3) s (TR s+1

If the denominator contains a right-half plane pole (-T s s + 1), then

the above expression approximates the form of the transfer function

for the lateral system of a hydrofoil craft.

Conclusions resulting from control consideration of Equation 7-3 (still

assuming a human characteristic as in Equation 7-1), and spiral diver-

gence follow.

(1) For the case of Ts/TR > 30 and T s > 10 to 20 sec, stabilization

of the right-half plane pole is essentially no more difficult

than if the unstable pole represented by Ts were replaced by

a pure integration. In this case operator "opinion" (regard-

ing controllability) is "good". This case is not representative

of the lateral system problem for a hydrofoil craft.

(2) For Ts < 10 sec (Ts is typically 1 to 3 seconds for a hydrofoil

craft), no serious problems of stabilization are presented

since the operator can introduce a lead term to enhance con-

trol. However, the pilot will have to exert substantially

more attention than in the previous case to maintain control.

7.1.4 LIMITS OF CONTROLLABILITY FOR UNSTABLE POLES

Considering only the limits of stability and disregarding operator

opinion for the moment, a lower bound on the value of T may be
7
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established for the stabilization of a right-half plane pole on the real

axis.

Assuming that the operator can introduce a lead term such that TL =

TR, the open loop function becomes

- K e " s

Y(s) = (1- T )

The boundary value of T for possible stabilization of this function

may be obtained by noting that the phase must be reduced from a lag

of 180 degrees, at least briefly, as a function of frequency. The limit-

ing condition may be deduced by noting that the value of the function

d (LY(s))

< 0 For all "W"

Since

-K e " s  -K e -  j

Y(s) = = For s =j

I-Ts1+ T2  2 ej tan- (-T s W)
s

/I(s) = -Tw - tan- I (-T s W)

then

d (WY s)) T T - T - Tr T 2 w2

= -T +1 S = Sd1 2 T 2 2
I T 2 A 1+T 2

5 5

and

d (/Y.(s))
<0 For allwifT <T.dwo s-
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Using a value for r of 0. 25 second (this includes an approximation for
S1 ) , the limiting value of T becomes 0. 25 second.

Reference 7-3 describes some actual tests of the limiting value of T s

that was controllable by a human pilot. For these tests the system

being controlled had a transfer function of the form

K
Y(s)- c(74

c - (TR s + 1) (-T s + 1) (7-4)

where

T R = T > 0.43 second for stability

(The system transfer function may be deduced from descriptions of the

tests.)

It may be assumed that the operator introduced a simple lead term

roughly cancelling the TR term and was able then to stabilize the right-

half plane pole represented by Ts if it was equal to or greater than

0. 43 second. This is somewhat poorer performance than predicted

above (where Ts for stability was computed to be a minimum of 0. 25

second) but it is considered fair agreement since certain unavoidable

higher order dynamics were associated with the experiment. No input

disturbance was used in these tests since random motions of the pilot's

control and system noise were sufficient. These test conditions are

similar to those of the high-speed hydrofoil craft environment since

important wave disturbances only begin at a frequency (- 3 rad/sec)

which is at the upper limit of human control capability. The important

frequency regime within which human-craft stabilization is achieved

(w < 3 rad/sec), is, therefore, devoid of significant external input.
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It is interesting to note that Reference 7-3 also describes an experi-

ment to establish the limiting value of unstable poles for a case in

which the system was "destabilized by a moment introduced propor-

tional to L ", where LJ is yaw rate. Although it is not clearly stated

by the author, this statement may be interpreted, along with other

information presented, to imply a system function of the form

K

YCs=-2 -CI
(As - B s + 1)

where A, B are positive valued and which, for critical damping, [the

author's "zero frequency" (damped natural) condition] may be written

Yc(S ) = (-T s TI)z (7-5)

Note the existence of a double right-half plane pole which must clearly

be more difficult to stabilize than the previous case. Accordingly a

value of T > 0. 96 second was found to be necessary to allow stabiliza-

tion by a human operator. Note also that assuming the human opera-

tor provides a double lead-lag network,

as+l I

at a low frequency, the double right-half-plane pole of Equation 7-5

can be shown to be stabilized over a quite small range of gains by con-

ventional feedback synthesis techniques. The chart of Figure 7-1 includes

a sketch of the Nyquist diagram that applies to this case as well as a log-

magnitude versus phase plot of the open loop function with and without

the assumed human-supplied double lead network. It will be observed

that the permissible open loop gain variations for stability are narrow

indeed, involving only a 25 percent margin between minimum and maxi-

mum allowable gain. It is easy to understand from this example why

this case represents the approximate limit of human control capability.
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(As indicated on page 10 of Reference 7-2, there is evidence supporting

the assumption that the human operator can generate a double lead term

under certain circumstances, but the implication is clear that this oc-

curs toward the limit of human capability.)

7.1.5 ADAPTABILITY OF THE HUMAN OPERATOR'S GAIN
CONTROL (Kp

The average absolute gain provided by the human operator in the per-

formance of a tracking task depends greatly on the method of control

available to him. For example, tests are described in Section IV of

Reference 7-2 in which an operator performs a tracking task using

two different means of control; the first involving a two-handed push-

pull aircraft type wheel control and the second employing a one-hand-

operated left and right stick control. The gain in rad/sec/Ib stick

force of the controlled element required to elicit an "acceptable opin-

ion" by the operator differed by more than a factor of 10 between the

first and second test (see Figure 7-2), indicating that the mechanism

of operator control (in this case, the ease with which forces may be

applied by the operator in different directions) has an important bear-

ing on the desired gain in the rest of the loop. However, the range of

gains of the controlled element over which the operator could adjust

his response and still maintain an acceptable opinion was surprisingly

large, (see Figure 7-2) being on the order of 5 to 1 for the stick type

control and 8 to 1 for the push-pull wheel control.

It is apparent from these tests that the overall gain in the non-human

parts of the loop must be adjusted roughly depending on the type of con-

trol available to the operator to permit his control gain to assume a

value leading to an acceptable opinion. With this condition satisfied,

the operator is able to compensate over a surprisingly large range

for gain changes elsewhere in the loop and continue to regard his con-

trol effectiveness as satisfactory. Accordingly, it is assumed in
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following sections that the gain of the non-human components in the

loop can be adjusted to permit acceptable human control, other condi-

tions for such control having been met, and that operator capability

will be assumed for compensating large variations in gain elsewhere I
in the loop.

7.1.6 REQUIREMENTS FOR HUMAN CONTROL OF A HYDROFOIL
CRAFT

From examples and references presented previously, it is now possi-

ble to outline the requirements regarding the open loop dynamic re-

sponse of a hydrofoil craft if human control is desired. These require-

ments are divided into two categories: first, for those properties

necessary to allow an operator such control that he would rate the task I
relatively easy for periods of several minutes (it is felt that this opera-

tor "opinion" results in a system of merit as an emergency manual

control mode for hydrofoil craft); second, the dynamic response which

is possible for the operator to stabilize only by giving his entire atten-

tion and skill. This situation will rapidly fatigue the operator until a

control reversal results and system stability is lost.

The general rules for the first category require

(1) Using a human operator transfer function of the form

X e -0. 2 5s(T s + 1)Y(S) L
(TI s + )

in conjunction with the controlled transfer function should j
allow a phase margin of between 60 and 110 degrees to be

developed. The value of the time constants TI and TL are 1
at the disposal of the designer and may be chosen to optimize

7
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the open loop function for stability with the knowledge that

the human operator will assume such values.

(2) Gain variations in the controlled portion of the loop are less

than roughly 2 to I from design value during operation under

human control.

Some general comments should be made regarding the properties of

the closed loop response of a human controlled system. First, with

a pure delay of 0. 25 second in the loop, and the assumption of a pole

near (on either side of) the origin, the closed loop response will be

characterized by a bandwidth limited to a very few rad/sec. The

requirement for at least 60 degrees of phase margin may not be met

otherwise. Such a situation results in the fact(Reference7-1) that, at

a frequency of about 3 rad/sec, the operator begins to abandon attempts

to perform the tracking function.

Secondly, if not already provided in the non-human loop dynamics, a

low-frequency lag (TI) will be introduced by the operator to enhance

the low-frequency performance of the system.

Under the second category, involving the limits of stabilization of

right-half-plane poles a symmetrical (about the origin) pair of real

axis poles are limited to values of T > 0. 43 second, and a pole of

second order in the positive real axis(_ ) is limited to values

of approximately T > 1 second. (Ts s

7.2 HUMAN OPERATOR CONTROL OF THE LATERAL SYSTEM
FOR A PRELIMINARY CRAFT CONFIGURATION

7.2.1 LATERAL CONTROL PROBLEM

Specific lateral dynamics for a preliminary craft configuration as

presented in Section 5 were used for this series of analyses of lateral
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performance. Although this craft configuration is not that used for 7

further analysis and simulation, it is included because of the re sult.

of the effects of dihedral and sweepback. Initially, some calculations

were made for the laterally "sprung" or heaving foils; i.e., for a

three-strut craft in which all foils are free to heave independently

with no reaction forces on the hull (spring rate -0). With such a con-

figuration it is clear that substantial rolling moments cannot be sup-

plied using an aileron type control (including differential incidence

control of the two adjacent foils). Control rolling moments may, how-

ever, be applied by the rudder. Therefore, the following initial con-

figuration utilized rudder control of the craft with roll angle as the pri-

mary feedback quantity.

7.2.2 LATERALLY UNCONSTRAINED (SPRUNG)FOILS

A canard configuration was assumed with a rudder on the single for- -.

ward strut for the introduction of rolling moments. The open loop

craft response (see Section 5. 3. 2)for nominal fore-aft strut submer-

gences and a speed of 80 knots may be represented by

-K 20.163
-K c  /3. 35) 2 + Z - +

b (s/0.999 - 1) (s/0.434 + 1) [(s/l.86)- + s +

The human controller's transfer function assumes the form ]

K e- 0 259(TL s+l) 1Y p(s) = (TIc+1
P(T I s+ I) I

In this case, TL has been chosen to cancel the factor (s/0. 434 + 1)

and T I has been assumed to be zero. The resulting open loop charac- -
teristic in the form of a Nyquist sketch and gain-phase plot is evident

7
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in Figure 7-3. Since the open loop function possesses a right-half

plane pole, a single positive (counter-clockwise) encirclement of the
"-I" point is necessary to insure stability. This encirclement exists,

as may be seen in Figure 7-3, only with a very small phase margin,

and clearly does not satisfy the requirements for an acceptable manual

A control system. (The Nyquist plot sketches appearing in Figure 7-3

and those which follow are not to scale.)

7.2.3 LATERALLY CONSTRAINED FOILS

* As a result of the unsatisfactory configuration for human control mani-

fest, a laterally constrained foil configuration was assumed in the fol-

lowing analyses for several different control configurations. (Section

11 suggests one method for accomplishing lateral constraint which es-

sentially prevents differential heave of the two adjacent foils while per-

mitting in-phase heave. Such an arrangement permits the use of dif-

ferential foil deflection or aileron-like lateral control without j eopardi-

zing the reduction in longitudinal heave acceleration that results from

the action of sprung foils.)

7.2.4 BOW-RUDDER CONTROLLED FOILS WITH DIHEDRAL

The open loop craft transfer function for this laterally constrained

configuration, as presented in Section 5.3. 2,takes the form

[- Kc(s/3. 0 6 ) ?- s+0358 s '
-sK 06 3.06- 1f5l

b (s/0.438 - 1) (s/0.868 + 1) [s/l.78)- + .7 19 +

The open loop response plotted in Figure 7-4 includes the operator's

transfer function of the form:

Y (s) = K e 0 (s/0.868 + 1)
p P
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There is substantial improvement in this configuration regarding the

ability to stabilize the craft laterally with the improvement being

largely a result of the added dihedral and not the constraining of the

foils. The control rolling moments are still generated by rudder
action and the craft is not yet so easily controllable that it could be

termed "acceptable." I
(In Section 5.4 it is concluded that, as a result of the much larger

strut influence for the FRESH craft over that produced by the assumed

strut characteristics of this preliminary craft, dihedral has a much

smaller influence on craft dynamic behavior in the former craft than

is found here.)

The addition of sweepback angle to the above configuration was found

to be of very small significance as seen by the form of the transfer

function derived in Section 5. 3. 2 and shown below

K 2 + .3 + 1

b (1. 1.49 s1

This configuration was not congidered sufficiently different to warrant

the construction of a frequency plot.

Besides the difficulties demonstrated in manual control of this con-

figuration, two important factors lead to the consideration of addi-

tional configurations. These factors are:

(1) The requirement for coordinating all turns at this high speed

when using rudder control alone leads to relatively large roll

angles with consequent danger of foil broaching. Thus the

flat turns preferred cannot be made using rudders alone.
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(2) Conditions of fore-aft differential foil submergence with the

forward foil shallow result in virtually complete loss of con-

trol effectiveness.

Accordingly, lateral control of the craft using differential incidence

(aileron) control has been considered in the next section.

7.2.5 CONSTRAINED STRAIGHT FOILS - AILERON
(DIFFERENTIAL INCIDENCE)CONTROL

The craft dynamic characteristics for this case (again from Section

5.3. 2)take the form

K 2 +z 1.49 1

0( K 1 (- + 10 s+ 1
-a1( s s ") +, 1 . 7 2 s +a - 1+jil'(.-) + = 2 +

with

Y (s) = K e- 0 25s s + I 0
p p J5

The operator's lead term has been chosen at a frequency other than

that of the negative real pole of 0(s)/6a(s), since it proved advantageous

in this case.

The plot of Figure 7-5 shows that this case qualifies as a system con-

trolled sufficiently easy by the operator to indicate acceptable emer-

gency performance. The use of aileron control does, of course,

permit flat turns at high speeds. It is therefore considered preferable

also for the three-strut configuration over the previous cases involv-

ing forward rudder control.

An additional configuration, identical to that just described but with

the addition of dihedral, was investigated and the transfer function

for this case is (from Section 5. 3. 2)
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K2+ 1-.1)4 s + 1

This expression is identical in the denominator (as it must be) to that

previously described with rudder control. The numerator zero loca-

tion is more propitious than in the previous case but will not affect the

conclusions of the previous section (i.e., this configuration is unac-

ceptable for emergency manual control). The associated freqcency

plots will be roughly similar to those of Figure 7-4.

7.2.6 PROPERTIES OF THE CONTROLLED LATERAL SYSTEMS
AT OTHER THAN MEAN STRUT IMMERSION FOR THE
AILERON CONTROLLED CASE

Because of the requirement to operate the test craft in a State 3 Sea

and the flexibility of pitch trim attitude control available to the opera-

tor, some craft transfer functions have been computed for the two

extremes of differential strut immersion presented in Section 5.3. 2.

(The migration of poles and zeros of the open-loop craft-operator

combination corresponding to these cases may be seen in Figure 7-6.)

The presence of a pole and zero at s = -8 and +8 respectively is a

result of an approximation made to the operator's pure delay charac-

teristic response. Namely

e-°. _(s 8 1)

In all cases in which manual controlled performance has been con-

sidered previously, differential strut immersion resulting in a very

shallow-running aft strut produces a lateral mode that cannot be

stabilized by a human operator whether or not the same configurations
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at nominal strut immersion were stable. This is, at first glance, a

disquieting conclusion. It must be recognized, however, that wave

encounter in a Sea State 3 at foilborne speeds, regardless of relative

heading, will result in only very short periods during which a trouble-

some differential immersion condition exists.

This effect could be precipitated, however, by substantial negative

pitch trim adjustment, with disastrous results. Thus, it must not be

possible for the operator to command such attitudes and his commands

must be restricted to a range of ec > 0. Even then the transient re-

sponse of the craft to changes in commanded trim must be such as to

minimize overshoots which could result in loss of control.

Controlled stability tends generally to be improved as differential

strut immersion is altered from shallow aft to shallow forward.
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7.3 HUMAN OPERATOR CONTROL USING AILERONS FOR THE FRESH
CRAFT WITH SPRUNG FOILS I

The fundamental considerations in the control of unstable systems have

been presented in Section 7.1. A variety of assumed lateral configura- I
tions were also considered relative to the ease of manual lateral control

for a preliminary craft configuration (Section 7. 2) and it was concluded

that aileron-type control was, for several reasons, preferable to con-

trol using rudder(s) and could provide a manually-controlled system suf- -
ficiently stable for emergency operation.

In this section, the four configurations presented have been considered 1

for ease and effectiveness of manual control using the criteria previously

presented in Section 7. 1. Aileron-type control was assumed in all cases. I
The results of this analysis of manual control effectiveness are shown

in Figure 7-7 and have, in every case, less gain margin than the best J
(straight foils with no dihedral or sweep) that was presented previously.

(See Section 7. 2 and Figure 7-5.) The configuration having the greatest I
gain margin of the four presented in Figure 7-7 is that of a simple,

straight foil canard configuration with 40 percent loaded forward strut

and no dihedral or sweep. (The fact that the phase margin for this case

falls 3 degrees below the desired 60 percent is not considered significant.)

Notwithstanding the variations in gain margin indicated in Figure 7-7,

these different configurations have yielded surprisingly similar results 1
with respect to manual lateral control. The fact that they are, in all

cases, poorer from this standpoint, than the aileron-controlled con- i
figuration of Section 7. 2 is attributable to several important differences

between the previously assumed and the present configuration. The most

important of these appears to be the greatly increased value of K v (roll-

ing moment due to sideslip) which is the result of larger strut chords,

a much greater value of (OCL/8i) struts and longer struts.

1
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Simulation studies are discussed in Section 9 using the revised lateral

configuration considered in this section. The runs were made in real-

time to permit a human operator, rather than the analog of a human

operator, to be used in the evaluation of the manual controllability of

the high-speed test craft. It was possible to verify the relative effec-

tiveness of manual control as implied by the plot of Figure 7-7. This

simulation included runs at 80 and 50 knots (representing typical cruise

and takeoff speeds respectively) and in regular waves representative of

a State 3 Sea.

7.4 MANUAL LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

The constrained pitching approximation used in the preliminary longi-

tudinal dynamic studies of Section 4 was found to eliminate this analysis

as a useful one for defining the limits of longitudinal manual control.

The complete analysis of Section 6 shows, conclusively, that the sprung

foil configuration, is not amenable to simple, single-loop automatic

control and therefore is not amenable to manual control without aided

stabilization. This result is verified in the simulation programs re-

ported in Sections 10 and 12.
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SECTION 8

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
USED IN MANUAL CONTROL OF THE CRAFT

8.1 GENERAL

The lateral controllability of the high-speed test craft in the manual

mode has been shown (see Section 7) to be within the capability of a

human operator but it requires greater and more sustained attention

than, say, the control of modern aircraft. For this reason, and the

fact that the longitudinal and lateral modes of this craft possess no

strong cross-coupling influences, it is suggested that one operator

be assigned solely to the lateral control of the craft and that a second

operator be assigned to the longitudinal control task.

Both operators should be seated facing forward and should be provided

with forward-looking displays. Controls should consist of either an

aircraft-type wheel or a balanced stick type fingertip control located

at the forward end of the right armrest. The latter is preferred,

particularly for the lateral control job, and is the method chosen for

the lateral system simulation studies. It has the advantage of mini-

mizing the inadvertent feedback that occurs when acceleration of the

craft causes arm motions which, in turn, produce control stick de-

flections.

8.2 LATERAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY DETAILS

The control should be a single-degree-of-freedom stick having its

freedom athwartship for control of the lateral system. Spring re-

straint about the center position should be used to provide "feel",

8-1
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and there is provision in the mockup used in the simulation studies for

varying the stiffness of the spring restraint. A torsion rod is a con-

venient means for providing the necessary restraint and it has been

utilized in the simulation controller. Spring stiffness may be adjusted

on this controller from a minimum of about 1 in. - lb to a maximum

of 8 in. - lb at full deflection. To minimize inadvertent feedback

through the controller as a result of accelerations of the craft, it is

clear that the higher spring rates are preferable. Displacement

should be limited to ±l. 5 inches from the center position. A sketch

of the hand control used on the lateral simulation program is shown

in Figure 8-1.

An "outside-in" roll angle display is recommended. This type of dis-

play is characterized by a horizon line that is fixed with respect to the

instrument panel, and a boat symbol that rotates with respect to the

fixed horizon line. While this type of display differs from the conven-

tional aircraft artificial horizon, it has been shown (Reference 8-1)

that the display-control relationship is more natural and that improved

performance results.

The critical operating range of roll angles is relatively narrow for

hydrofoil craft; there is no requirement to show roll angles of more

than, say, 60 degrees. This fact permits the use of gain in the roll

display. That is, the roll orientation shown on the display may be

some multiple of the true roll angle, thus making small roll angles

more apparent to the observer. Since such a display does not bear

a one-to-one correspondence to true roll angle, a calibrated scale

should be included to indicate true roll angle.

Ithas proved desirable to include some prediction or rate information

in the roll display and provision has been made in the lateral simula-

tion program for this refinement.
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It is clear that if craft operation is desired under conditions where

the horizon is not obvious (in fog or during the night in overcast con-

ditions), a lateral display of the type mentioned is essential.

Furthermore, if it is found that a lateral display with augmented angles

or one using roll rate inputs is desirable, these benefits may only be

realized with the use of a display. In general it appears that the visual

observation of the horizon for lateral control is a mode of control suit-

able for only very limited conditions.

8.3 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY DETAILS

As indicated in Section 8. 1, either an aircraft wheel or balanced stick

type control are considered acceptable for longitudinal control. The

longitudinal simulation will employ the stick type control similar to,

but oriented differently from,that used in the lateral control problem.

(Figure 8-2 shows such a controller in the final form it could assume

for use aboard the craft.) In this case the stick will be positioned

roughly parallel to the armrest and an upward deflection of the end

will produce a pitching motion consistent with stick motion, i. e. ,

nose down. (It will be seen that this motion is consistent with the

recommended display.)

The suggested height display combines an electromechanical index with

a cathode-ray tube display. The display is a vertical "thermometer"

type of presentation with a scale giving a quantitative readout in feet.

(See Figure 8-3.) At the top is an area representing a wetted hull

condition and, at the bottom, an area indicating forward foil broach-

ing. A horizontal sweep on the CRT is driven vertically directly by

the height sensor and indicates the instantaneous height above the

water. A long persistence phosphor is used so that the envelope of

the excursions of the altitude line remains visible and affords a
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direct measure of approximate encountered wave heights. The hori-

zontal mechanical index is positioned by smoothed height information,

and indicates average height above the water. It also serves as a

backup in case of CRT failure.

Analysis and simulation covered in other sections of this report j
(Sections 6, 10, 12) demonstrate that single height inputs to the dis-

play are not sufficient to permit stable manual control of the craft in

most cases and an acceleration signal input was found to be necessary

as an additional input to the display along with the height sensor input.

Thus, the regions shown in Figure 8-3 to indicate relative wave height

would be correct only at very low wave encounter frequencies (< 0.5

rad/sec).

Nevertheless, although the basic height display of Figure 8-3 is not

suitable for control of the high-speed test craft, it is still considered

a suitable design for any other craft which is sufficiently docile (un-

like the FRESH craft) for practical manual control in other than calm

seas.

REFERENCE

8-1. Melton and Briggs, Annual Review of Psychology, Annual

Reviews, Inc. , Palo Alto, California, 1960, p. 76.
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l SECTION 9

LATERAL SIMULATION OF THE SPRUNG FOIL CRAFT

9. 1 GENERAL CONFIGURATION

I Throughout the lateral two-dimensional simulation, a canard configura-

tion was considered. Previous analytical work (see Section 5. 4) indicated

I that the lateral performance of the craft with an airplane configuration

would be very similar to that with a canard configuration. Foil loadings

of 40-30-30 were assumed at a speed of 80 knots. • These loadings were

chosen when it was anticipated that the maximum drag, and hence, maxi-

I mum bow-down pitching moment, would occur at 80 knots. Later work

has shown that, with the foils selected, maximum drag will occur at

takeoff. Assuming that the loadings at takeoff will be 40-30-30, (infor-

mation supplied by the Bureau of Ships indicates that 40 percent of the

craft's weight is the largest permissible single foil loading), the loadings

at 80 knots will be more nearly equal than assumed. However, the ef-

fects of this changed loading on the lateral performance of the craft will

I be negligible.

I andl R were taken to be 26. 0 feet and 6. 1 feet, the same values used

for Cases (b) and (c) in Section 5. 4.

I In Section 5. 3, it was shown that the effect of sweepback on the prelim-

inary craft was small. These effects would have been even smaller, due

to the different strut characteristics that have been used. The prelim-

inary craft had smaller strut chords and shorter length struts with

I smaller values for SCL/i than did the craft that was simulated. Thus

the preliminary craft had foils that were relatively more prominent in

I
I
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the lateral dynamics than were the foils in the craft simulated. For

this reason, no sweepback was used in any of the runs.

As stated in Section 5.4. 1, the effects of including dihedral could also

be expected to be small, and no dihedral was used for any of the auto-

matic control system runs. Due to the marginal nature of the manual

controllability of the craft, some manually-controlled runs were made

with dihedral.

In all control systems considered, it was assumed that the transfer

function relating control surface deflecdions to servo input commands
1

was 0.Z + 1 " In Section 5. 4, a different transfer function was used

for the aileron servo. However, the simulation showed that the required

aileron deflections were substantially larger than previously anticipated.

For this reason, a transfer function was used which introduced appreci-

ably more phase lag at lower frequencies than didthe transfer function

used previously. A report of the lateral simulation with automatic con-

trol is given in Section 9. 2. The manual control runs are reported on

in Section 9. 3.

9.2 AUTOMATIC CONTROL

9.2.1 GENERAL

Two methods of stabilizing the craft automatically were investigated.

The first method was the control of roll angle by means of the ailerons

(differential foil control) alone, and the second method involved the use

of rudders alone. An approximate simulation of laterally flexible struts

was made in some runs. A weak simulated helmsman control loop was

synthesized for both control systems to keep the craft heading approxi-

mately correct.
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9.2. 2 AILERON CONTROL OF ROLL ANGLE

A. Inflexible Struts

Two configurations were considered. The first was one in which the

rear struts were 2 feet longer than the front strut, and the second was

one in which all three struts were assumed to be the same length as the

front strut. These cases are referred to as the unequal and equal strut

cases. It was thought that the unequal struts case might be more stable

than the other due to the larger rear strut submergences, but that if the

equal strut case proved to be adequately stable it would be the preferable

configuration, as strut drag would be less.

1. Unequal Struts Case

a. Verification of Analysis at 80 Knots

Figure 9-1 shows the gain-phase plot for the transfer function

relating roll angle to aileron servo input commands for the

reference submergences of F = 2. 5 feet, R = 4. 5 feet at

80 knots. (The transfer function relating roll angle to aileron

deflection is given in Section 5. 4.) Also shown in the figure
0. 05s + 1

is the plot with lead-lag compensation . Os + included

to improve the closed loop response. With the loop closed as

shown in Figure 9-2, the transient response of the system to

an initial disturbance in roll angle was found for a range of

open loop gains, both with and without the lead-lag compen. a-

tion.

Without compensation it was found that, with additional loop

gain of 20 db (making a total of 32 db since the inherent gain

is 12 db), there was a reasonably damped oscillation at ap-

proximately 10. 5 rad/sec. With additional open loop gain of

32 db (making a total of 44 db) there was a very poorly damped

9
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oscillation at approximately 25 rad/sec. When the additional

open loop gain was -12 db (0 db total) there was a very slow

convergence. These results are very similar to those ex-

pected from the analysis.

With the compensation included and with additional open loop

gain of -12 db, 29.6 db and 40 db kmaking total open loop gains

of 0 db, 41.6 db and 52 db, respectively) a slow convergence,

a very fast recovery with very little overshoot, and a poorly

damped oscillation at approximately 80 rad/sec, were the

responses obtained respectively. Again, these results are

very similar to those expected from the analysis. (Additional

gain of 29. 6 db results in a closed loop resonant peak of 3 db.)

b. D.esign of Simulated Helmsman Loop at 80 Knots

A loop was designed whereby a simulated helmsman controlled

heading angle by means of the bow rudder, as shown in Figure

9-3. Because it was expected that the helmsman-heading angle

loop would be a weak one in comparison to the roll angle-aileron

loop, the following assumptions were made:

(1) The helmsman-heading angle loop could be analyzed as-

suming the roll angle to be zero.

(2) The roll angle-aileron loop could be analyzed assuming

the helmsman-heading angle loop did not exist.

Making these assumptions, the transfer function relating head-

ing angle to bow rudder deflection at 80 knots with F = 2.5 feet

and R = 4.5 feet was found to be

'F~s) = 4. 140 (-. 71 1

s + 1)+ 1)
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It was assumed, that the helmsman could be approximately

represented by Although it was realized that this

representation was an oversimplification, it was thought to be
adequate for the purpose. The time constant of 0.6 second

was believed reasonable for a simple lag representation. The

I gain-phase plot of the function relating heading angle to input

to the simulated helmsman is shown in Figure 9-4. (This

function has a zero frequency gain of 12.4 db.) The transient

responses of the closed loop system to initial disturbances in

heading angle were found for additional open loop gains of -6 db

and +6.9 db (a total open loop gain of 6.4 db and 19. 3 db). (The
additional loop gain of the roll angle-aileron compensated loo.)

was kept at 29. 6 db.) With the lower value of gain, the re-

sponse was a well damped oscillation at 1. 7 rad/sec. With

the higher gain, a limit cycle at a frequency of 3. 6 rad/sec

resulted. These results are approximately those predictable

from the analysis.

WWith the additional loop gain of the yaw controlling loop set at

-6 db, the response of the roll controlling loop to an initial

disturbance in roll angle, with the additional gain in this loop

of 29. 6 db, was found. The response was almost exactly the
same as that with no yaw controlling loop.I
It was therefore concluded that the assumptions made in the

analyses of the two loops were legitimate.

The yaw loop additional gain was kept at -6 db for all subsequent

runs.

I
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c. Control System at 50 Knots

Previous experience has indicated that a control system designed

for 80 knots should behave well at 50 knots. This was confirmed

by checking the response of the system designed for 80 knots to

initial disturbance in roll angle and heading angle at 50 knots

with F = 2.5 feet and R = 4.5 feet. (The additional open

loop gains in the roll and heading angle were set at 29. 6 db

and -6 db respectively.) The responses to both types of dis-

turbances were found to be satisfactory.

d. Performance in a Regular Sea

The performance of the craft with the automatic roll control

system in a regular sea was investigated. The sea chosen was

one in which the wave height was 4. 5 feet and the wave length

was 200 feet. The wave height of 4. 5 feet was chosen as this

is the average of the one-third highest waves in a State 3 Sea.

A 200-foot wave length was used, since the encounter frequency

corresponding to this wave length is the frequency at which the

Neumann Spectrum of a State 3 Sea peaks.

The performance of the craft in quartering, beam and bow seas

( w = 45, 90 and 135 degrees respectively) was investigated at

speeds of 80 and 50 knots. The additional open loop gain of the

roll angle and heading angle loops were set at 29. 6 db and -6 db

respectively.

Nominal submergence below mean sea level of the front and

rear foils of 2. 5 and 4. 5 feet respectively was used.

Some results of the investigation are shown in Table 9-1.
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e. Performance in a Turn at 80 Knots

With normal submergence of F = 2. 5 feet andrR 4.5 feet I
in a calm sea, the bow rudder was deflected until the heading

angle steady-state rate was 0. 2 rad/sec. (Actually, it was I
assumed that rudder action was obtained by rotating the com-

plete bow strut.) This heading angle rate corresponds to

making a turn of diameter 1350 feet. Various quantities that

were recorded are listed below. I

Bow rudder deflection + 0. 047 rad

Aileron deflection + 0. 207 rad

Roll Angle - 0. 023 rad rr

Normalized Side Force + 27 ft/sec Z

Sideslip Velocity - 1.6 ft/sec

Sideslip Angle - 0. 0119 rad

In a flat turn (roll angle equal to zero) the diameter of the

turn is equal to Z uo/ [jand the normalized side force is
u 0 Also, the heading angle rate is proportional to the -

bow rudder deflection, as is sideslip velocity. Hence, the --

quantities listed can be computed for other bow rudder steady- -

state deflections.

2. Equal Struts Case

a. Verification of Analysis

The gain-phase plot for the transfer function, relating roll

angle to aileron servo input commands, for foil submergences

F = R= Z. 5 feet at 80 knots, is shown in Figure 9-5. (This

transfer function is given in Section 5. 4.) Also shown in the
O. 05s +1

figure is the plot when lead-lag compensation 0.05s +1 is
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added. Without any additional gain being added, the zero fre-

quency gain is 6. 6 db. With the compensated loop closed, as

in Figure 9-2, the transient response of the system to initial

disturbances in roll angle was found for additional loop gains

of 40 db and -6 db, giving total loop gains of 46. 6 db and 0. 6 db

respectively. The response when the first gain was used was

a poorly damped oscillation at approximately 75 rad/sec. When

the second gain was used, a slow convergence resulted.

These results are those expected from an inspection of the

gain-phase plot (Figure 9-5). For all the regular sea runs

the additional loop gain was set at 26 db, the value which

limits the closed loop resonant peak to 3 db.

b. Simulated Helmsman Loop at 80 Knots
1

The helmsman was again represented by the simple lag 1

No analytical work was done for this loop, but the responses to

initial disturbances in heading angle were found for various

values of additional loop gain at the normal foil submergences

of 2. 5 feet. An additional gain of -16. 5 db proved satisfactory,

and this gain was used for all runs.

It was confirmed that the heading angle loop was not affecting

the roll angle loop, to any appreciable extent, by repeating

transient responses to initial errors in roll angle, both with

and without the heading angle loop, and noting that the re-

sponses were very similar.

c. Control System at 50 Knots

Transient response at 50 knots, with foil submergences of

2. 5 feet, showed that the control system designed for 80 knots

was satisfactory at 50 knots.
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d. Performance in a Regular Sea

The performance of the craft was investigated in the same seas

that were simulated for the unequal strut case. Some of the re-

sults of the investigation are shown in Table 9-2.

2. Comparison of Performance of Unequal and Equal Strut Cases in
a Regular Sea

Tables 9-1 and 9-2 show that for both cases the maximum roll angles

were very small. The other quantities that are listed - maximum nor-

malized side forces, maximum aileron deflections, and maximum ail-

eron rates - while varying for particular seas, are generally much the

same for the two cases. Due to the smaller strut-submerged areas,

the disturbing forces and couples acting on the equal strut craft were

smaller than those acting on the craft with larger rear struts. How-

ever, it appears that the dynamic responses of the two cases were such

that, despite the different disturbances, the responses were, generally

speaking, much the same.

For automatic control the configuration with the equal struts is pre-

ferred to that with the longer rear struts, as the strut drag will be less.

However, manual control has been shown to be easier with the longer

rear struts configuration. (See Figure 7-7.)

B. Flexible Struts

1. General

To obtain some idea of the problem the flexibility of the strut might

pose in stabilizing the craft laterally, an approximate simulation of

flexible struts was made for the craft which had rear struts 2 feet

longer than the front. The following assumptions were made:

9-10
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a. The struts deflected laterally in such a manner that no twisting

of the struts occurred. Actually, because of the unsymmetrical

section and unsymmetrical loading, some twisting of the struts

will occur, and this phenomenon may affect the results appreci-

ably.

b. The inertia effects of the mass of the struts and the entrained

water were small enough to be neglected at the frequencies of

interest. The ratio of the inertia forces to the damping forces

for a strut submergence of 4 feet at 80 knots is approximately

0. 007 w, where w is the frequency in rad/sec. This ratio is

practically independent of strut submergence and is inversely

proportional to speed.

c. The forces acting on the submerged portion of a strut were

found by assuming that the whole of the submerged portion

was operating under the same conditions as the mid-depth

of submersion point.

d. The lateral stiffness at the mid-depth of submersion point of

a strut was taken to be constant, irrespective of the depth of

submersion. This constant was taken to be the lateral stiffness

at the lower end of an 11. 5-foot long strut supported by pin

joints 3 feet apart at its upper end and having the section shown

in Figure 3-4. The skin thicknesses assumed and the method

used to calculate the strut lateral compliance are given in

Appendix G. This stiffness was calculated to be 9188 lb/ft.

Later information received from the Bureau of Ships (refer-

ence NObs 86448 Serial 63ZB4-966) indicated that the strut

skin thicknesses were approximately twice those assumed.

Also, the mid-depth of submersion point of a strut is some

distance from the strut tip. For these reasons, the stiffness
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used was too small (probably by a factor of 2 or more). How-

ever, it is thought that the results are useful in indicating the

way in which flexible struts can affect the performance of this

craft.

2. Determination of Approximate Gain-Phase Diagram

No analytical work was done to find the transfer function relating roll

angle to aileron deflection. To select reasonable compensation, the

loop was closed with various compensation networks included, and the

transient response of the closed loop system was found for a range of

values of additional loop gain. The results enabled that part of the un-

compensated open loop gain-phase plot close to the 180-degree phase

lag line to be sketched. The plot is shown in Figure 9-6. A compari-

son of this figure with Figure 9-1, the gain-phase plot for its inflexible

struts, shows the effects of the flexible struts. Also shown in the figure
0. 5s +1

is the plot with a lead-lag network 0.05s +1 included. This compen-

sation appeared to be reasonable and was used for all subsequent runs

with additional loop gain of 0 db. Figure 9-7 shows the transient re-

sponse of the system, including the compensation and loop gain selected,

to an initial disturbance in roll.

3. Simulated Helmsman Loop at 80 Knots

The same simple lag network used for the inflexible strut cases was

used to simulate the helmsman. By trial, a value of -16. 5 db was

deemed satisfactory for the additional loop gain. To confirm that the

heading angle controlling loop was not affecting the roll angle loop to

any appreciable extent, transient responses to initial roll disturbance

were found with and without the heading angle loop being included. The

responses were very similar.
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4. Performance in a Regular Sea

The performance of the craft was investigated in the same seas that i
were simulated for the craft with inflexible struts. Table 9-3 gives

some of the results of the investigation.

C. Comparison of Performances with Flexible and Inflexible Struts

A comparison of the results in Tables 9-1 and 9-3 (the unequal in-

flexible struts case and the flexible struts case are directly compar-

able as the strut lengths are the same), shows that the flexible struts

case had much larger maximum roll angles. This is a result of the

poorer closed loop response of this case, which more than compen-

sates for the attenuation of the higher frequency disturbing forces by

the flexible struts. Apart from the performances of the two cases in

quartering seas at 80 knots, the other quantities listed are not very

different. The normalized side force (which is the lateral accelera-

tion caused by all the lateral forces, apart from the gravity force,

acting on the craft) was very large in the quartering sea 80-knot flex-

ible struts case. The reason for this is not obvious, and it may have

been possible to reduce the normalized side force in the case by changes

in the control system parameters.

Although no transient responses were investigated to confirm that the

flexible struts case control system was satisfactory at 50 knots, the

results in Table 9-3 do show that this was so. The closed loop re-

sponse of the flexible strut case could have been improved by more

sophisticated compensation. An inspection of the gain phase diagram

in Figure 9-6 shows that a lead-lag lag-lead network would have been

better than the lead-lag network that was used. I

I
[
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9. 2. 3 RUDDER CONTROL OF ROLL ANGLE I

A. Configuration

A roll control system using rudders on all three struts was designed I
for the craft which had inflexible struts, the rear struts being 2 feet

longer than the forward strut. In the simple system used, it was initi- i
ally assumed that the bow and stern rudders would be coupled together

so that a deflection of the rudders at nominal submergences (;F = 2.5 i
feet, R = 4. 5 feet) would produce a rolling moment but no yawing

moment. -

B. Verification of Analysis

Let 61 = 0.966 6s + 6b

where: 6 b = bow rudder deflection

6s = stern rudder(s) deflection

Then at nominal submergences at 80 knots

= +1. 438 x 106 lbs/rad61

N =0 61 1
K = -1.5Z x 107 lb ft/rad.

The transfer function relating roll angle to a deflection 6 of the rudders

is i

-16 +1

= 9 +~- l) +1) (M. 5-4 + 3 +1)j
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It was assumed that the rudder servo mechanism could be represented

by the simple lag 1 Figure 9-8 shows the gain phase diagram

of the transfer function relating roll angle to rudder servo input com-
0. Ss+ 1

mands. Also shown is the plot when lag-lead compensation r5s + I

is used. This compensation improves appreciably the closed loop re-

sponse.

The responses of the loop, including the compensation, to initial dis-

turbances in roll angle, were found for various loop gains. The in-

herent loop gain was -4. 2 db. With additional gain of 0 db, the system

diverged. With additional gain of 4.2 db (total of 0 db), there was a

very slow convergent response. When the additional gain was 26. 2 db

(total of 22 db), which is the value indicated by the analysis for a closed

loop resonant peak of 3 db, the response included a very weak damped

oscillation at approximately 21 rad/sec. With additional gain of 37. 5 db

(total of 33. 3 db) the response included a very poorly damped 39 rad/sec

oscillation.

These results are very close to those predictable by an inspection of

the gain-phase diagram in Figure 9-8. For all subsequent runs, the

additional loop gain was kept at 26. 2 db.

C. Designed Helmsman's Loop

Using rudders alone to stabilize the craft, it was necessary to use the

ailerons to provide the rolling moment required to make a flat turn.

Figure 9-9 shows the scheme used for the helmsman's loop(with 51 =

0.85 6s + 6b for reasons explained below.) The bow rudder provided

the necessary yawing moment and the ailerons were used to provide

the rolling moment. There was a fixed ratio of 4. 49 at 80 knots be-

tween ailerons and that part of bow rudder deflections resulting from

9-17
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helmsman's inputs. This ratio was determined by selecting a fixed

helmsman-caused bow rudder deflection and then adjusting the aileron

deflection until, in a steady turn, the deflections of the stern rudders

were zero. In this condition, the aileron and bow rudder deflections,

as well as sideslip velocity, in a steady turn were practically identical

to those in a similar turn when the ailerons were used to control the

roll angle. Thus, the performance in a 0. 2 rad/sec heading angle turn

at 80 knots would be practically the same as indicated in Section 9. 2. ZA

Paragraph (1 e).

While investigating the response of the helmsman's loop to initial dis-

turbances in heading angle with various values of the gain K (see Fig-

ure 9-9), it was found that the response included a very slowly decay-

ing term which was particularly noticeable in sideslip velocity. By

making 61 =0.85 6 + 6 b instead of 61 0.966 6s + 6b (see Paragraph

(B)), this slowly decaying term was not present, and a satisfactory

response was obtained with a value of 0. 1 for K . (This change in 6

caused a deflection of the rudders at nominal foil submergences to

produce a small yawing moment.) As before, the helmsman was sim-
1

ulated by means of the simple lag 0.6s 1 1+T

To investigate the effects on the roll loop performance caused by the

change in 61, the transient response to an initial disturbance in roll

angle was recorded. It was quite similar to that found with the orig-

inal 61. Therefore, 61 was made equal to 0. 85 6s + 6 b for all sub-

sequent runs.

D. Performance in a Regular Sea

The performance of the craft at 80 knots was investigated in the same

regular sea as was simulated in the previous runs. Some of the re-

sults of the investigation are summarized in Table 9-4.
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9.2.4 COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE WITH AILERON AND RUDDER
CONTROL OF ROLL ANGLE

The results in Tables 9-1 and 9-4 are for two identical craft, both with

inflexible struts, the rear struts being 2 feet longer than the front. These

tables show the regular sea performance of the aileron-stabilized and

rudder- stabilized craft.

Although the maximum roll angles obtained with the aileron-stabilized

craft were smaller than those recorded with the rudder stabilized craft,

the maximum roll angles in both cases were very small (<1 deg.). How-

ever, the maximum normalized side forces resulting from rudder stabi-

lization were much smaller than those obtained from aileron stabiliza-

tion. The major disturbing forces acting on the craft were orbital-

-motion-induced forces acting on the struts. The ailerons were capable

of neutralizing only the rolling moments resulting from the disturbing

forces, hence the large resulting normalized side forces. Except in a

beam sea, the disturbing forces acting on the fore and aft struts were

not in phase. Despite the fact that with the simple rudder system used,

the bow and stern rudders were constrained to deflect in phase, it is

apparent from the results that the rudder-produced strut forces can-

celled reasonably well the orbital-motion produced strut forces, re-

sulting in small net forces and moments.

9.2.5 DISCUSSION OF RATE AND DEFLECTION LIMITS

The maximum control surface deflections and rates listed in Tables 9-1

through 9-4 were the values reached in the regular sea simulated. Dur-

ing the three-dimensional simulation it was necessary to provide limits

that were appreciably larger than these maximum values to ensure sat-

isfactory operation in an irregular sea.

II
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It was assumed in the two-dimensional simulation that the ailerons con-

sisted of deflecting the entire outboard foils, and that the rudders con-

sisted of deflecting the entire struts. If, instead of the whole struts

being used as rudders, trailing edge flaps are used, the rudder de-

flections should be scaled by the necessary constant.
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9.3 MANUAL CONTROL

9.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Manual control of the lateral modes of the simulated FRESH craft is

discussed in this section.

Some general comments should be made on the use of a representative

transfer function for the human operator. The transfer functions pre- I
sented in Section 7 are based upon certain assumptions. The most im-

portant of these assumptions is that the transfer functions are essen-

tially linear (aside from the pure delay term). Thus, such common

non-linearities as threshold and dead space have been ignored as well

as the possible effects of encountered acceleration on human perform-

ance.

The "ease" of handling of the craft by the operator is not strictly a

measure of the physical energy expended by the operator, but rather

one of responsivity. Pilot "opinion" as well as a count of the number

of control stick reversals per unit time (or change in the sign of the

slope of stick deflection) have been used in the following studies as anL

indication of this quantity. The latter measurement did not correlate

well with pilot opinion and it was discarded in later runs.

It should be recognized, also, that while controlling the craft may in-

volve the expenditure of operator energy, this is not necessarily synony-

mous with fatigue. Indeed, operation of the craft may be difficult or i
become degraded if the operator is not sufficiently taxed so as to direct

his full attention to the control task. A manifestation of this effect

may be seen in two cases involving different aileron deflection limits

for a beam sea. Because craft stabilization is more difficult with the

closer limits, greater care is taken by the operator to prevent large

9-22 I
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excursions in roll angle from which recovery may be impossible, with

the result being smaller excursions, in general, than for the case using

wider deflection limits.

In all of the following runs, a human operator (or a simulated operator)

attempted to roll stabilize the craft while a simulated helmsman kept

the heading angle approximately correct. The simulated helmsman's

loops used were those designed for the automatic roll control systems

(see Section 9.2.2-1 b.).

The sea simulated was the same as that used in the automatic control

runs. Quartering, beam and bow sea runs were made at speeds of 50

and 80 knots. Roll stabilization by means of the ailerons alone was

attempted with laterally inflexible and flexible struts. The strut con-

figuration used was the one ,n which the rear struts were 2 feet longer

than the front strut, since this configuration was shown to be the easiest

to control manually (see Figure 7-7). The normal submergences of the

front and rear foils were taken as being 2. 5 and 4. 5 feet respectively.

Roll stabilization by means of the bow and stern rudders alone, with

inflexible struts, was also attempted.

9.3.2 DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL SETUP

The hand controller used was very similar to the one illustrated and

described in Section 8. The majority of the runs were made with a

torsion rod that provided a spring stiffness of approximately 7 in. lb/

rad. (The length of the control stick, measured to the pivot point, was

approximately 6 inches. ) The stiffness of 7 in. lb/rad was found to be

satisfactory by most operators. By trial and error, a value of 4 for

the ratio of aileron servo input command to control stick deflection was

found to be satisfactory at 80 knots. At 50 knots the value of the ratio

was changed to 10. 2 to maintain the same relationship between stick
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deflection and aileron effectiveness. With the system that used rud-

ders alone to roll stabilize the craft, a value of 2 for the ratio of bow

rudder servo input commands to control stick deflection was found to be

satisfactory. (No runs were made with this system at 50 knots.)

9.3.3 METHOD OF CARRYING OUT RUNS

Identical sets of runs were controlled in turn by each of three, or oc-

casionally only two, operators. Before each run, the operator was

given practice time to become acquainted with the dynamic character-

istics of the craft. Most runs were of 3 minutes duration. After each

run, the operator was asked to comment on the controllability of the

craft.

9.3.4 AILERON CONTROL OF ROLL ANGLE

A. Configurations Considered

As previously stated, it was assumed throughout the series of runs that

the rear struts were 2 feet longer than the front strut. Three values

of the lateral stiffness of the struts were considered. (For a discus-

sion of the type of lateral stiffness simulated, see Section 9. 2. 2 B.)

The struts were considered to: (1) be inflexible, (2) have twice the

stiffness considered in the automatic control runs, (3) have the same

stiffness as used in the automatic control runs.

No sweepback of the rear foils was used. In a few of the flexible strut

runs, dihedral was introduced to determine whether it made the manual

control problem easier. The dihedral angle used (16. 5 degrees) was

that which minimized the derivative K rolling moment due to sideslip.v
All three operators found that the dihedral used made no noticeable

difference in controlling the craft.
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Aileron deflection and rate limits were set at * 0. 5 rad and + 1 rad/sec

respectively for most of the runs. Where the limits were different,

special mention will be made in the text.

B. Display

An oscilloscope was used to provide an "outside-in" type of display.

Originally the display consisted of a line whose inclination to a hori-

zontal reference was simply the roll angle of the craft. However,

after experimenting with adding various proportions of roll rat. to the

signal, it was agreed that the craft was easier to control with this ad-

dition. Some runs were made both with, and without the roll rate addi-

tion. It was possible to maintain roll excursions within smaller limits

when there was some gain in the display, i. e., when the displayed

angle was K1 [1+ KS] 0 (s), where K1 > 1. (K2 is the proportion of

rate signal included.) Runs were made with and without this display

gain.

C. Inflexible Struts Case

1. Controllability in Calm Water

It was fairly easy to control the craft in calm water at a speed of 80

knots provided the task received the operator's undivided attention,

and that the operator had recently been through a learning process to

acquaint himself with the characteristics of the craft. Listed below

are some of the quantities that were recorded in typical runs.

Max roll Max aileron Max normalized Control Stick
angle deflection side force reversals
(rad) (rad) ft/sec 2  per minute

Operator A 0.1 0.06 4.5 85

Operator B 0.125 0.05 6 51I
*The number of control stick reversals per minute is the number of
times per minute that the operator caused the direction of travel of
stick to change.
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These runs were made with no roll rate addition to the display and with

no display gain.

2. Controllability in a Regular Sea

By trial and error it was found that the craft was easiest to control

when the displayed quantity was (I + 0. 75S) 0 (s). The controllability

of the craft in a regular sea having a wave height of 4. 5 feet and a wave

length of 200 feet was investigated with this addition of roll rate to the

display. Some runs were repeated with just roll angle displayed. No

display gain was used for any of the 80-knot runs. Table 9-5 lists

some of the quantities recorded during the 3-minute runs made at a

speed of 80 knots.

With no roll rate addition to the display, Operators B and C both felt

that the task of stabilizing the craft was a difficult one that required a

lot of concentration. Operator A seemed to find it somewhat easier.

All three operators agreed that the addition of the roll rate quantity

to the display made stabilizing the craft appreciably easier. With

this addition, Operators B and C thought the task of stabilizing the

craft was semicomfortable. Operator A felt that the task was easy.

During the runs the operators had to give the stabilizing problem full

attention, keeping the display in sight at all times. It was found that

losing sight of the display for periods as short as 1/2 second could

result in large disturbances or even instability.

Table 9-5 shows that the maximum roll angles and normalized side

forces were very large. Also, the maximum aileron deflections ob-

tained in some runs were unrealistically large. The aileron rate

limits of k 1 rad/sec were reached in all runs.

There seems to be no correlation between degree of difficulty and the

number of control stick reversals per minute, so this latter quantity

will not be listed in subsequent tables.
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Table 9-6 shows some of the results of manually controlling the craft

at 50 knots with aileron deflection limits set at * 0. 5 rad. None of the 1

operators could stabilize the craft in the quartering and bow seas with

the aileron rate limits set at ± 1 rad/sec with no roll rate included in

display. Increasing the rate limits to * 2 rad/sec made manual stabi-

lization in these cases possible. With one exception, all cases were

controllable with rate limits of h 1 rad/sec when roll rate was included

in the display. This illustrates the importance of including this quantity

in the display. All runs shown in the table were made with no display

gain.

With the aileron rate limits set at * 1 rad/sec, a very conscious effort

had to be made to keep the disturbances small in order to maintain

stability. With one exception, this was possible to accomplish when

roll rate was included in the display. Without roll rate addition, and

using a * 1 rad/sec limit, it was impossible to control the craft in

quartering and bow seas. As a result of the limit problem, it was

decidedly more difficult to control the craft at 50 knots than at 80 knots.

The table shows that the maximum roll angles, normalized side forces,

and aileron angles were very large. The aileron deflection limits of

± 0. 5 rad were reached in some of the runs. As the so -called ailerons

were, in fact, the complete outboard foils deflecting differentially, it

was thought that aileron deflections of h 0. 5 rad were excessive, and

some runs were repeated with smaller deflection limits. During these

runs, the results of which appear in Table 9-7, the display included --

roll rate. Also, it was helpful to use some display gain. The aileron

deflection rate limits were kept at k 1 rad/sec.

Operator B could not control the craft in a beam sea with deflection

limits of * 0. 2 rad without display gain, but was capable of controlling I
this case with a display gain of 5. The bow sea case, which was the
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1
i
jmost difficult one to control, could not be controlled by Operator C with

deflection limits of 0. 3 rad. It is then concluded that, despite the fact

that Operator A could control the craft in a bow sea with deflection

limits of ± 0. 2 rad, deflection limits of at least + 0. 3 rad will have to

be provided. The display gain was helpful in aiding the operator to keep

Iroll angles small, an essential requirement when small deflection

limits were being used.I
An interesting fact emerging from this series of runs is that reducing

the aileron deflection limits made stabilizing the craft more difficult,

but if stability could be maintained, the resulting disturbances were

reduced. This is demonstrated by comparing the beam sea runs using

unit display gain in Table 9-7 with the beam sea runs in Table 9-6. The

comparison shows that reducing the aileron deflection limits from

I+0. 5 to +0. 2 rad resulted in smaller disturbances in the runs controlled

by Operators A and C. However, Operator B could not control the craft

with ±0. 2 rad aileron deflection limits.

It is thought this phenomenon can be explained by the following:

(a) Reducing the aileron deflection limits reduces the disturbances

that the operator can apply

(b) The increased difficulty in stabilizing the craft requires

greater concentration.

I 3. Simulated Manual Control

Some runs were made with a simulated operator in the loop, to coam-

pare the performance of the analytical model with that of actual operators.

Figure 7-7 shows the open loop gain phase plot with the simulated opera-

tor in the loop at 80 knots. (Curve B is the relevant one. ) The model

9
I
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used in this figure was a transfer function e - 0 " s ( +1) relating

the operator's output to input. The transportation lag was synthesized

by using the second order Pade function

(O2 
.1)5s)

0.258) + NI +

This function represents the transportation lag very accurately within

the bandwidth of the loop (approximately 8 rad/sec). The lead term

was represented by

s +1

s

+ 1

which again represents the lead term fairly accurately within the relevant

frequency range. As shown in Section 9. 2. 2, the inherent loop gain at

80 knots was 12 db. Figure 7-7 indicates that 6 db should be a reasonable

total loop gain, so additional loop gain of -6 db was introduced. Figure

9-10 shows the transient response of the loop to an initial roll angle error.

Damping was not good, but response was what an inspection of the gain-

phase plot would lead one to expect.

Performance of the system in bow and quartering seas was investigated

at a speed of 80 knots. The aileron deflection and rate limits were set

at 0. 5 rad and 1 rad/sec respectively. Some results are given in Table

9-8.
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Table 9-8. Performance of System with Simulated Operator in
Regular Seas at 80 Knots

Max Norm. Max Aileron
Type of Max rad Side Force DeflectionSea w Angle radftscrd

•ft/ sec 2  rad

Ouartering 45 0.10 14 0.17

Bow 1350 0.01 9 0.04I
A comparison of results in Tables 9-8 and 9-5 shows that the roll

angles in both quartering and bow seas were appreciably less when the

simulated operator was controlling the craft. Also, the aileron de-

flections in the bow sea case were much smaller than when an actual

Ioperator was at the controls.

IIt is thus concluded that, even though the model used for an operator

is helpful for predicting stability regions, it cannot be used to predict

the responses to all regular inputs. It was particularly poor in pre-

dicting the responses to the high-frequency disturbances encountered

Iin a bow sea.

D. Flexible Struts - Case 1

1. Introduction

i In this series of runs, the struts were assume.d to have twice the

lateral stiffness of the struts considered in the automatic control

runs. (See Section 9. 2.2. B.) That is, the struts were assumed to

have a lateral stiffness of 18, 376 lb/ft.

2. Controllability in a Regular Sea

The controllability of the craft in a beam sea was investigated at

speeds of 80 and 50 knots. Various amounts of roll rate addition to
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the display were tried. It did not make much difference whether the

displayed quantity was (1 + 0.5s) 0 (s) or (I + s) 0 (s). The results

shown in Table 9-9 are for the former displayed quantity. No display

gain was used in any of the runs. The aileron deflection and rate

limits were set at 0. 5 rad and 1 rad/sec respectively.

Table 9-9 shows that again the maximum roll angles, normalized side

forces, and aileron deflections were very large. Operator A described

the task of maintaining stability as being fairly easy. Operators B and

C thought the task was difficult. Operator A thought that the degree of

difficulty was about the same as for inflexible struts, although his per-

formance was not as good as when controlling the inflexible strut craft.

The other two operators found it somewhat more difficult.

It is noted that only beam seas were investigated. Experience gained

with the craft with rigid struts indicated that control in quartering and

bow seas would probably be more difficult than in beam seas.

E. Flexible Struts - Case 2

1. Introduction

Each strut was assumed to have a lateral stiffness of 9188 lb/ft, the

same value used in the automatic control investigations.

2. Controllability in a Regular Sea

Manual control of the craft in a beam sea at speeds of 80 and 50 knots

was attempted. Again, various amounts of roll rate addition were

tried. Display gain was not used, and the aileron deflection and rate

limits were set at ±0. 5 rad and ±1 rad/sec respectively.
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None of the operators could control the craft at a speed of 80 knots.

At a speed of 50 knots, some runs of 3-minutes duration were made,

but it was found to be an extremely difficult task to maintain stability.

All operators agreed that manual control of this case was impractical.

F. Comparison of Controllability with Inflexible and Flexible Struts

The maximum roll angles, normalized side forces, and aileron deflec-

tions in a beam sea were somewhat larger for the 18, 376 lb/ft stiffness

strut craft than for the craft with inflexible struts. Two of the three

operators thought that the former craft was slightly more difficult to

control, while the other operator found no difference in the difficulty

of control between the two cases. However, there was no doubt that

reducing the stiffness of the struts to 9188 lb/ft greatly increased

the difficulty of control, and, in fact, with this stiffness the craft was

uncontrollable at 80 knots and barely controllable at 50 knots.

9.3.5 RUDDER CONTROL OF ROLL ANGLE

A. Configuration Considered

It was assumed that rudder control would be obtained by deflecting

each of the three struts. (Again note that if the rudders are, in fact,

trailing edge flaps, the rudder deflections will be those recorded in

this section multiplied by some constant, the constant depending on

the ratio of the total chord to flap chord.) The port and starboard stern

rudders were taken to be directly linked, and the relation between the

bow and stern rudder deflections was taken to be 6 1 = 6b + 0.85 6
(This is the same relationship as used in the automatic control investi-

gation, Section 9. 2. 3, Figure 9-9.) The struts were assumed to be

inflexible, with the rear struts 2 feet longer than the front strut. The

helmsman's loop designed for the automatic control system was used.

(See Section 9. 2. 3) Rudder deflection and rate limits were set at 0. 167

rad and I rad/sec respectively.
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B. Display

An oscilloscope was used to provide an "outside-in"t type of display of

roll angle. Including a proportion of roll rate in the display did not

appear to make the task of controlling the craft any easier, so all runs

were made with just roll angle displayed. (Figure 9-11 shows the openIloop gain phase plot of a loop using rudders to control roll angle that

also includes a transportation lag of 0. 25 second. It is clear that lag-

lead rather than lead-lag compensation would be required to stabilize

the loop. Thus, it was expected that introducing lead into the display

jwould not make stabilizing the craft any easier. )

No display gain was used in any of the runs in this series.

C. Controllability in Calm Water

It was not difficult to control the craft in calm water at a speed of 80

knots, although both operators who controlled these runs agreed that

the task was a little more difficult than when the ailerons were used to

stabilize the craft. Some of the results recorded in typical runs follow.I
Max Rudder Max NormAngle (rad) Deflection Side Forces

(rad) ft/sec 2

Operator A 0.10 0.018 <2

Operator B 0.10 0.021 <2

The normalized side forces, although they could not be read very ac-

curately from the recordings, due to noise that was present, were

very small in both runs.

II
!
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D. Controllability in Regular Seas

The controllability of the craft in the 4. 5-foot wave height, 200-foot

wave length regular sea was investigated. A craft speed of 80 knots

only was considered. Some of the results are listed in Table 9-10.

9.3.6 COMPARISON OF AILERON STABILIZATION AND RUDDER
STABILIZATION IN REGULAR SEAS

A comparison of the results in Table 9-10 with the relevant ones in

Table 9-5 - the results with aileron stabilization - shows that the roll

angles in the quartering and beam seas were approximately the same

for both types of stabilization, but that in the bow sea the roll angles

were appreciably less when the rudders were used.

Noise present in the normalized side force recordings made it difficult

to measure accurately the maximum values obtained. However, it is

probable that the values listed in Table 9-10 are accurate to within ±3

ft/sec 2 . Rudder stabilization resulted in appreciably smaller norma-

lized side forces than did the aileron stabilized runs in the beam and

bow sea runs, but the values were approximately the same for the

quartering sea cases.

All operators thought that the task of stabilizing the craft with rudders

was more difficult and took more concentration than was required for

aileron stabilization. The main reason for the difficulty in controlling

with rudders was that with the rudder limits used, : 1/6 rad, great

care was required to keep roll angles small to ensure that rudder con-

trol was sufficient for recovery. Limits of * 1/6 rad might appear to

be too small. However, it was assumed in the simulation that the flow

on both sides of the struts would not be cavitated. The flow on one

side of a strut will be cavitated well before the strut is rotated through

1/6 rad, resulting in a lift curve slope reduced approximately by a

factor of 2 from the non-cavitating value, and hence reduced rudder
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effectiveness. Thus, the assumption that strut rotation is confined to

k 1/6 rad but the flow is non-cavitating may result in roughly the same

maximum rudder effectiveness as assuming strut rotation of something

approaching * 1/3 rad but allowing for flow cavitation. If the rudders

consist of trailing edge flaps, the equivalent rudder effectiveness will

be obtained by something near ± 2/3 rad of flap deflection when flow

cavitation is taken into consideration. This is an unreasonably large

flap deflection. Therefore, it is concluded that the rudder deflection

limits used do, in fact, represent nearly maximum realizable effec-

tiveness.

However, one effect noticeable with the rudder control was the varia-

tion of rudder effectiveness with changes in strut submergences, caused

by the variation of the lengths of the rudders in the water. This was

particularly noticeable in the beam sea. In a trough in the sea, the

submergences of all struts were small, and consequently rudder effec-

tiveness was reduced appreciably. In contrast, aileron effectiveness

was independent of strut submergences.

Rudder stabilization was not investigated at a speed of 50 knots. It

was felt that, with the rudder limits of * 1/6 rad, manual control at

50 knots would very probably have proved to be impossible.

9.3.7 CONCLUSIONS REGARDING MANUAL CONTROL OF THE
LATERAL MODES

The following conclusions are made:

(a) In an extreme emergency, it is reasonable to expect a

human operator to be able to control the craft in calm

water, or water in which the waves are small, with either

the aileron or rudder stabilization systems. However,

this operator must be well acquainted with the dynamic
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characteristics of the craft; knowledge may be gained

either by periodically flying the craft or by use of a simu-

lator. Furthermore, the task of stabilizing the craft will

be one to which the operator will have to give his undivided

attention.

(b) It is unreasonable to expect a human operator to be able

to control the craft laterally in a State 3 Sea.

With the control deflection limits used in the simulation,

some runs were difficult to stabilize. There is little doubt

that in these runs there was an unacceptable probability of

control being lost. Also, the craft disturbances resulting

from these runs were very large and may be unacceptable

from the structural viewpoint.

Moreover, it is thought that, in an actual craft, the control

effectiveness is likely to be less than assumed in the simu-

lation, in which case the craft will be more difficult to con-

trol (if, indeed, control is possible) Due to the possible

catastrophic consequences of losing control of the craft, it

is concluded that manual control in a State 3 Sea is inadvis-

able.

I
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1.

SECTION 10

- LONGITUDINAL TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF
THE SPRUNG FOIL CRAFT

10. 1 INTRODUCTION

Section 6 explored a number of control configurations with a view

toward permitting both automatic and manual stabilization of the

sprung foil craft. None of the configurations investigated analytically

in this section were found to show promise of satisfactory stability

in either the automatic or manual modes. However, the root locus

solutions developed in Section 6. 6 were usefully employed in

providing a check solution for the simulator setup. Initial attempts

in the simulation to control the craft manually using either of the two

configurations analyzed in Section 6. 6 showed the job to be as difficult

as implied by the analytical results with stabilization impossible over

periods longer than 1/4 minute in calm water. Some additional manually

controlled runs were made, however, using a pitch rate loop to the

aft foil in both calm water and regular seas representing components

of a State 3 Sea. In some cases where encounter frequencies are too

high for the human to counter wave-induced disturbances, the sprung

foils take over this task to provide an improved ride that would other-

wise be impossible. Because of the length computations necessary

for the analytic study of additional cases, especially where control

system loops became more numerous, the analog computer was

employed for further investigation and a stable automatic system

was evolved employing the control loops defined in the following

section.
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10. 2 CONTROL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

These control loops may be characterized by the following equations:

kZ). 1
= F(kIF + M (10-1)'nF t s SW +F

and

k 2

=R ~R (kIR + ) S10-TIR

where

T'F' "R = fore and aft foil incidence control angle

tF, gR = fore and aft spring deflection perturbations

W, = cutoff frequencies for fore and aft controlsF '1R

The basic control system utilizes the following values for these loops

kIF = kiR = 0.15 ft 1

-1 -1
kZF = k2R = 0.0Z5 ft - sec

W '= 9R = 15 rad/sec

The bandwidth requirements on the hydraulic system controlling

incidence are determined by the values of w and w and are

obviously very modest.
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The aft pitch angle loop is represented by the equation

R'GR 0 e (kie + s k 0 + k 3 e) (10-3)

with values for the basic configuration of

kle = 10, 000 lb/rad

k 0 = 80, 000 lb/sec

k3e = 800 lb - sec-1

The forward reaction control loop employs heave acceleration and

a height sensor signal, with associated filters.

Thus,

k h 16 (k +sCF 4 1 ++
1 

(10-4)

+ k3 (h'Hs - hWHS)l
1 + S/W HS J

where h 16 = heave acceleration signal derived at a point 16 feet

forward of the C. G. and with the basic configuration having the

following values

k I  = 0.25 lb-sec/ft

k = 2. 0 lb/ft

k 3  = 0.80 lb/ft
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k4  = 1000

W = W = 0. 10 rad/sec

h = h WHS = 1.0 rad/sec
x

10.3 TRANSIENT RESPONSES IN A CALM SEA

Figures 10-1 and 10-2 illustrate the response of the craft using the

basic control system configuration shown in the previous subsection.

Transients were induced by beginning the problem with an initial

height error of approximately 2 feet with the resulting response being

quite similar for the 80 and 50 knot speeds. The relatively small

transient overshoots exhibited by these records will minimize the

possibility of broaching the foils or hull impact when sudden height

changes are demanded by the operator.

10.4 PERFORMANCE IN REGULAR WAVES UNDER AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

The response of the craft in regular waves is recorded in Tables 10-1

and 10-2 for 80 and 50 knots respectively. Nominal foil submergence

was, as usual, 2. 5 feet forward and 4. 5 feet aft and the same control

system constants as presented in Section 10. 2 were used in these

tests with the exception of the three automatic control runs noted in

Table 10-1.

It is believed that the use of the basic configuration parameters for

these three runs, rather than the somewhat different parameters

noted at 80 knots, would not appreciably alter the trends apparent in

Table 10-1.
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Experience with the minimization of heave accelerations for a typical

large subcavitating craft with a conventional control system indicated

that shorter wavelength waves produced heave accelerations with

magnitudes of a similar order to those experienced with longer waves

representative of the peak energies of the sea state in a head sea.

Thus the fact that the craft's heave displacement response was

increasingly attenuated at higher frequencies did not suffice to reduce

accelerations because the square of the frequency contributes to the

generated acceleration.

In contrast, a comparison of the head sea cases here with X = 200 feet

(corresponding to the peak energy region of a State 3 head sea) and

X = 50 feet shows much reduced heave accelerations for the latter

case as a result of spring action at the higher frequencies.

Performance, as indicated by the transient responses of Figures 10-1

and 10-2 and by the performance in regular waves as noted in Tables

10-1 and 10-2, seems to indicate that no adjustment is necessary in

autopilot parameters over the normal operating speed range.

I
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10. 5 SIMULATED PERFORMANCE UNDER MANUAL CONTROL I
10.5. 1 USE OF FORWARD FOIL INCIDENCE CONTROL

Initially it was deemed desirable to verify the difficulty of manual

control implied by the. analyses of Section 6. 6. With Figures 6-2

and 6-3 indicating, at best, marginally unstable performance for a

small range of gains and considering the typical additional delay

associated with the human operator (e - 0 . Z5 s) it was anticipated that

stability would not be possible under manual control. Such was the

case under actual runs. Following these rufrs it was decided to

investigate stability using a simple uncompensated signal from height

sensor output to incidence control in the manner of the system

described in Figure 6-2 but with different foil spring constants and

using height at the height sensor rather than height at the forward foil.

Thus with forward foil incidence control system represented by

'nI'F = 0.16 +  k iF (h' F " F )  "
%~ ~ 4-F)F

mechanical' '
incidence control loop

and k 0. 1 (corresponding to a gain of 14. 5 on the plot of

Figure 6-Z) but with KR = 5000 lb/ft

K F = 1000 lb/ft

the sys tern was found to be marginally stable. Although this case

represents the only stable configuration found in which simple foil

incidence control, rather than reaction controls, could be used, such

stability was not deemed sufficient to permit useful manual or automatic

control. This was further. verified by taking a transient response

10-8



using this simple automatic loop. The response is reproduced in

Figure 10-3. Further, manually controlled runs were made in calm

water under this condition in which heave excursions ranged from

broaching foils to hull impact and a peak acceleration of 18 ft/sec2

was recorded at one point not involving hull slapping. Both these and

later runs under manual control made use of a control stick of the type

described in Section 8, with the stick mounted horizontally to permit

the tip freedom in the vertical direction. An oscilloscope display

presented a horizontal bar whose heave motion is proportional to the

required feedback signal. In an attempt to increase the damping

of the transient of Figure 10-3, an additional loop involving the use of

pitch rate inputs to automatic aft foil incidence control was used.

It was found that the basic poorly damped frequency indicated in

Figure 10-3 was virtually unaffected while a substantially higher frequency

response appeared superimposed on the basic response.

10. 5.2 MANUAL OPERATION OF THE CRAFT USING REACTION
CONTROLS

Manual control of the craft using a simple forward reaction control

loop in the manner analyzed in Section 6. 6 was attempted and, as

anticipated, was impossible.

Because craft stability and performance had been found to be adequate

using reaction forces in the manner described in Section 10. 2 for

automatic control of the craft, a similar configuration was used to

permit manual control of the craft in another series of simulator runs.

Thus the control equations of Section 10. 2 generally apply except that

the right side of the equation describing R'CF was displayed on an

oscilloscope in the manner already indicated and the control stick was

connected to introduce R' inputs to the craft. The one exceptionCF

!
10-9
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to this is the reduction of w HS and w h from 1. 0 to 0.5 rad/sec in all

manual controlled runs.

The display proposed in Section 8 for manual longitudinal control

makes use of a long persistence phosphor on the face of a cathode

ray tube so that the operator may observe the instantaneous

wave height and may estimate the relative vertical position of mean

., water level. Since the craft's dynamic response contains a consider-

ably higher rate of divergence than originally expected, it is not

possible for the operator to allow the time for several waves to

pass to make an estimate of craft-sea relative displacement, particularly

for those headings resulting in fairly low encounter frequencies (beam,

quartering seas). For this reason the acceleration signal, represented

by the term h16 and its associated approximate integrating networks,

is very useful in providing a feedback signal more nearly representative

of the true hull heave displacement than the original height sensor

display and, in fact, such a signal is essential in a Sea State 3 sea to

maintain longitudinal control.

A comparison of the results of manually controlled runs with the

automatic system responses in Table 10-1 for comparable cases

indicates generally larger accelerations in the manual control case.

This is particularly true for those sea types that involve low wave

encounter frequ,.ncies (w e) and is partly a result of the fact that

those runs made under human operator control are characterized by a

random constituent superimposed on the basic wave frequency. At

the lower encounter frequencies, the wave-induced disturbances are

within the operator's "bandwidth" and it is his task to duplicate the

automatic system's job, which he does'imperfectly. For those cases

of high encounter frequency (w > 3 rad/sec), the wave disturbances

are above the human operator's bandwidth and, thus, the task appears

to him to approach that of control in a calm sea.
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Further, the quantities listed in Tables 10-1 and 10-2 under manual

control are the peak values during the run (excluding the initial

transient) and are therefore somewhat larger than the general maximum

levels appearing cyclically at the wave encounter frequency.

10.6 CONCLUSIONS

The presence of sprung foils has reduced, significantly, heave accelera-

tions, particularly at high encounter frequencies under both automatic

and manual control. Under manual control, wave encounter frequencies

above about 3 rad/sec are sufficiently rapid that the human operator

cannot respond to counteract wave-induced disturbances and the

sprung foil system is the only means by which these inputs are attenuated.

On the other hand, the presence of a sprung attachment between foils

and hull definitely aggravates the stability problem which, principally

as the result of strut-drag induced pitching moments, is particularly

critical for the high-speed FRESH craft, even with rigid struts. Thus

longitudinal manual stabilization using foil incidence control, while

virtually impossible for this craft equipped with rigid struts, is even

further beyond a human operator's capability when foil springs are

introduced. A different method of control (reaction forces applied at

fore and aft springs and sub-loops as an aid to stabilization) must be

introduced to permit control by a human operator. The hydraulic

systems used on foil incidence controls have, however, been relieved

of the wide bandwidth that would normally be required in a conventional

hydrofoil autopilot system; this is reflected by the low break frequency

of 15 rad/sec for wo and w (Section 10. Z). Additionally, the height

sensor bandwidth is also considerably reduced (w HS = 1. 0 rad/sec)

compared to typical requirements for a conventional autopilot.

10-I1I
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L SECTION 11

TECHNIQUES FOR THE LATERAL CONSTRAINT OF AFT
FOILS AND THE PRODUCTION OF REACTION

CONTROL FORCES

11.1 LATERAL FOIL CONSTRAINT

Because of the desirability of making use of an aileron-like hydro-

dynamic control for the lateral system, means of constraining adjacent

(main) sprung foils to zero differential heave motion were considered.

One of several possible techniques is diagrammed in Figure 11-1. The

scheme presented is not necessarily a final design but does serve to

demonstrate the feasibility of the idea of lateral foil constraint. The

foils are in no way prevented from in-phase heave required to minimize

heave accelerations in the longitudinal system.

An initial gas pressure of 1000 psi (PG) and an oil pressure of 3000

psi (1=o ) have been assumed as realistically attainable pressures for

the scheme of Figure 11-1. Since the gas piston (area = AG) must

carry the total foil reaction loads of two foils, its area must be

A -ZR

G  - G

where

R = foil reaction

For a three-strut craft weighing 37, 100 pounds, R = 12,400 pounds

for evenly distributed weight.
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Then

AG = 2(12,400) =24.8 in.

and so piston diameter (dG) becomes

dG: G - 5. 6 in. TI
Now, for isentropic compression

PG VG = const C

ir 2 C1

2R = 1 dG) VG

d(2R) = r dZ C)
-JV 4 77 _V+l

and with

Ida dx = -dVG VG = enclosed volume

,y = ratio of specific heat
r d )2 YG at constant pressured(2R) G P and vblurne

dx 4 G

For a spring rate of 2000 lb ft (1000 lb/ft for a single foil displace-

ment) and PG= 1000 psi, dG = 5.6 in., y = 1.4

VG()
dx
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VG = 5 0 8 0 in. 3 or Z. 94 ft3

where VG includes volume above the piston in equilibrium position.

With a differential piston area on the oil side of A and assuming P 00 0

3000 psi (other side of piston vented to atmosphere)

A P =R = 12,400 lbo o

A = 12,400 = 4. 13 in.
o 3000T

Pressure drop along the interconnecting hydraulic line (Figure 11-1)

must be minimized in pure heaving operation to prevent any serious

differential foil loadings. The following estimate indicates the size of

this line (d r ) required.

Taking an orbital motion input of w(OM) = 3 ft/sec as conservative

WoM = 1. Z6 from Figure 4-18), and a craft heave characteristic

for c = 0 from Figure 4-15, and computing spring rate at about the

peak encounter frequency for a State 3 head sea (w e = 6 rad/sec)

w wOM OM) e

= 0.18 (3) w 0.54w
e e

= . 54 (6) = 3. 24 ft/sec

and so, maximum oil flow rate (Q max) is

Qmax = A 0 m a x = 4.13 (3.24) (12) 161 in. 3/sec
42 GPM

I
I
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If a lift perturbation is permitted due to line pressure drop of only1 I
percent of the nominal foil lift, then line pressure drop becomes

AP 0.01(13000) - 31.5 lb/in. 2

Now, using the relations of Reference 11-1, dr may be computed as

follows I

Friction factor f = 0.316 for turbulent flow
(NR) r7

where

NR = (Reyr-Ad's number) = 4d --

y =kinematic viscosity

and 2 Ap dr5

8 pLQ2

where L = line length; p = density. 1.
Internal tube diameter may then be computed using 1.

p = 79 x 10-6 lb-sec2 /in. 4 at 100°F 1
y = 0.02 in. 2/sec at 100 F

L = 15 ft

Q = 161 in. 3/sec

AP = 31.5 1b/in. 2

I
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jThe resulting tube diameter becomes

d = 0. 86 in.I r
which appears to be quite a reasonable size and one which might

readily be made larger if other factors demand it.

S11. 2 DETAILS OF REACTION CONTROL TECHNIQUE

The spring mounting of foils, although it reduces hull accelerations

due to high-frequency orbital motions, introduces a control problem.

-. If conventional incidence control is applied to a foil, the spring must

be compressed before a force can be transmitted to the hull. Unless

the springs are very stiff, a serious lag (combined with unacceptably

large foil displacements) will result. However, to effectively elimi-

nate the hull accelerations resulting from orbital motions, low stiff-

ness springs are required.

For example, if the foil system is represented by a mass connected to

a stationary hull via a spring and a damping term (provided hydro-

dynamically), then

P(s) K" F7D s s. +-- +k (f
m m

where

I P is the force transmitted to the hull via the spring only

F is the distrubing force applied to the foil

Sm is the mass of the foil including virtual inertia

K is the spring stiffness

P is the hydrodynamic damping

1
I
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If K = 1000 lb/ft (a value found to give excellent attenuation of orbital

motions), m = 20 slugs and = 23. 05 lb-sec/ft (80 knots), then the I
lower break frequency will occur at about 1. 1 rad/sec. It is thus

obvious that serious lags will occur at unacceptably low frequencies.

This difficulty may be circumvented by the use of a mechanical ar-

rangement which permits hull forces to be developed at a rate limited -

only by the hydraulic system and is termed reaction control in the fol-

lowing discussion.

The reaction experienced by the hull, due to one foil-strut combina- "

tion, depends not only on the instantaneous spring energy storage but

also on the instantaneous mechanical advantage of the spring. If this

mechanical advantage is available as a variable control quantity, a

lag-less system (except for normal hydraulic dynamic effects) of ap-

plying control forces to the hull is available. The presence of this -"

type of control leaves the isolation between the hull and foil, due to

the spring, uneffected. Thus the isolating effect of the spring and

satisfactory control characteristics have now been combined.

Since varying the reaction force between the hull and strut-foil combi-

nation displaces the latter, a self-centering loop relating foil incidence I
to spring deflection is also required to prevent excessive foil excur-

sions. A mathematical description of this loop is presented in Equa-

tions 10-1 and 10-2 of Section 10. However, because substantial

spring deflections would only occur at low frequency, it is not necessary

for the self-centering loop to have a wide bandwidth.
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Thus the feasibility of the reaction type control depends on practical

mechanical implementation.

The principle of the system and its characteristics are illustrated in

Figure 11-2. The arrangement shown is not considered practical,

however, since, in addition to its doubtful mechanical features, a pneu-

matic spring's substantially non-linear properties are not acceptable

with this linkage. It may reasonably be assumed that, as in aircraft,

resilience associated with the elastic distortion of steel (leaf springs,

torsion bars, coil springs, etc) is unacceptable from weight and space

considerations. This leaves the pneumatic spring (or possibly the

liquid spring) to be combined with a suitable mechanical linkage to

give linear characteristics at the strut.

At frequencies of interest the compression of the gas in a pneumatic

spring can be considered isentropic, and assuming that atmospheric

pressure is negligibly small compared with the gas pressure, the

force exerted by a pneumatic spring is

F- = (T - (1-2
0

where

F is spring force at zero deflection

and A
=

0

where

y is the ratio of specific heat

A is the piston areap

V is the volume above the piston at zero deflection
0

Al is the extension of the spring from its datum position.
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Equation 11-2 is plotted in Figure 11-3. It is obvious from this that

to obtain even approximate linearity V would have to be very large.

The zero deflection stiffness is

FA
dF F (11-3)

0

Now A depends on the mean working pressure.P

Also since V affects both the zero deflection stiffness and the linearity,

a value of V suitable for producing the spring stiffness desired does

not result in a close approximation to a linear spring characteristic.

Further, a large V0 means a large volume of gas under high pressure,

and, because of the pressure vessel required to contain it, therefore

a severe weight-space penalty.

Thus, a mechanism is required which can utilize a highly non-linear

spring and produce a linear reaction on the hull due to both vertical

strut displacement and the application of reaction control.

Many mechanisms are possible to achieve this end, one of which is

illustrated in Figure 11-4. Only the pneumatic spring, idler arm A,

and reaction control jack are shown in other than line diagram form.

The proportions of such a mechanism can be varied widely to suit in-

dividual requirements.

The linearizing cam on the upper surface of idler arm A is of such a

form that the torque exerted by the spring roller about pivot B is a

linear function of the idler arm angular movement v; i. e.,

T = T - kv (1-4)
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(Using the spring in the manner shown results in a cam surface of

relatively little curvature.)

Then the reaction force P is directly proportional to the mechanical

advantage represented by the factor x1 /x .

Thus
x1

P=(T o - kv) (11-5)
0 XZ x.

o J

(neglecting small cosine effects).

Note that by making the jack contro. x 1 (locating the control jack be-

tween point D and the lower left hand pivot) and keeping x. fixed, P can

be made proportional to jack movement instead of inversely propor-

tional to it as in Equation 11-5.

The force applied to the jack is proportional to the sine of the angle

between the arm CD and the normal to the jack roller arc at the point

of contact, times the compressive load in CD. The jack load is thus

(for reasonable geometric proportions) a small fraction of P and is

zero (apart from rolling friction) when is zero.

For example, if the angle between CD and the normal is 10 degrees,

P = 15,000 lb and xo/x 1 = 1.5, then the force applied to the jack is

15, 000 x 1.5 x 0. 1736 = 3900 lb.

Figure 11-4 represents only one possible mechanism and many other

equally valid solutions are possible.

The above system gives a spring the stiffness of which is proportional

to the mechanical advantage. In both the two-dimensional and three-

dimensional simulations it was more convenient to maintain a constant

I
I
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spring stiffness (K) independent of the controlled reaction (Rc). Since,

under normal operation, Rc is fairly small compared with the foil lift,

the variation between the model presented in this section and the 3
mathematical model being simulated is not expected to significantly

affect the results or alter the conclusions. Although it is possible to

design spring systems in which the stiffness is independent of reaction

this is probably undesirable in practice since it results in changes in

the natural frequency of the foil-hull-suspension system with craft

loading.
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SECTION 12

SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SIMULATION OF THE
SPRUNG FOIL CRAFT

12. 1 INTRODUCTION

Following completion of the two-dimensional simulations of the

separate lateral and longitudinal modes of the sprung-foil equipped

FRESH craft, a three-dimensional (six-degree-of-freedom) simulation

was undertaken to determine the extent of cross-coupling existing

between longitudinal and lateral modes and the influence of the

addition of a surge mode in normal operation of the craft. Representa-

tives of the U.S. Navy, Bureau of Ships, were present for a demonstration

of this simulation on 13 and 14 December 1962.

Strut and foil drag forces were computed in both the two-dimensional

analysis and simulation and the three-dimensional simulation (even

though craft speed perturbations were simulated only in the latter

case) because the pitching moments produced by these forces, particu-

larly strut forcesrepresent one of the major influences on the

longitudinal dynamic behavior. Thus, in certain runs reported, the

surge mode was constrained or locked out, implying that speed

variations were held to zero while still permitting the normal develop-

ment of drag forces on foils and struts.

Since manual as well as automatic runs were required, two operator

control sticks (described in Section 8) were utilized simultaneously

j by two operators. (Operation was performed in exactly the same

manner as described in Sections 9 and 10.)
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Results are reported under three categories. First, the results of runs

in calm water and irregular State 3 Seas, using fully automatic control

and relative headings of 4 = 0 degree (following sea), and 45, 90, 135,

and 180 degrees (head sea) are given. Second. runs in calm water and

irregular State 3 Sea with the same range of headings under two-axis

manual control are reported. Third special effects resulting from the

inclusion of a surge mode are considered.

The generation of an irregular sea for use in the three-dimensional

simulation was accomplished by using a white noise source with the out-

put shaped to fit the Neumann spectrum for a State 3 Sea as seen by an

observer aboard the craft for each relative heading. Vertical and hori-

zontal orbital velocities were then computed from the resulting time

history representing the sea surface and applied, after suitable delays,

as inputs to the foils and struts. Details of the sea generation are

covered in Appendix C and Reference 12-1.

Hydraulic lags have been assumed in both fore and aft foil incidence

control with bandwidths taken at a moderate 20 rad/sec (w 11Rand

While this value is a major influence on the lateral-aileron control loop,

it is tolerable, and it is quite generous for purposes of incidence con-

trol in the spring self-centering loops of the longitudinal system.

No hydraulic lags have been assumed for the actuators (shown in Figure

11 -4) to produce reaction forces, since the small size of the actuator

required can be made to reflect a negligible inherent hydromechanical

lag.
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Because of the statistical nature of the input quantities in an irregular

sea simulation, the output quantities should be measured with some

kind of statistical yardstick. In most of the results reported, this

yardstick has been the magnitude, including both polarities, which

the signal is equal to or less than for 95 percent of the time during

a run (occasionally the value for 100 percent of the time). In other

words, an uppoer limit is recorded when the small scale of the recording

made it difficult to obtain the 95 percent level.

12.2 DISCUSSION OF THE VARIOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

Performances of three lateral control systems were investigated.

These were:

I (a) The aileron control system which used differential deflections

of the two aft foils to control roll angle. This system required

the aft foils to be laterally constrained.

(b) The reaction control system which used differential aft

reaction forces to control roll angle. This system did not

require the aft foils to be laterally constrained.

(c) The rudder control system which used rudders on the three

struts to control roll angle. It was unnecessary to constrain

the foils laterally for this system.

The longitudinal control system was used in the two-dimensional

simulation reported in Section 10 with fore and aft reaction control

techniques employed.

[
I
I
!
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1Z. 2. 1 AILERON CONTROL SYSTEM

This system was basically the same as that used in the two-dimensional

lateral simulation (see Section 9). However, two phenomena were

neglected in the two-dimensional simulation which significantly affected

the dynamics of the automatic roll control loop. They were:

(a) The dynamics of the system that produces lateral constraint

of the sprung foils, (See Section 11 ) In the two-dimensional

simulation it was assumed that the constraint was perfect,

i, e , that the hydraulic fluid used in the system was

incompressible.

(b) Control foil incidence changes produced by rotating the foil-

strut structures about hinge points that were appreciable

distances from the foils This rotation caused the speed

of each foil relative to the water to change, and there was

a consequent change in the fcrces acting on the foil due to

this effect. Only the incidence-produced foil forces were

,considered in the two-dimensional lateral simulation; the

.incidence rate produced forces were neglected.

A linear analysis was performed to determine the effects of these

phenomena on the stability of the roll control loop. (Strictly speaking,

the lateral restraining system dynamics were present in the develop-

ment of foil roll damping forces. However the response of the lateral

restraining system was much faster than that of the craft so it was

legitimate to neglect the lateral restraining system dynamics as far

as damping was concerned.) A block diagram showing the dynamics

relating rolling moment to differential foil incidence is shown in

Figure 12-1. The lateral restraining system described in Section 11

was assumed, and the bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid was taken

as 2Z0, 000 lb/in2
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It was found that the transfer function relating rolling moment to

differential foil incidence was given by

K6 (s) 1 R (8CN) b5  ( 20 C N
a . Pu SR - L u -N

1 2 + PUSR + ZKB mR)1/ puSR ----

mR  + KIR (K (12-1)

RKR B R___/+

. + K

[\ R +KR

which is equivalent to the following at 80 knots.

K6 (s) 1.731 x 106 (1 + s/58.5)

a + 0. 267.1- + 1
Th 133

Using the same compensation and hydraulic servomechanism time

constant, this addition to the roll control loop had the effect of

increasing the bandwidth but reducing the permissible loop gain.

Since the previous bandwidth was satisfactory and very little was

to be gained by increasing it, the loop was modified to increase the

permissible loop gain while retaining approximately the same band-

width as before. The easiest way was to increase the time constant

of the simple lag which was assumed to represent the hydraulic servo,

from T = 0. 02 sec to r = 0. 05 sec.

I
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Figure 12-2a is a block diagram of the aileron control system used

in this simulation. The open loop gain-phase plot for this system is

shown in Figure 12-3. To demonstrate the advantage of higher loop

gain made possible by increasing the time constant of the hydraulic

servo simple lag from 0. 02 to 0. 05 second, Figure 12-3 also shows

the plot resulting from using the smaller value. Thus it was possible

to retain approximately the same bandwidth as the system used in the

two-dimensional simulation, while substantially relieving the dynamic

requirements on the hydraulic servo.

The response of the system to a step input command is shown in

Figure 12-4a and indicates the response is satisfactory. It should

be noted that due to the compensation in the feedback loop, a step

input command is equivalent to commanding a roll angle of a step

multiplied by the factor (1 - e -20 t).

The simulated helmsman loop shown in Figure 9-3, Section 9was used.

12.2.2 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM

This control system is shown in Figure 12-Zb. The system is the

same as the aileron control system without the hydraulic lag and

without the term relating aileron-induced rolling moment to aileron

deflection. It was considered unnecessary to simulate the hydraulic

servo used in this system (see Section 12. 1). Apart from the lack

of any simulated hydraulics, this system was similar to that used

in the two-dimensional lateral simulation. However, it was not

necessary to laterally constrain the aft foils, i. e. , it was possible

to apply control rolling moments without laterally constraining the

foils. The reduction in roll damping resulting from this lack of lateral

constraint of the aft foils was not significant at the reference foil
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j submersions, as demonstrated by the response of the system to an

input step command, shown in Figure 12-4b. Again it is observed

that an input step command is equivalent to commanding a roll angle

of a step multiplied by the factor (I - e'Ot).

The simulated helmsman loop shown in Figure 9-3 was used.

12.2.3 RUDDER CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 12-5 illustrates the rudder control system. Also shown is

the simulated helmsman heading control loop. This system is

identical to the system used in the two-dimensional lateral simulation,

(see Section 9), except that the lead term of the compensation has

been included in the feedback path. This results in an input step

command equivalent to a command yaw rate of a step multiplied

by the factor (1 - e -zt ). This is demonstrated in Figure 12-6, which

shows the response of the system to a step input.

In contrast to the two-dimensional rudder control simulation, the aft

foils were not laterally constrained.- However, as the response shown

in Figure 12-6 was satisfactory, it was concluded that the loss in roll

damping at reference foil submersions was not significant.

12.3 SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE SURGE MODE

Significant coupling exists between the longitudinal and surge modes.

For example, the inclusion of the surge mode in the three-dimensional

simulation has demonstrated certain effects which imply the necessity

of automatic thrust control if extended operation at speeds between

takeoff (about 50 knots) and 63 knots is required and under these

conditions these cross-coupling effects can have an important influence

on the stability of the longitudinal-surge mode system.

I
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12.3. 1 STATIC DRAG-SPEED CHARACTERISTICS

Because surge mode behavior is greatly influenced by the particular

drag vs speed characteristics of the foil-strut combination, a drag vs

speed curve has been constructed from measurements made during the

three-dimensional simulation and is reproduced in Figure I2-7. This

curve was obtained while holding the craft at the reYerence attitude

(i. e. , with CG height = 8. 4 ft. , pitch and roll angl.es at zero) by

use of the automatic control system. The figure shows- that drag

decreases from take-off speed up to a speed of about 63 knots and

then rises continuously to cruise speed. The exact shape of this

curve is a strong function of the fc:l cros section and, as a result

of the choice of a flat foil cross sect:on tc escape the sharp lift-slope

changes'that are more likely to occur within the operating regime at

the point of transition from fully-wetted to fully cavitated flow with

other cross sections, the drag characteristc exhibits a substantial

trough.

IZ.3.Z THRUST-TRANSIENT RESPONSE

The negative drag speed slope implies that, for a given thrust setting,

forward speed is a stable function of thrust only above 63 knots. The

transient response of Figure 1Z-8 :s a demonstration of the effect of

cutting the thrust to zero with the craft under automatic control at

cruise speed and returning the thrust to :te or.g-nal value when the

speed drops to about 63 knots. In the absence of longitudinal effects

(such as a change in strut submergence) the speed recovery character-

istic may be expected to follow a path roughly as shown by the dashed

line with the greatest slope corresponding to .the 63-knot (107 ft/sec)

speed where the difference between thrust and drag is maximum.

However, as a result of longitudinal-surge cross coupling, the loss in
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thrust and speed produces a longitudinal transient which results in a
i. greater submersion of the aft foils and therefore increased drag at

about the time the thrust is restored. Thus, speed recovery is much

L_ slower initially and appears as shown in the solid curve.

Surge mode stability was not possible below 107 ft/sec (63 knots) and

it was necessary to introduce a simple automatic thrust control loop

when attempting to hold speed below this level. Figure 12-9 presents

the typical surge mode transient responses for three different surge-

mode, longitudinal-mode control sets. (AT is, in this figure, used

-- to denote a thrust increment.) Curve 'a' shows the surge response

possible when using a simple error-proportional thrust control with

the first set of aft system control gains and a 2-second lag representing

engine-thrust lag. When a revised set of aft system gains was

introduced, the same surge controller produced the response shown

in 'b' which, as may be seen, is on the verge of instability. Alteration

of the surge controller to double the low frequency gain once again

produced an acceptable surge response as seen in curve 'c'.

12.3.3. INFLUENCE OF THE SURGE MODE ON THE LONGITUDINAL
SYSTEM

A comparison of the longitudinal transient, response to a step change

in demanded forward height for the case with and without the surge

mode influence is shoWn in Figure 1Z-10. This response was taken

using aft system gains as recorded in Figure 12-9a.

Because there are several different ways in which to constrain the

Isurge mode, it must be clearly understood what is meant in this

case. This test was accomplished by permitting the normal strut

drag induced pitching moments to act on the craft but preventing the

drag changes from influencing craft speed. This is equivalent to

1
I
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exerting an external force at the CG with perturbations equal and

opposite to those resulting from drag. In this way, speed change

effects are eliminated but the very important (to longitudinal behavior)

pitching moment changes with depth of submersion are retained. The

resulting curves of Figure 12-10 indicate no large effects resulting

from the exclusion of the surge mode on transient behavior.

Thus, where the craft's drag characteristics provide inherent

surge stability, responses of the longitudinal controlled craft are

relatively unaffected by the presence of the surge mode. In the

case of an inherently unstable surge mode, stabilization with a thrust

control loop once again results in a controlled longitudinal transient

that is only slightly affected by surge mode speed variations.

12.4 AUTOMATIC LATERAL CONTROL IN CALM WATER AND
STATE 3 SEAS

Table 12-1 shows that the aileron control system as described in

Section 9 was capable of maintaining stability under all the conditions

that were simulated using a sufficiently high aileron rate limit.

However, it was necessary to use aileron rate limits of * 2 rad/sec

and it was also necessary to reduce the loop gain in a head sea at

100 knots in order to avoid periods of high frequency oscillation.

The system behaved well in the other seas at 100 knots with the design

value of loop gain. It will be noted from an inspection of the transfer

function relating aileron induced rolling moment to aileron deflection

(see Equation 12-1) that the amount of phase lead introduced by the

transfer function decreases as the speed increases. The time

constant of the lead term in inversely proportional to u3 (since

C varies as - for constant lift) while the damping of the quadratic
Cnu

term is proportional to u. This effect will contribute toward a

reduction in gain margin at 100 knots. However, the reason for the
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existence of the periods of high frequency oscillation in the head sea

only is not clearly understood. All the analyses were conducted

assuming constant craft dynamics, while, in fact, the craft dynamics

continuously change as the strut submergences change. This variation

of dynamics can be expected to be of significance when the frequency

of the variation approaches that of the bandwidth of the loop. The

frequency of strut submergence variation in a head sea, while still

reasonably small relative to the bandwidth of the loop, is higher than

in any other sea, so it is possible that this phenomenon is responsible

for the periods of high frequency oscillation found in a head sea at

100 knots.

Table 12-1 also shows that the aileron control system and the reaction

control configuration kept the roll angles in all seas to very small

values, but the lateral accelerations were large in many cases. For

example, in a bow sea at 80 knots, in two runs (runs 132 and 194 in

Table 12-1) the lateral acceleration exceeded 10. 9 ft/sec 5 percent

of the time.

The rudder control system that was used was not capable of maintaining

stability in all seas that were simulated. In all runs which ended in

control being lost, the instability was due to a condition of very small

front foil submergence persisting for a reasonable length of time.

However, the rudder control system used was not proposed as an

alternative to the aileron control system, but was a very simple

jsystem that demonstrated the reduction in lateral accelerations

resulting from using rudders to control the craft. Table 12-1 shc vs,

for example, that at 100 knots in a bow sea, using the rudder control
system resulted in a lateral acceleration of 3. 0 ft/sec being exceeded

5 percent of the time. Using the aileron control system in the same

sea and speed resulted in a lateral acceleration of 10. 0 ft/sec being
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exceeded 5 percent of the time. A mc re zph-st4cated rudder control

system could be designed to overcome the stability problems encountered

with the simple system used, alc reduc:_ng the lateral accelerations

still further.

Alternatively, this problem may be eliminated by providing a short

length of rudder below the forward icJl but this solution is less

desirable.

The results obtained with the react: cr. ccr t rcl system were very similar

to those with the aileron control system. The aft foil lateral restrain-

ing system was not used, which had the effect of reducing roll damping

that was otherwise provided by the aft foils but at the same time

reducing the disturbing rolling moments caused by orbital motion

induced differential lifts on the aft fo-ls. The transient response

tests showed that the reduction In ro2.- damping was not significant,

so it is concluded that the reduction --n the dieturbing rolling moment

was likewise not significant.

12. 5 AUTOMATIC LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN CALM WATER
AND STATE 3 SEAS

The response of the longitudinal system un-der automatic control in

State 3 Seas of various head.igs is represented in Table 12-1 by

recorded values of heave accelerat'on and surge acceleration. In

general, the longitudinal control system parameters are those presented

in Section 10. 2 with exceptions as ncted. Not all runs recorded have

complete data since some are presented to shcw special effects

connected with either longitudinal or lateral control problems.

Effects worthy of special mention are covered in the following paragraphs.
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jThe sea state 3 spectra, transformed to wave encounter frequency for

the various headings is discussed in Appendix C. It should be noted

that the spectra generated for the 80-knot craft speed were used as

an approximation for those tests recorded with craft speed of 100 knots.

The true spectra for the higher speed would show a shift to a some-

Iwhat higher frequency.

S12. 5. 1 TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO CG HEIGHT ERROR

The response to an initial height error of about 2 ft is reproduced in

Figure 12-10. A comparison of transients with and without surge mode

included shows a very similar response whether with or without surge

mode influence.

12. 5.2 TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO A SUDDENLY APPLIED
PITCHING MOMENT

During the course of the simulation, it became apparent that the aft

longitudinal system transient response could be substantially improved

without incurring a significant increase in heave acceleration. The

improvement achieved in response may be seen by referring to

Figure 12-11 in which a pitch angle transient resulting from a sudden

application of external pitching moment is shown. The three control

gains indicated are inputs to the aft reaction control and the lower

set produces an obviously better transient response than the original

(upper) set. There thin remains the demonstration of the effect that this

change had on heave acceleration. One comparison that is possible

is between two bow sea cases represented by runs 101 and 135 of

Table 12-1. These are identical in the longitudinal system parameters

except for the two gain sets indicated in Figure 12-11.

1~12-13
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The results of this comparison may be anticipated by considering the

source of inputs to the aft longitudinal system. The first is heave of

the hull at the forward foil which produces pitch angle changes. These,

in turn, result in aft heave reaction control forces and motions needed

to hold these changes to a minimum. The second is wave-induced

orbital velocities which act on the foils and, through the spring system,

contribute accelerating forces on the hull. If, in a given sea, a signifi-

cant contribution to aft hull acceleration (which is itself the major influ-

ence on CG acceleration) is from the pitch system generated aft re-

action forces, then a substantial change in pitch gain parameters (Kl,

K201 K30 ) will result in a significant change in heave acceleration.

This is demonstrated in a comparison of runs 101 and 135.

On the other hand, a comparison of two beam sea cases (runs 57 and 198)

shows no change in CG acceleration since, for this sea condition, there

are no significant pitching moment disturbances on the craft. (wave

disturbances arrive at both fore and aft foils at about the same time.)

Because of the improved pitch transient response represented by the

longitudinal control system parameters of Set 2, these values are used

for all simulator runs following run 117.

12.5.3 TRADEOFF BETWEEN SPRING STIFFNESS AND HYDRAULIC
SYSTEM RESPONSE

Notwithstanding the presence of springs to cushion the hull against

wave-induced hydrodynamic foil forces, a foil incidence control loop

is necessary to provide variation in foil lift with craft weight and

to reduce foil lift variations at low frequencies to prevent excessive

spring deflections. Clearly, then, a tradeoff exists between spring

deflections and gain in the mechanical self-centering loops. (Higher
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gain implies greater bandwidth and so greater hydraulic power

requirements. ) The nature of this tradeoff may be seen from a

comparison of runs 101 and 103. In the latter runs, the centering

loop gains have been reduced from kF= klR = 0.15 ft" to 0.02 ft-

This reduction in gain has brought with it an increased CG acceleration,

as recorded, from 1.5 ft/sec to 1.8 ft/sec and has placed the burden

of minimizing CG acceleration on the springs. Aft spring deflections

for these two runs have gone from 0. 12 ft to 0.60 ft, (each quantity

derived from the usual 95% criterion. )

A comparison of relative hydraulic bandwidths may be made from

Figure 12-12 in which the open loop gain-phase plot for the self-centering

loop is shown with the closed loop frequency responses for klF, R

0. 15 and 0.02 ft-I shown on the same figure. Figure 12-13 defines

the loop dynamics that are represented in the plots of Figure 12-12.

With the increase in spring deflections (about equal to 0. 5 ft) resulting

from the change of k 1 to 0. 02 ft - I has also come a substantial phase

lag between spring deflection and foil incidence within the sea spectrum

(5 rad/sec) as implied by the drooping closed loop amplitude character-

istics of Figure 12-12.

Although the bandwidth of this loop was markedly reduced by lowering

the gain "k", there is no doubt that the same bandwidth with a much

flatter amplitude and phase characteristic up to the cutoff point could
11be obtained by a different selection of the hydraulic lag, "¢0 , . The

gains kIF, R alone were used to control the centering loop bandwidths

only because it was convenient during the simulation.

Acceleration of the CG is not proportionately increased with spring

deflection because, as pointed out in the preceding sections, the
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pitch angle controlled aft system is also an important contributor to

CG acceleration and its control system parameters remained unchanged

between runs 101 and 103

12.6 COMPARISON OF SPRUNG FOIL WITH RIGID STRUT CASES

The discussion of the manual operation of the FRESH craft includes

comments on the controllability of the craft with rigid aft struts with

no aft foil incidence control and with a normally sprung forward foil.

Since CG acceleration is largely controlled by acceleration at the aft

foil location, it is interesting to compare some automatic controls runs

with rigid aft struts and normal aft foil springs This comparison may

be made for a head and following sea at 80 knots and for a quartering

sea at 50 knots (run pairs from Table 1Z-1 are Nos, 162 and 163(a),

151 and 139, and 176 and 179 respectively). Surge acceleration is not

a function of whether foils are sprung since it depends primarily on the

extent of alternate immersion of each strut as wave encounters occur

(strictly speaking, spring extension causes alternating effective strut

lengths affecting immersion drag but this effect is lost in the measure-

ment uncertainty). Heave acceleration, however, is, for both head

and following seas at 80 knots, strongly affected, being approximately

doubled when rigid struts replace aft foil springs. For the quartering

sea case, heave acceleration appears essentially the same for both co

configurations, a result which seems surprising at first The important

parameter in this effect appears to be the vastly different sea spectra

of the quartering sea (50 knots) case with peak energy at only 0. 5 rad/

sec compared with the head and following sea cases (80 knots) with

peak energies at 4 rad/sec and Z 5 rad/sec respectively, (See Appendix

C for complete spectra description.)

-
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12.6.1 REVISED VALUES FOR wh AND wHS
x

Although earlier two-dimensional automatic control simulator runs

used values of 1.0 rad/sec generally for these two variables, in order

to maintain a common value for both automatic and manual control,

and because lower heave accelerations are achieved, the same values

as those used in the manual control runs (0. 5 rad/sec) were used

in most of the three-dimensional simulator runs. This latter effect

may be compared in runs 57 and 71. It is true that the accuracy

requirements of the accelerometer are affected by the choice of these

cutoff frequencies. This aspect is considered in detail in Section 13.

12. 7 MANUAL CONTROL IN CALM WATER AND STATE 3 SEAS

12.7. 1 LATERAL DISPLAY AND CONTROL ELEMENTS

Manual control of the craft in the three-dimensional simulation was

accomplished, laterally, by giving the operator direct control of the

ailerons via the lateral control stick. No attempt was made to

manually control the craft with rudders in a way analogous to that

which was described for automatic control since the analysis of

Section 7 indicated that manual control via the rudders is not likely

to be as easy as with aileron control. The lateral display consisted,

as in the two-dimensional simulation, of an artificial horizon rotating

as a function of roll angle and roll rate. The particular relationship

used was

Odisplay - z (0 + 0.750)

where

Odisplay = angle that the bar display makes with a

horizontal reference
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12. 7. 2 LONGITUDINAL DISPLAY AND CONTROL ELEMENTS

A control stick, of the type recommended in Section 8 and identical

to that used in the two-dimensional simulation of Section 10, was

utilized for manual control of the forward controlled reaction force

(R c). Analyses of Section 6 indicated that neither automatic nor manual

stabilization for the manual mode could be accomplished with a single

loop feedback quantity. This was borne out by preliminary runs, in

which forward reaction control was attempted with forward height

and acceleration combined in the display but with no control loops

around the aft reaction control. For most of the runs, then, the manual

configuration resembled the automatic except that forward reaction

was controlled directly and the height and acceleration signals formerly

used for commanding forward reactions were now used to displace,

vertically, a horizontal bar on a CRT.

The lead effect produced by the lift increment proportional to T1

(see Figure 12-13) that was of some significance in automatic longitu-

dinal control is effective at a frequency too high to be of significance

in assisting manual control. No operator felt that longitudinal control

was essentially different for the three-dimensional simulation than

for the comparable case for the previous two-dimensional simulation.

Some later runs were made in which manual control without an aft

stabilization system was possible for a craft configuration using rigid

aft struts. This case is considered in detail in this report.

12.7.3 TESTS FOR CROSS-COUPLING EFFECTS

Early runs were undertaken to demonstrate what, if any, cross-coupling

effects might be present. As implied by experience with the automatic

mode, calm water runs with both operators showed no such effect for

normal deviations in either axis.
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Indeed, even when a pulse disturbance of anything less than 10 to 15

degrees in roll angle was introduced intentionally by the lateral

operator in a calm sea, there was no obvious effect on the behavior of

the longitudinal system. Further, neither operator could detect a

difference if the manual system of the other were replaced by the

automatic system.

Results of calm sea runs are shown in Table 12-2 for manual control

of both axes and, it is seen that, although there are no wave input

disturbances, a certain minimum level of acceleration in all three

axes is produced during the control by a human operator. In the

absence of wave inputs, a surge acceleration is present as a result of

changing drag produced by changing strut immersion (the low frequency

characteristics of the surge acceleration records imply the cause is

heave perturbations caused by longitudinal system contiol).

Cross-coupling effects between lateral and longitudinal systems were,

however, much in evidence in many runs involving a State 3 Sea since

large roll angles or very shallow foil-strut depths were generated

on occasion. Just prior to a "splash" condition (the loss of manual

control during a given run), each operator was usually aware of the

presence of the other operator through the large disturbances on his

system.

12. 7.4 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL WITH RIGID AFT STRUTS

The time histories in Figure 12-14 have been included to demonstrate

the effect of removing the aft pitch angle control loop during a manual

longitudinal control run with sprung foils. In all cases of this type,

the operator (who had as a display only forward height and heave

acceleration) is quite unaware that the pitching motion and heave at

the CG are increasing in a divergent way. His first indication of

trouble is a fairly sudden displacement of the display off the scope
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face but this does not occur unti1 other parts of the problem have

diverged well beyond the capability of the system to recover. Thus,

it appears that the craft immediately begi--s this longitudinal divergence

by pivoting about the forward (controlled, end and continues diverging

(in an oscillatory manner) until splash.

Because of the desirability of simplifying the longitudinal configuration

in manual control, some runs were made with rigid aft struts and

without an aft control system.

The nature of the response of the longitudinal system when aft pitch

angle control is removed suggests that the damping in pitch is

insufficient. The aft sprung foils and the aft self-centering loop both

act to prevent forces on the after hull during heave at that point. The

presence of the pitch angle control loop provides the needed damping

under the normal configuration. It was inferred that, in the absence of

automatic control around both fore and aft foils, the greatest amount

of pitch damping would be provided by the aft foils if they were rigidly

attached to the hull. Runs in calm water under manual control have

confirmed that stability is possible (see Table 12-2) under this

arrangement and operator opinion for this condition indicates that,

although heave damping is somewhat less than that obtained with a

pitch control system, it is nevertheless sufficient to permit safe

operation in calm water.

A comparison of operation with the normal manual control configuration

and control with rigid aft struts is possible 'see Table 12-2) for bow,

quartering, and following seas and shows significantly greater CG

accelerations in the 50-knot bow and 80-knot following seas where the

maximum wave energy falls at a relatively high frequency (Z. 4 and 2. 7

rad/sec respectively) and the same acceleration for the much lower

encounter frequency (0. 5 rad/sec) associated with the 50-knot

quartering sea.
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12.7. 5 TEST RUNS USING TYPE OF HEIGHT DISPLAY DESCRIBED IN
SECTION 8

In addition to the runs with rigid aft struts recorded in Table 12-2, some

runs were made with rigid aft struts but. with only forward height signal

displayed (no acceleration signal or modifying filters) in both calm

water and various sea-state relative headings. Performance in calm

water was much like the equivalent run (174) recorded in Table 12-2

and operator opinion was also much the same (control difficulty is

very similar to the comparable calm sea runs with an aft control system).

However, every attempt at control in a State 3 Sea using a height signal

alone produced a splash shortly after the start of the run.

This latter result was anticipated and is a consequence of the rapid

divergence rate of the longitudinal system. The simple height display

(described in Section 8) for manual control of the longitudinal system was

devised under the assumption that the longitudinal divergence rate

would be much slower than typical wave encounter periods. It would

have been possible, under such conditions, to use the envelope of

displayed wave height to control the craft. However, with divergence

rates comparable to wave encounter periods, wave envelope information

is too slow for stable craft operation. Integrated hull heave acceleration

(added to the height display) is then a necessary ingredient for longitu-

dinal manual control in a State 3 Sea.

12.8 A COMPARISON OF MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC LATERAL
CONTROL

It is interesting to compare roll angles and lateral accelerations for

automatic aileron and manual control runs in similar seas and at

similar speeds, for those cases in which manual control did not end in

stability being lost. In each case, the automatically controlled roll

1
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angles were smaller by a factcr c- the order of 100. However, apart

from the followt.rg ard head -ea rur, the lateral accelerat.ons were,

generally speak-.ng. ,'te l:m-ar. I'. fact., r. bow seas at both 80 and

50 knots, manual cornrcl. resulted :n -,ma '.er :aterai accelerations.

-7
This behavior may be explained .r a ccmparison of effective roll control 4

for the two heading,. Er.ocur.ter frequencies in a beam sea are well

within the bandwidth of the human operatcr to counter the induced

rolling moments on the craft and mairtain roll angles smaller than the

open loop craft respcnse at wave erccurter frequencies would show

(although certa'inly not as small as the automatic qystem achieved).

On the other hand, bow sea encounter frequer.cies, while remaining

well within automatic system capability tc prevent rolling, are outside

of a human operator's ability to control anything but the long-term

average roll angle and so roll angle peaks assume values very like

those of a craft uncortrolled at wave ercounter frequencies. Such

rolling action tends to reduce the wave--nduced angles-of-,incidence

on the struts causing it and hence tends to reduce lateral strut-developed

forces causing acceleration.

The acceleration experienced by a person on the craft, or measured

by an accelerometer, would not be the total lateral acceleration, but

would be the total acceleratiorn mirus the gravity component. This

resultant acceleration_ is called the normalized F..de force. As the

roll angles were very smal. when au.omat.c ccntro' was used, the

normalized side forces would be p-actica~ly "de.tical to the lateral

accelerations. However, s-nce large rcill a-gles resulted when

manual control was used, the rormal'zed side forces could be appreciably

different from the lateral acceieratons. The dfference between the

two depends on the degree of ccrreIatlon between the roll angle and

lateral acceleration. A deta"ed ;rvestigat-.cr of the degree of

correlation between the two quantities has not been undertaken, but an

approximate analysis of ore run '.rd:cated that the statistical properties
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of the normalized side force were approximately the same as those of

the lateral acceleration. Thus, it appears that, as far as normalized

side force is concerned, nothing is gained by having a very tight roll

loop. In fact, there are indications from the comparison of manual

and automatic runs that reducing the loop gain and bandwidth of the

roll control system may result in smaller normalized side forces in

some seas.

12. 9 CONCLUSIONS ON MANUAL CONTROL

The high-speed test craft equipped with sprung foils can be controlled

manually in calm or nearly calm water by controlling the lateral

system through a roll-angle roll-rate display and an aileron input

and, in the longitudinal system, by simple height sensor feedback of

forward height with control of forward reaction forces (an all-mechan-

ical self-centering loop forward and locked (rigid) aft struts being

required for such control).

For Sea State 3, longitudinal control is possible only when a forward

accelerometer signal is added to the forward height display and it

is then quite difficult. The task of longitudinal control can be made

somewhat easier if the aft reaction control loop using pitch angle-rate

feedback is included to provide pitch damping with the normal sprung

aft foils. Heave accelerations in the latter case are much smaller, in

general, than when rigid struts are employed.

However, manual controi in State 3 Sea for either the lateral of

longitudinal systems is not recommended since the difficulty of the

task is such that there is an unacceptably high probability of control

being lost during a run of a few minutes.

I
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SECTION 13

FINALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS OF CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Finalized system descriptions for the automatic lateral and longitudinal

control of the craft are presented in this section.

Although an automatic rudder controlled system was investigated during

these studies and found to be superior to the automatic aileron controlled

system in reducing lateral accelerations, the operators found it less

easy to manually control since it is not sufficiently docile to yield an

acceptable manual control system. Therefore, lateral control is

represented here only for the aileron control configuration.

13. 1 AILERON CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 12-2 shows the general system diagram for this control system

The following parameters are iecommended for control:

Hydraulic servo lag = 0. 05 second

Additional loop gain (k ) = 20

Compensation = (0.05 s + 1) ..... . to be generated by

summing the output of rate and vertical

gyros in the ratio of 1 to 20 respectively.

With these values, the control aileron deflection is related to roll

angle as:

I
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1 6 20 () 0c (s) (3

0.05 s +

where

0c (s) = commanded roll angle

13.2 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYSTEM

13.2. 1 MECHANICAL SPRING SELF-CENTERING LOOPS

The following equations represent the dynamic performance that can

be produced by an all-mecharical (including hydraulics) spring centerirg

loop (See Section 4. 6. 6),

k 2 F 1

F F (kiF r -i-) ( 7T ) (13-2)
nF

and

k.' 7
iR " R k!R 4 -q -\ ,o .1 '3 3

"R

where

k1F . kR 0. 1 5 It

. R1

k2F k2R 0 025ft - 3ec

W L, =5 rad/sec
F 3R
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1 13.2.2 REACTION CONTROLLED FORE AND AFT LOOPS

In addition to the mechanical spring centering loops, the following

j expressions define the fore and aft reaction control loops necessary

for automatic longitudinal control. (See Section II and Figure 11-2.)

I k (h ""

R -k 3 (hS hWS + h 1 6
CF [k4 1 + s s + W X

(13-4)

(kl + 2 s
s + x s + hx

where

k I  = 0. 25 lb-sec/ft

k 2  = 2. 0 lb/ft

k 080 lb/ft

k 4  10,000

W - 0 1 rad/secx I  x 2

'h HS -: 0 50 rad/sec

I x

IR 0- k 4 k k3 (13-5.)
CR 1 (ke4k 2 0  s

I
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where

k 1 = 32,000 lb

k z = 80, 000 lb-sec

k3= 16,000 lb-sec 1

13.3 DYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS OF HYDRAULIC INCIDENCE
CONTROL

The values of w and w used previously in connection with theT1 F R

foil spring centering loops are indicative of the moderate bandwidth

demands on the foil incidence control actuation system. Thus, this

system may possess dynamic characteristics consistent with a

15 rad/sec simple lag break frequency (or better) over a similar

bandwidth to yield the indicated results.

13.4 HEIGHT SENSOR STATICAND DYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS

The longitudinal control equations show that the height sensor signal
(hHS - hW HS) is heavily filtered through a simple lag with a break

frequency of 0. 5 rad/sec. This implies that the system's dynamic

requirements are met if the height sensor-filter calibration possesses

such a characteristic. This represents an appreciable relaxation of

height sensor requirements compared to those found necessary for

typical fully submerged hydrofoil craft wb 10 rad/sec).

Static accuracy requirements of L 0. 25 ft are considered reasonable

and adequate for forward height control of the craft.

13-4



13.5 VERTICAL GYRO REQUIREMENTS

The 0. 25-degree pitch and roll angle accuracy typical of vertical

gyros widely available on the market is expected to prove sufficient

for use in either the lateral or longitudinal systems. No significant

dynamic requirements are pertinent for specification of a vertical gyro

for use on hydrofoil craft.

The relatively short life of the typical vertical gyro (1000 hours) is,

however, a source of inconvenience with hydrofoil craft operation

but there are prospects of obtaining much longer life in special order

units and, as may be seen in Section 14, at least two manufacturers

offer units with 2000 hours mean-time-to-failure.

13.6 HEAVE ACCELEROMETER

Because of the presence of a high-pass filter in the hea, e accelerometer

path (see Equation 13-4 and the term involving the quantity 'h
x

steady-state errors in accelerometer output will not result in aft

height error. However, there is a limiting value of the long term

rate-of-change of accelerometer error that will produce a height

error and this value may be computed from Equation 13-4 by setting

the summed expressions within the brackets equal to each cther,

alsigning the maximum height error that is tolerable, letting h be

h/s and solving for the value of h 16 as s - 0 in the limit. With the

parameter values as recorded below Equation 13-4, and an assumed

height error (due to this cause alone) of 0. 1 ft. , this limiting

accelerometer error rate becomes 0. 0002 ft/sec2 at frequencies

below 0. 1 rad/sec. Larger error rates are permissible at frequenci s

above 0. 1 rad/sec.

I
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I
Any of the commercial unconstrained mass accelerometers with

total measurement ranges of 0 to 2 g's should be acceptable from 3
the point of view of dynamic response characteristics.

[
[
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I
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SECTION 14

SURVEY OF AVAILABLE GYROS FOR RATE
AND VERTICAL REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS

A survey of the present-day state of the art in the field of gyroscopic

instruments has been conducted. In particular, the availability of both

rate and vertical gyros of aircraft and marine types was compared. In

addition, a comparison of, or tradeoff between, such factors as gyro

size, weight, price, and lifetime expectancy (mean time before failure-

j MTBF) for marine and aircraft types and comparisons of various air-

craft types was made.

ITables 14-1 and 14-2 give the figures for rate and vertical gyros

presently or soon to be on the market. Wherever possible, estimated

Iprice and lifetime expectancy are shown, although price figures vary

with the quantity ordered or with immediate market conditions.I
Most of the rate gyros ranged in price from about $400 to $1400 highly

I accurate miniature rate gyros. Such gyros exhibited between 1000 and

5000 hours MTBF with an older larger unit (Type GG-79) manufactured

by Minneapolis-Honeywell rated at operating times in excess of 5000

hours Data on marine-type rate gyros was limited and only Muirhead

could be found to permit a comparison with aircraft rate gyro manu-

facturers.' Muirhead's product, D-894-A, has an MTBF of 44, 000

hours. However, it is more bulky (1201 in. 3) and much heavier (50

pounds) than other types.

Vertical gyros were found to be more expensive than rate gyros,

ranging from $1200 to $2000. Lear and Minneapolis-Honeywell types

Iwere advertised as MTBF of 2000 hours. M-H type GG-99 indicated

14-1



twice the vertical accuracy of other vertical gyros, but reliability was

not checked. Lear is in a competitive position with M-H with its type

2153 H. Muirhead (marine-type) is competitive in price but fails to

match the aircraft types in accuracy, size, and weight.

From this study it is concluded that there is a better lifetime available

for certain rate gyro models than for the vertical reference gyros.

(Muirhead gyros normally are ineligible for hydrafoil craft operation

because of their bulk and weight.) However, it appears that longer-

lived vertical gyros are within present state of the art, but since they

are not being offered off-the-shelf (above 2000 hours MTBF) the price

of such units is high.
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APPENDIX A

DYNAMIC EQUATIONS FOR THE LATERAL ANALYSIS

The small perturbation linearized equations for the lateral dynamics

are given below:

-ins + Yv' (Yr - mu.), Ys + Y 1 v(s)

N v , -Izs + N, Nps r(s)

1. s + KpJ L(s
K v , Kr, -1 +

"- Y8  -Y 6  -Y 8. aY , b s , Y a

- N 5  6 b (s) + N 6 (s) + -N 6  6 a
6 b s a

A-

I
II

I
I
I
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APPENDIX B

PRELIMINARY LATERAL CRAFT CONFIGURATION

Using the equations in Appendix A, it can be shown that the lateral

characteristic equation is given by

4 3 2
a4 s + a3 s + a2 s + a I s + a0

where

a 4 = -mI I

a3 = Ix (YvIz + Nrm) + Kprm Iz

a 2 -Kp (Yv Iz + Nrm) + Kv Iz Yp

+ Kr Nm - I [Yv Nr -N v(Yr - muo)]

a= Kv [IzY - Nr Yp + N P(Yr - mu)]

+K rN v Y P  N Ylv

+ Kp [YvN r- Nv(Y r - muo)]

a 0  Yo [NvKr - KvNr]

In general, for hydrofoil craft with fully submerged foils, this

equation has one real positive root when the submergences of the

fore and aft foils are at their trim depths. This is due to the

coefficient a 0 in the above equation being positive while the remainder

B-1
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of the coefficients are negative. The coefficient Y is positive. In

order to make a 0 negative, it is necessary for (N v Kr - K Nr) /

to be negative. Each coefficient in the first product is found by

taking the difference of two quantities, and this difference is usually I
small. It is the second product which is usually the dominant one.

The damping term Nr is always negative, so in order for (NvK r - KvNr)

to be negative, it is required that K v be negative. However, for a
v!

craft that has foils with no dihedral or sweepback, K is alwaysv

positive. Both dihedral and sweepback, but especially dihedral,

tend to make K more negative. Dihedral is more effective the1
V

wider the foils are spaced. Thus it was assumed that the craft

would have a pair of foils supported on struts spaced 14 feet apart.

From drag considerations, a 3-strut configuration was assumed

initially, the third strut supporting a foil with no dihedral or sweep-

back. (Since this foil is not split the effectiveness of dihedral would

be very small.)

In the airplane configuration, dihedral tends to make Ky more negative

as desired, but also tends to make N v more negative. A positive

value or Nv helps to make the coefficients a I and a 2 negative, and

also makes the craft easier to control manually. (See Section 7.

It can also be shown that a moderately negative N v results in the

0(s)/6 a(s) transfer function having a right-half plane zero However,

using the canard configuration, dihedral tends to make K v more

negative and N v more positive, both of which are desirable- Thus,

for the initial investigation, a canard configuration was taken

B-2
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Further assumptions were also made about the craft. A front strut

jlength of 4. 5 ft was used. Assuming a normally distributed sea

surface displacement, it was found that the waves in Sea State 3 will

jbe higher than 4.5 ft for 4.5 percent of the time. The rear struts

were taken to be 1 ft longer than the front strut. The CG of the craft

was taken to be 8 ft above the front foil and 9 ft above the rear foil.

A foil fore and aft spacing of 25 ft was used, with the quarter chord

points of the mean geometric chord of the rear foils being 7. 25 ft aft

of the CG, and that of the front foil being 17. 75 ft ahead of the CG,

(this CG position relative to the fore and aft foils is typical for a

canard configuration. ) The foils were taken to be operating at a CL
of 0. 1 at 80 knots. This implied a C L of 0. 4 at take-off speed of

40 knots, which appeared to be reasonable. As far as lateral stability

is concerned, the larger the foils, the slower will be the uncontrolled

divergence.

Thus, with no dihedral or sweepback, the area of the front foil was

5.91 ft , and the area of each rear foil was 7. 23 ft2 . An aspect

ratio of 3 was assumed for each foil which resulted in a front foil

chord of 1.40 ft and rear foil chords of 1.55 ft. A value of 1.0

was used for foil lift curve slope. This is approximately the same

value as that of a flat plate of aspect ratio 3 operating at a depth of

one chord at zero cavitation number, and at CL of 0.1, (Ref. B-1).

Strut chords of 1. 5 ft were taken, i. e. , the strut chords were

assumed approximately the same as the foil chords, and a value of

0. 75 was used for the strut lift curve slopes at normal submergences.

Normal submergences of the front and rear foils were taken as 2

and 3 ft respectively. No data on supercavitating struts were available,

so the value of lift curve slope of 0. 75 which approximately corresponds

to that of a flat plate of aspect ratio 1 operating as a foil at a depth of one

chord and zero cavitation number, was used, (Ref. B-i).

B-3
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I
The mass of the craft was taken as 37, 100 pounds. The moments of

inertia Ixx and Izz were calculated by assuming that the craft consisted I
of two homogeneous parallel cylinders with centers 19 ft apart, each

cylinder being 4 ft in diameter and 45 ft long. The moments of inertia

were found to be 9. 53 x 104 slug ft 2 and 2.882 x 105 slug ft 2

respectively. I

Reference

B-1. NASA Technical Report R-93. I

B
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APPENDIX C

GENERATION OF AN IRREGULAR STATE 3 SEA

In the course of this study it was necessary to generate, in an analog

fashion, the disturbance applied to the struts and foils of the craft

arising from wave encounters in a State 3 Sea. Two methods for such

generation are being utilized currently, the first involving the summation

of a number of sine waves as an approximation to the Neumann spectra;

the second utilizing a shaped noise source to generate the required

statistical properties of the sea. It is the latter method which has been

used in this simulation. The details of this method may be found in

Reference C-i. It is necessary for such sea generation to supply three

important characteristics for each sea (where it is understood that

a "sea" is described by a set of three numbers giving sea state, sea

relative heading and craft speed). The first required characteristic

is a filter which, when subjected to white noise, produces the necessary

wave encounter spectrum. The second is a phase delay that produces

the delay associated with craft speed and wave propagation speed acting

over the strut separations. (Because of the difference in propagation

speed with wave length, this phase delay is not, in general, precisely

proportional to wave encounter frequency.) Additionally, it is necessary

ideally to provide a 90-degree phase shift to all frequencies to generate

vertical wave orbital motions from horizontal orbital motions. 'In the

operation of this process, some magnitude distortion over the spectrum

of vertical orbital motion velocities is inevitable and the network is

chosen to keep this effect to a minimum.

The following figures present the results of computation and simulator

data for:

C-1



I
(1) The Neumann spectra for a State 3 Irregular Sea, transformed,

in general, to reflect relative heading and craft speed. (The 1
beam sea case is the only sea state in which such transformation

yields the same spectra as that seen by a stationary observer.) I

(2) Phase delay function to account for disturbance phase relation-

ships between the forward, port-rear and starboard-rear foils. i

(3) The "best fit" 90-degree phase shift network that is used to

compute vertical orbital motions form horizontal orbital motions. I
The phase-delay functions are computed for various strut location pairs,

(forward, port-rear; port, starboard-rear etc.). The pairs chosen

depend on the sequence in which a wave encounters each strut and

thus are dependent on the relative heading and craft speed. Also

relative wave headings have been chosen only through an angle of

180 degrees since response of the craft to wave encounters from the

opposite side may be expected to be symmetrical. LI

Figure C-2 presents two different forms of the 90-degree phase shift [
network used because, in general, the bandwidth over which phase

shift is required is larger for some cases than for others thus requiring "

a somewhat different. compromise of phase-magnitude errors. The actual -

networks used are noted on the figures which present the phase delay

functions.

The wave spectra shown have measured data points superimposed on

the desired (computed) curves. The area.under the curve through these

data points is not, in general, equal to that under the computed curve,

("Ell M 2. 58 ft2 for a State 3 Sea) but, before each such sea was run,

a measurement of the spectrum power was made and adjustment was I
accomplished to ensure the proper sea state.

2
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Additionally, a calculation was made to establish the mean square

magnitude of the orbital motion velocities and previously generated

surface wave spectra were thereafter adjusted to yield a value of

[v-- ] 2 1.6 ft 2 /sec 2 at an average depth of 2.5 ft.

Some abbreviations used in Figure C-1 to C-19 are:

[A (W)12- Spectral density in ft2 
- sec

W ev W 0  wave encounter frequency and network characteristic

frequency

V W -wind speed generating waves

E - total energy of the sea spectrum

K - H - abbreviation for a Krohnhite Filter

cps - cycles/sec

H i (W Hi), Lo (w Lo)- break frequency settings used on the

Krohnhite Filter

Reference

C-I. Appendixes to the Engineering Summary Report on a

Hydrofoil Autopilot System Design Study Program.

Appendix D. NObs - 84498. RCA. January, 1962.
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APPENDIX D

EQUATIONS FOR THE TWO- DIMENSIONAL
LATERAL SIMULATION

The forces acting on the struts and foils were found using the same

methods used to find the stability derivatives. (See Section 5. 2)

The function shown in Figure 5-2 was used to give the variation of

(S 8 CL/8 i) with depth for all three struts. At a given. strut depth,

8 CL/8i was taken.to be constant. This i a reasonable assumption

provided the strut incidences are small so that both sides of each strut

remain wetted. A value of 1. 0 was used for the lift curve slope of

each fo.il. (See Appendix B. ) Provided one surface of a foil is cavitated,

this is reasonably accurate. There is a small incidence range (approxi-

mately 3 degrees for the foil suggested in Sectico 3) in which both

surfaces of a foil will be wetted, and in this range the lift curve slope

will be approximately equal to 2. Because of the relatively narrow

incidence range involved, it was believed that the om:.-;iion of this

phenomenon from the simulation would not affect the results appreciably.

The effect of depth of the foils from the free -urfa'.e 2f -:mall and was

ignored, except that broaching was simulated by abturning that the lift

force on a foil was zero when it had broached. In : one runs, a very

approximate simulation of laterally flexible ,tru!.t war made. (See

Section 9.)

The way in which a regular sea was simulated :s dF.c srbed in Ref. D-l,

Appendix E, from which the simplifying sinusoydal approximation was

utilized in the following equations.

I
!

D-l
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Additions to the Gloss J
K FS' KSS, K PS - lateral spring :tiffness of forward, aft

starboard, ., ( aft port struts

YFS' Y~SS YPS - lateral deil, -.'Jons of mid-depth of
submergenm points of forward, aft

starboard and aft port struts

V FS, v SS, V PS - lateral velocities, relative to the hull,
of the mid-depth of submergence points

of forward, rear starbc' rd, and rear
port struts.I

Subscripts

FS - forward strut1

SS - starboard rear strut

PS - port rear strut

SR - mid- span point of rear starboard foil

PR - mid- span point of rear port foil.

Late ral Simulation Equations

These equations were written assuming a (anard configuration.

1. l pd SV_ Y FS -r. .Im )FSS! ' w il I
'FS u +Sw

2. i5  pd~ V - + r. -1 )"rnSS Sini. P + 1

3. i PS u.. pd PS v YPS + r-R(uM)psin Lw + 6 I
LI



~*'FS ~2Plo 'FS kT IFS

5. ys = -pu 0  S

SS. 0~ =. ( L S

PS* Puo 'PS

7. yF FS
YFSR FS

y P

9. Yps r- -

10. v SR =v + vSS - pd R -r4 + (uo) SR sin Iw

11. v PR =v + VpS -pd R -' +(um) PR sinfl

12. wS b= P

PR py-(wS

13. w S (mP

14. ~g r7- (uom)S cooi i

15. uP = + r (u)P coo i

D-3



1 6., R - ] S R "S R S SR V SR La3] SR W SRI

7. UPR La PR PR La 2 1PR vPR [L PR WPR

18S. xA SR [c2] SR "SR [-L1 S R WSRI

19. V.."PR F ] P R PR + ] PRI PR

2Q. ISR i ' SR I
SR U 0

21. PR P:o 4 R

1] PR Uo0

22. (CL)sR L_]f ( PSR)

23. (CL)PR _f iPR'

24 SR 7 [(a 11 SRUSL SR .paI SRUOSGL USR
-' 0

0' SR I
25. -Z R L ] PR po ( 1 a]RPR u, S CL,,IPP

O, PR 0

D-4



I

26 SR = c]SR ZSR=F°  ZI

27 y PR Lc2PR P R

2 8 . K Y d bS
SR S R +  3 SR ZSR 2

2 9 . KR d b

P' K YPR dR 3 PR ZPR -T

30. [a,] SR= l PR= + COSAcos p + sinAsin rsin0

31. [a.] SR = - [a PR= + sinAcos- co Asin r sinP

32. [a 3] SR= - E3] PRa= - cos

33. [c2] SR=- Ec] PR= + p +coAin co, 13

34.c 3-3 SR = [C- PR= + Cos rcos

35. =tan- tanAsinr)

3 6 . Y = YFS + YSS + YPS + YSR + YPR

3 7 . N = YFS 'IF - (Yss + YPS + YSR + YPR) JR

38. K = - YFS dFS - YSC dSS - YS ds + KSR + KpR

39. v = u- -
a m 0

40. p=(K

x

D-5



41. *= 1/
42. r ; IN
VA. , =r/a

41. xi~ 1iA (C -u0 con 'W)}

45. xJJ = X j . + I/X Co 4s s inI

4 .x.; SlflIc-Jo

46. x' R x s-x + 1A coo w + s sin &P

H

411 4F coo (Zv x) + (z'X)F

4. PR =rPS Y coo (2r x R) + (z')R - -y-

H bs i49 SR ss cos (2 XR)+(z')R+T

50. d sd FFS F -f F

51. d dR - PR

52. dss = dR - . R SR

53. z ={ [z)F C F

54. (u)s =CH Cos (ZF j e

Note that theme primed variables are defined in Reference D-1. I

D
I

D-6



55.ZpS [('xPR - 2R]

GH -27r zP
56. (u) CH= x cos (2r xPR we

57. z ,R= [zt)R - ]

5 8 . (u CH -o 2r re2w PR
0 m PR X-- co2wXR) w

5 9. (w PR siGH (2wr x) wre -2wr z'
om PR R

60. I~ ~zSR 2 SR

6 1. (u 5  CH cos (2wr SR) we 27Z,

62. zSR 1 (Z)R+-. b j
SR x I R 2 

- Rz
6 3. (u)S CHi cos (2wr -xw zt

om SRS7) wR

6 4. (w CH sn(7x 7re- 2w ZSR
am SR = i (wXR) w

6 5. ) =f( )

66. ( )SS f(S

67. (CL.! S)PS f (;

D- 7
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APPENDIX E

EQUATIONS FOR THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL LONGITUDINAL
SIMULATION

The following equations have been implemented on the analog computer

for studies of the longitudinal c-ntrol of the high-speed test craft.

They are, in general, partially inearized and are analogous to the

equations presented in Section 6.

However, they are derived in a vertical-horizontal coordinate system

which accounts for the new variable (hGv) representing vertical heave

of the C.G., and are somewhat simplified by the condition that 0 0 0.

Products of variables, in general have been neglected.

E. 1 VERTICAL ACCELERATION

mHhGV  F {R Cos IF hF + 0)RF sin ? F

+ nR RR cos TR (1nR + 0) RR sin RI +T o0 E-1
0 0

where static equilibrium required that:

nF RF cos 7F + nR R R  cos R - m. = 0 E-Z
0 0 0 0

RF =RF + RF RR =RR + RR

I I

0 0

C



T=T 0 + T' since 0 = 0; 0 = 0' for all following equations
0 0

also F = R = 0 so that tF = 6F;
0 0

tR =  R

(0 is assumed small at all times and therefore is treated as a perturba-

tion quantity. Thus RF0, R , RkO, Rk'R + T'0 are neglected.)

E. 2 PITCHING ACCELERATION

Again, products of

perturbation quantities haVe been neglected.

I y nfF [R{HF Cos ' F 0- dHF sin nF -1IF RF

X{IHF sin 'F+ dHF cos 7F

+ nR -RR 1HR cos "R + dHR sin iR} +jR RR °

X f1HR sin 'nRo- dHR cos )R ol

! I

+nF M + nR M - T'dT E-3

E-2



and static equilibrium results in: -

nF RF{.HF Cos BF - dHF sin iFQ} "nRRR

X 1FeR COSBj + d HR si +nFMp + nR MR -Tod T =

L o oj o

E. 2.1 PITCHING MOMENT PERTURBATION DUE TO STRUTS

The pitching moment equations may be written as:

Mp=- P Ay +Dr AP+DrA ) E-4

where Ar is the effective lever arm of the strut drag.

The third non-linear term is included since it is likely to be of equal

magnitude to the linear terms.

Similarly,

M = (D RAR +DR AR +D E-5
0 0

and

, _F iF 0sinl F - 0 ('HF + -- -F sn F)

+ F Cos ?F - Fi2 E-6
0

IE-

I



and, for static equilibrium: -

A =d + Co - E-7
HF F SF 0 2

o . o

D = I I
o o

1 (dHF + 0 G Fo

where C1 
=  CDF uI 

1

Similarly: -

' %---/ sin R + 0 ( R R sin -tRoR
A' = - fR -- R 0 R 0 (HR 0 R)

+ R os R - ;R/ E-8
0

E. 2.2 STRUT DRAG INCREMENTS

DI f I;I 
9

' ' E-9

DR = , R E-0

E-4



E. 2.3 FOIL SUBMERGENCE

(From Equation 2-7, Progress Report No. 3)

F 'f''--F F 0 \HF 0)

+ rCs 1F GV +hWF E1
0

with

HF d ' - Co t + hGv=0 for equilibrium

and

tR 'R''R0 sin ?IRO + ( -HR - =R 0 ' in - R0

+ tRCos ' R-1 - + h WRE-12
0

also with

HR d ' CoR? + hG = 0 for equilibrium.
0 0 00

E-5



I
E. 3 FOIL REACTION. I

RF= RF -KF F E-13 I
R' = R'R - KR IR E-14

E. 3.1 FOIL ACCELERATION I

aF l dHF sin 71 F cos F + - h' 11F 0 E-15

and, by analo y:

a R OdHR sT R R0 +1H COS R0 + i _ CO 0 E-16

E. 3.2 FOIL KINEMATICS

m F a F  R' - F' E-17

where static equilibrium requires: I
RF - FFo + 11F g cos (nFo 0O) = 0 

similarly;

m R a R'- F' E-_ 1
andRR - FR +f n R g cos (Ro 0

E.4 FOIL HYDRODYNAMIC NORMAL FORCES I

I
I

E-6

I



Fj. CLC + C)Su E-19

LCR +C jS 2  
E-20

E. 4.1 NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT INCREMENT DUE TO
CIRCULATION

LCF s*(eF + b iF) At -CC E-21

0 0

L R 4,(eR + b iR) A;- CN E-22

where f( T'F~' f(R are shown in Figure E-1.

where:

C NC =(e.F+b F iF ) (
F 0  0 0

and

C NC = (eR +bR iR ) "
R00 0

E. 4.2 INSTANTANEOUS FOIL INCIDENCES

E-7



iF+ + F+ +Co+s 9+ F cos 0Fo hGV- (HF /-iFO 'in ,Fr

, \-/ O]E-23
-WOMF - nFr=. O sin FO]

R RR O  hv e sin TRO

R R0  + +7i R~ Cos 1 R0-6 + HR 1j"'HR

- WOMR -11P-/RO sin TIRO E-24

E. 4.3 INERTIAL NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT

C N  1063CF (aF wOMF E-25IN 2u M

C = 1.063 R (a ; ) E-26
I R

E. 5 STATIC EQUILIBRIUM OF DRAG AND THRUST FORCES

n F sin ,qF R.;i n + n DF  4n , - T -.
nF o FR F'R F DRo A 0

where D = air drag E-Z

E-8
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APPENDIX F

EQUATIONS FOR THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL

(6 DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM) SIMULATION

The following equations have been implemented on the analog computer

to represent the craft dynamics' in 6 degrees of freedom.

A conventional body centered coordinate system has been chosen with the

origin at the craft C. G., the x-axis positive forward, y-axis positive

toward the starboard side, and the z-axis positive downward. Although

most of the symbols used have been defined in the final report.

definitions will be included here for completeness.

HULL DYNAMICS

XU -.- - qw+r v F-I
T

Y F-2
mT

z
w -- - p v+qu F-3mH

P --- - q r F-4
x

Y Y

N -F - I) pq F-6

z z

F-I

!



ft q -r F-7 T
p + r 0 F=7

$ p+r6 F-8I

qb q +r F-9

w - u e = - 1iG F-10

X, Y, Z are forces along x, y, z axes.

u, v, w are linear velocities along x, y, z axes.

K, M, N are moments about x, y, z axes.

p,q, r are angular velocities about x, y, z axes.

P, 0, 0 are heading, pitch and roll angles.

mT is total mass of craft

m H is mass of hull

l I, are moments of inertia about x, Y, z axes

CRAFT GEOMETRY

'-11IF 4HF +  "o F

d d + + FF-12
dF dHF + / + F 1

S HR - Ro 'SR F-13 3

F-2



d SR d HR f=\ Ro0 + SR F-14

RP 11 PR F-15
iR'$%HR

R R /=k a PR

d PRftd HR R0+ P F-16dPR HR \ a' PR

Subscript F refers to fore foil

Subscript R refers to aft foils

Subscript SR refers to starboard aft foil

Subscript PR refers to port aft foil

Subscript HF refers to forward hinge point

Subscript HR refers to aft hinge point

Subscript o refers to reference conditions.

J is distance in x direction from C. G.

d is distance in z direction from C. G.

71 is foil rotation

is spring deflection

,= is nominal distance along strut from hinge point to foil.

FOIL DYNAMICS

x F + + q2 +P
"F=aF m T m H  /" GFo + P(

"JHF ( pr - ) + dHF P F-17

F-3



x z 2

a- PRH+ +GRo { )PR + q)p

SR :1 aS mT S Go S

T H

(p 2 -bs (qr+F1

+AHR (pr 4q). dH + - (qr +) F-19 i
1~3 -T {FKF +R FF2
F

aGSR~ = . I -R KR +S ~R - FSR) F..21

I I
aGS-R = m Rg - K R tSR + R C R -FR F2

These equations are written for laterally unconstrained aft foils. With

laterally constrained aft foils, the following primed quantities are used

in place of the unprimed quantities.

a- FB F-23
GSR GSR 4 m R

FB

a- . a- F-24
GPR -GPR mR

FB 1 R +F F

mR ZmR (RCPR RSR SR PR

+ L ! ='GRO (?IPR + q)2 SR + q) 2+ b (q r + F-25

F-4 I



I

is nominal distance along strut from hinge point to C. G sprung=G
foil strut mass

mF is mass of forward sprung foil and strut

mR is mass of each aft sprung foil and strut

b s  is distance in y direction between aft struts

g is acceleration due to gravity

K F is forward spring stiffness

KR is aft spring stiffness

RC is control reaction force

F is total normal force on foil

F B is aft foil laterally constraining force

FOIL VELOCITIES

uF - u + (d HF + / F) q + F 0  ;F - (Uom)F Cos w F-26

u P4 u + (d' + bs (u Cos F27
se (dHR 4  Ro Ro '1 SR 2  (Uom)SR w

U PR - - -r cos i F-2uHR r-\ Ro ) q Ro TPR +  r (om)PR w

(u om) is horizontal component of water particle velocity.

FOIL FORCES

F F+ +F-q (om'FF-29

F-5
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iSR +I'R+SR

'PR ~ 1 PR + (w P +"P P (w) 1  F-31

CNF - 1 (i=F) f (t F )  F-32

CNSR = fl (SR) fZ (C SR) F-33

CNPR = fI (iPR) f2 (t PR )  F-34

F r C I PSu2

F CF F F  F-35

FSRI 2CR
NS R T P SR uSR F-36

F C I 2 F-37CP R =NP R  P SRUpR 

WF= W+ F+ 9 JF -

WS '+ pq be F-39ISR SR +  R+ p b -

Wa wp+ b
+ q p R  b F-40

F-6



F IF = k IF [*F - (*om)jl F-41

F ISR k IR [wVSR - ('Wom)SR] F-42

FIPR' = IR kPR - (orn F4

kF= 1. 3677 ~pSFC F-44

kR 1. 3677 WjPSC F-45

F F F +r- FI F-46

"SR F CSR +F ISR F4

F PR F FCPR + F IPR F -48

i is incidence

C N is normal lift coefficient

FC is normal foil incidence produced force

F Iis normal foil inertia force

(w r m) is vertical component of water particle velocity.

F-



FOIL FORCES AND MOMENTS ON HULL

Let PF = KF 6F " RCF F-49

PSR K R 9SR " RCSR (-FB) F-50

PPR K R PR RCPR ( +FB) F-51

Note: The F B terms are included when the aft foils are laterally

constrained.

Then Xfoils P F "F+ PSR 'qSR + PPR "PR F-52

Zfoils P F + PSR + PPR F-53

Kfoils 2 (PSR " PPR)  F-5

Mfoils PF (dHF YF "1 HF ) + PSR (dHR SR +iHR)

+ PPR (dHR 'PR +IHR) F-55

I I
Nfoijs (PPR 'PR -PSR1SR) Tb F-56

F-8



Io

STRUT FORCES AND MOMENTS ON HULL

p ds v- rF- (Uo)F S sinw + 6 F-57FS FS rF %,FSs l b

1 2 [pdss - v + rAR. (U sin + 6 F-58iSS , uSR SSsm

ips - upR pdps -v+rR (uom)PS sin Pw F-59

1 . 8 CL F-60
YFS PU F 'FS -r-) FS

y pu 1 (Sac LF6
~SS 2 Z SR 'SS - - )SS -6

1 2 aC

YSPS T P u PR 'PS (S -F- )SS F-62

YPS = -- p upR ips (S )sF-62

F = (hw)F -4 0 - hG + dF F-63

= (hw 0 - h-t d + - be F-64
SR W)SR 4 SRO GhcSR+ 2

PR= (hwR + 0R{ - ho + dpR Z be F-65
PR =()PR +IPR ChG PR~ F62

dI F-66
FS F 2 F

F-9
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dpS dpR F-67PR PR

dSS = dSR S F68

a CL

(S i )FS = fl ( t F )  F-69

8 CL( -- l-T--)S s = 'I (rtSR) F-70

(S l )PS 1 "P R )  
F-71

Ystruts = FS + YSS + YPS F-72

Kstruts = FS dFS - ySSdSS - PSdPS F-73

N struts YF"F - YSSR" YPAPR F-74

x1 F-C2 F-75

SS, "IPUSR C'tSRCD

x I= - 2 F-77UPR '~R P 1CD

F-10



x struts - XFS '4 XSS X Ps F-78

Mstruts = XFSdFS + Xssdss + XPSdPS F-79

Subscript FS refers to forward strut.

Subscript SS refers to starboard aft strut.

Subscript PS refers to port aft strut

AERODYNAMIC FORCES

DA KD (u 2 _ 2 uuA cos4J +uA c zC C ) F-80

K D = 0. 111 F-81

u A is wind velocity

1Pw is angle between the velocity vectors of the wave front and the craft.

DA is aerodynamic drag.

TOTAL FORCES AND MOMENTS ON HULL

X = Xfoil s + Xstruts + T - DA - mTg 0 F-82

Y = Ystruts + mTg F-83

Z = Zfoil s + mHg F-84

F-I

I



K Kfoils +Kstruts F8

M Mfoils +Mstruts -T TF8

N Nfoils +Nstruts F8

T is thrust

d Tis distance in z direction from thrust line to C. G.



APPENDIX G

CALCULATION OF LATERAL STRUT COMPLIANCE

The strut stiffness was calculated on the basis of simple bending, i. e. ,

torsional compliance was neglected. (This assumption was made for

expediency, although it is recognized that torsional compliance can

play an important part in the bending modes of unsymmetrical sections.)

Stiffness was calculated for an 11. 5-ft long strut pinned at the top and

constrained on a knife edge 3 ft from the top. This strut length

corresponds to the longer aft struts used in the lateral canard configura-

tion study..

The strut was assumed to have a uniform external shape defined by

Where

t ir the strut trailing edge thickness of 2. 86 inches

x is the distance from the LE

C is the chord of 26 inches

y is the strut semi-thickness at station x (symmetrically

disposed around the centerline

The section was assumed to be the approximately uniform shell formed

by maintaining a uniform thickness 6 (measured perpendicular to the
chord) from the parabolic contour defined in Equation G-l; the trailing

edge of the section being closed by a flat plate of the same thickness 6.

G-1I
I



This gives a section with a second moment of area.

2 4
t4 2 2 2 43 &3I= 6C (-- 6t + . 6, 1 l (t- 26) 3  (G-2)

t

4
With 6 = 0. 2 inch, the section second moment of area I = 9. 287 in.

The wall thickness 6 is assumed to be 0. 1 inch at its point of attachment
4

to the foil; the corresponding second moment of area is 4. 995 in.

(The wall thickness assumed at the lower end of the strut is of less

significance in respect to bending deflections than that at the top of

the strut.)

The strut is assumed to be 6 = 0. 2 inch between the supports and tapered

between the lower pin and the foil so that the second moment of area

varied linearly.

Thus, the second moment of area

I = 9. 287 in. 4  0 < z < 36"

= 11.024 - 0.04832 z in. 4  36" l z ! 126" (G-3)

where z is measured along the span.

For bending deflection it is necessary to doubly integrate the equation

d M y (G-4)

dz 2  
M=

where y is the lateral deflection at station z along the span and E is

the elastic modulus. ]

1
G-2 ]



I

J Assuming a lateral force Y applied at 126 inches, the bending moment

M = 2. 5zYlbin. 0 z<36"
(G-5)

= (126 - z) Y lb in. 3"' z < 126"

Substitution of the first Equation G-5 into Equation G-4 integrating twice

and satisfying the condition that y = 0 at z ='- 0 and z = 36 inches

gives

y (. zz - 540) 'Y for 0 < z < 36"

so that

= I130 atz =36"

Y 4 (G-6)
116.29 r for I = 9.287 in.

Substituting the se-ond Equation G-3 and Equation G-5 into Equation

G-4 and integrating with Equation G-6 and, y = 0 at z = 36" as boundary

conditions, gives

y = { 10.367z 2 - 7496.6z + 1, 169,200 4 (2126.7z -

486, 100) x .,en (11.026 - 0. 06823z)}d!

At z = 126 inches (the assumed point of application of Y)

Y
y = 40,441

I
g G3-3

!



Thus the effective strut stiffness

Y E 74 bi.(assuming E =30 x 106l/n 2

40,441

G-4I


